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"Santa Clara defeats St.
Marys in the little Big
Game' at Kezar Stadium"
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University: 1851-2001
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Hello SCU,
Congratulations on a successful year! Your copy of the Redwood offers you the chance to
reflect on the many memories and friendships created as we continue to build our community.
During my years as a Bronco, I have witnessed the evolution of this community and the success
of Broncos outside our world here at Santa Clara.
Santa Clara University continues to establish itself as the premier Jesuit institution of higher
learning on the West Coast. During these past four years, we have built a new library, a business
building, renovated Benson, renovated the pool facility, resurfaced the soccer practice field,
and created a soccer stadium for the Earthquakes. This year in particular marked a symbolic
milestone in Santa Clara's history. The opening of the Locatelli Student Activity Center served
as a tribute to Father Locatelli's dedication and passion for Santa Clara.
These past couple years, Santa Clara celebrated the aspirations and accomplishments of fellow
community members. Noelle Lopez, our first female Rhodes Scholar, embodies the philosophy
of competence, conscious, and compassion. Newly appointed president Father Michael Engh
dedicates himself to the message of sustainability. Santa Clara's own alumni, Secretary of
Homeland Defense Janet Napolitano and Central Intelligence Director Leon Panetta. continue
to carry the Bronco flag in Washington.
This copy of the Redwood highlights our Santa Clara tradition. I continue to see the evolution
of our campus daily and I remain enthusiastic for what the future holds. We welcomed the Class
of 2014 to witness the graduation of another. Congratulations Class of 2011, and remember:
once a Bronco, always a Bronco!
And to everyone, enjoy your copy of the Redwood! Cherish its memories, and you will re-
discover how you contributed to the Santa Clara tradition.
Go Broncos!
Christopher Mosier
Student Body President 2010-201
1
Class of 2011
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Photography by Ryan Selewicz
On October 10, 2010 the Locatelli Centerhad its grand opening , as one of the many
events during Grand Reunion Weekend.
The building is dedicated to former university
president, Paul L. Locatelli, S.J. (serving 1988-2008)
The center is made up of two levels. The upstairs
is currently used as office space for the Center
for Student Leadership, Associated Student
Government, Activities Programming Board,
and Santa Clara Community Action Program.
Downstairs is a 6,000-square-foot event hall, which
is equipped with professional stage lighting and
sound equipment as well as a mesmerizing disco
ball that hangs from the 20-foot ceiling.
The funding for the new student activities
center was donated by Mary Mathews-Stevens '84
and her family.
The Locatelli Center the new home for
many student-run events including the annual Club
Fair and APB events. The new student activity
center is also where the Associated Student
Government now holds their weekly meetings.
14 LOCATELLI CENTER
Coyote Trickster is one of the first bands to perform in the Locatelli Center.
Vrt been really nice to be Involved In a new builiding on campus. It really brings a new
dynamic to on campus events due to the quality of the facility:
-David Steenson, Student Event Manager
Associated Student Government represents
the study body as a whole. This year the
student body selected Chris Moiser as
President, and Nhu-nguyen Le as Vice President.
ASG does everything for the student body from
founding the "Educated Partier" program, to
encouraging safer and smarter ways to party
to holding elections and forums on controversial
issues giving students stronger voices in our
community This year, ASG successfully prevented
the administration from charging a $1,038 per unit
overload fee.
"As o Jesuit university, Santa Clara teaches its
|
students to become the leaders ot tomorrow. In
ASG, we take that philosophy and put it into action.
This is my second year in ASG and I have learned so I
much about problem solving, communication with
others, and time management"
-Briana Britton
Organizational Development Vice President I
Photography by Stella Tran & Ryan Selewicz
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2010-2011 ASG Members
Executive Board
Chris Mosier - President
Nhu-nguyen Le - Vice-President
Winston Yu, Lindsay Gray &
Briana Britton
Community Development
Matthew Mosier, Stephanie
Esquivias, Hilary Toms, Sumeet
Chadha, Carolyn Jones, Carlos
Gomez & Corey McCarthy
Judicial Branch
Justin Gilio - Chief Justice
Brenda Everling, Johnny
Nelson, Saayeli Mukherji &
Alan Nguyen
Senate
Robert Leupp - Sentate Chair
Jenna Saso, Michael Kawamoto, Blake Martini, Adrian Morales, Marisa Plescia, Sachit Eganm,
Megan Murnane, Travis Pedersen, Eric Steinberger, Jim Sullivan, Kanishk Desai, Rebecca Solomon,
Stella Tran, Fana Yohannes, Zach Chong, Matt Macdonald, Elisa-Maria Torres, Will Burke, Nadia
Yassin & Megan McNamara
16 ASSOCIATED STUDENT GOVERNMENT
A.P.B.
MFAO poses with the APB staff after the Welcome
Weekend Concert in the Leavey Center.
APB hosted a Dog Day in Graham Quad
for students who missed their pets.
VQe 'TYitfjor" in fu.n
The Activities Programming Board (APB) wasfound in 1994. In 2003, two separate clubs
joined forces to become the organization we
know today as APB and planning events for the
student body.
Students know APB mainly as the organiza-
tion that puts on the best concerts in both the fall
and spring. This past fall APB brought hip-hop stars,
LMFAO. to the Leavey Center at SCU ana as this
book goes to print, students are anxiously awaiting
the announcement of the lineup for the sprint con-
cert. Some of the other favorite APB events from
this year include Dog Day in the Graham Quad, the
Bronco Bus to a midnight showing of Harry Potter
on opening night, and DJ nights which took place
in the Locatelli Center for the first time this year.
"I volunteered for the concerts ond we literally
worked back stage, set up the stage, set up the
food in the artists' greenroom and watched the
artists walk right by as he came on stage. It is
awesome to see how everything comes together-
we started with an empty gym and 24 hours
later a major performance underway with over a
thousand in attendance':
-Berkley Fial, student volunteer
Over one thousand students packed the Leavey Center for APBs fall concert featuring LMFAO and The Cata-racs & Dev.
ACTIVITIES PROGRAMMING BOARD 17
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Photography by Ryan Selewicz
M ulticultural Center on campus is a "studentrun organization that is committed to thecelebration of cultural diversity and the
promotion of perspectives of people of color.
The MCC is dedicated to providing an environment
conducive to the expression and appreciation of
different cultures of people of color1,' according to the
SCU Multicultural Center Website. The mission of MCC is
to fight the cultural stereotypes that exist on campus,
and prevents racism.
MCC puts on many campus events each year
to help support their mission and overall goal as a club.
From protests, to the global village performance that
is put on at the end of the year, MCC is completely
involved. MCC supports nine clubs: Asian Pacific Student
Union, Barkada (Filipino), Chinese Student Association,
Igwebuike (Pan-African), Intandesh (South Asian), Ka
Manab O Hawaii, Japanese Student Association,
MEChA-EI Frente (Latino), and the Vietnamese Student
Association, and all the events sponsored by these
clubs. On November 1 1th the MCC put on "Love Jones"
where students were invited to share their talents by
playing music and reading poetry. Of course, there
was also food.
Bronco Bhangra performs at Love Jones in the Locatelli Center and gives students a sampling of Indian culture.
18 MULTICULTURAL CENTER
Project coordinators Hayley Dickson 13 and Keely Reidelberger 13 table at the annual SCCAP Fair
to spread the word about the opportunities their programs offer.
bst
According to Santa Claras SCCAP Website,
SCCAPs mission is, "For the purpose
of supporting the Universitys goals of
educating men and women to be leaders of
competence, conscience and compassion,
Santa Clara Community Action Program offers
opportunities of service, community based
earning, advocacy, activism, and leadership to
the university community. As a chartered student
organization, Santa Clara Community Action
Program promotes the holistic education of the
volunteer by serving the surrounding community
and by reflecting upon social justice issues, with the
intent of challenging the participants to commit to
creating a more humane and just world"
SCCAP lets students have the ability to do
community service in four different departments:
Health and Disabilities, Homelessness, Education
and Mentoring, and Empowerment. One of SCCAPs
recent protests was in support of ending farm
worker exploitation.
idents participate in a SCCAP sponsored protest at Trader Joes in San Jose in support of fair
employment practices and conditions for farm workers.
JiASt Love
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The Santa Clara is Santa Clara University's
official newspaper. It was first published in
1922, and has since continued to publish
university and national news on a weekly basis. The
staff is comprised of about thirty undergraduate
students who work as photographers, page
designers, reporters, and editors. These thirty
students are also responsible for
distributing the paper throughout
the campus and keeping their website
up to date. The news and information
they report reaches over 100,000 online
viewers and thousands of student
and faculty readers in print. Th
Santa Clara was awarded the
"Pacemaker Award" in 1995
and 2004. This award is the top
award that can be received
by a collegiate journalism
program. The Santa Clara keeps us up-to-
date and in tune with our school and nation
the
Santa Clara
delivering nevos
smce 1922 TSC Editors: Cynthia Nonnenmacher, Michael Erkelens, Kaveri Gyanendra, SamanthaJuda, Matt Rupel, Brooke Boniface, Kurt Wagner, Gabe Taylor, and Kiley Winsnes
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the
Redwood
keeping memories
alive since 190H
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Photography by Sara Love & Micahel Erkelens
The Redwood is Santa Clara University's officialyearbook. It has been arouna for 107 years,
since 1904. The Redwoods published, display
writing, design, and photographs all created by the
Redwood staff which is made up of students who
wish to aevelop their skills ana provide the Santa
Clara community with a book that captures all of
the many good times had throughout college. The
Redwood provides opportunities for all students to
submit photos and writings and even artwork to
be published ana remembered for years to come.
Because the students of Santa Clara University are
constantly changing and developing into the next
generation of politicians, teachers, entrepreneurs,
and so on, we thought it only appropriate that this
years theme commemorate just that. We hope
you enjoy this year's Evolution yearbook.
2010-11 Staff Members
Editor in Chief: Ryan Selewicz
Design Editor: Jenny Nicholson
Photo Editor: Michael Erkelens
Business Manager: Amanda Nelson
Personalities Editor: Briana MacDonald
Designers: Nellie Bohac, Nora Colello, Casey Cronin, Julia Restin, Erik Toral
Photographers: Sarah Love, Samantha Juda, Katie Simmons, Jacqueline
Madison
Media Advisor: Gordon Young
THE REDWOOD 21
Santa Clara
Review
A Literary
The Santa Clara Review, previously known asThe Owl, is a bi-annual magazine edited and
created by the student community of Santa
Clara University. The magazine publishes anything
from poetry to visual art to music. Submissions
from students, faculty, and staff of Santa Clara
University, and writers and artists from around the
globe, are submitted and then chosen by the
Review staff, "The Review is committed to the
development of student literary talent, both in
editorial and creative writing skills. The Review
provides Santa Clara students and opportunity to
gain knowledge in the practice of contemporary
writing and criticism, and creates a forum for
faculty students, and alumni to express their
creative energy, The Review was founded in
1 869 and is known to be one of the oldest literary
publications in the Western United States. The
Review is dedicated to the highest quality of
works, and thus has earned a reputation that
echoes dedication to the pursuit of truth, honesty,
and social responsibility within the literary arts"
'€r*>
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2010-2011 Staff
Joshua Fredkin - Editor in Chief
Dana Nialis - Associate Editor
Sara Phillips - Publication Editor
Stephen Layton - Poetry Editor
Stephanie Mita - Nonfiction Editor
Kristen Rieke - Art Editor
Taara Khalilnaji - Marketing/Music Director
Hannah Miller - Public Relations Director
Kirk Glaser - Faculty Advisor
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Editor in Chief, Josh Fredkin. leads a meeting with faculty advisor, Kirk Glaser, and the Santa Clara Review staff.
22 SANTA CLARA REVIEW
iy by Katie Simmons
The underground sound of Santa
Clara
University is the student-operated radio
station, located right here on campus. The
station, KSCU 103.3 FM, broadcasts a variety of
music that caters to all of the university students'
tastes. KSCU's manager, Lauren Duffy, works with
staff members to provide a "hands-on broadcasting
experience to students and community members:
The staff of KSCU operates the station in such
a way so students learn and experience how
operating in a true FM station would really work.
The radio station first aired in 1950, and has since
then been a hit among students. You can stream
their live program online, at any point and time of
the day at your convenience. The station often
streams local artists and is a big promoter of local
businesses. The hosts of the station's many shows
are absolutely hilarious and guite entertaining;
almost as much as the music that is constantly
being pumped out their antennae and into the
homes of the citizens of the Silicon Valley.
KSCU
1033 VYA
Duffy (Lauren Duffy) & Gonzo (Elena Giralt) entertain listeners between songs durring "The Gonzo Show"
KSCU 23
Engineers
Without
Borders
Gmtfrt
Engineers Without Borders is a non-profit
humanitarian organization that is dedicated
to serving and working with developing
communities around the world. They provide
engineering services through their volunteer
chapter members to implement the infrastructure
necessary to meet basic human needs. Through
their sustainable engineering projects, they strive
to improve the quality of life in the communities
they serve. EWB-SCU made their first assessment
trip in September of 2010 to a small community
in Northern .Honduras. This trip identified a crucial
necessity of clean water for the community. Over
the next several years EWB-SCU will research, design
and implement a water system for the community.
This club allows students to apply their class work
to an actual project that affects people directly.
24 ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS
BroncoTV is a student-run club that writes,
produces, films, and edits comedy shorts and
uploads them onto YouTube. Their channel,
BroncoTV has over 8,900 subscribers and over 90
videos to date. Open to students of all majors,
the clubs members can write scripts and as a club,
they pick which ones they want to make. In just
fall quarter they uploaded seven shorts with two
more still in the post-production process. Some of
their alumni have even gone on to produce very
successful YouTube videos for a living in Southern
California. They have collaborated with YouTube
channels from all over the nation and their fan base
continues to grow every day. Check them out on
Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/broncotv
BroncoTV
On Tne 3i.fi Screen
BRONCOTV 25
Christopher Grimmett, Anna Vossler, Michael Bates, Alex Hanchett, Blake Coelho, Peter Baumgartner, Molly Murphy and Marcial Portilla practice for an
upcoming Improv performance. Not pictured are Matt Lee, Nicholas Manfredi and Cameron Carbone.
Improv is Santa Claras premier improvisational
acting troupe. The troupe boasts three great
opportunities they offer to their performers.
They have frequent performances, which give
students more opportunities to perform their skits.
They encourage collaboration with others who are
passionate about comedy allowing their members
to meet others with similar interests and a talent
for comedic acting. Lastly, they enjoy making fools
of themselves on stage and simply letting loose.
Improv does one large performance each quarter
and has worked with many other colleges in the
area to make the performance even bigger and
better than in past years.
Photography by Ryan Selewicz
Improv
GpontaneoiAS
Gtudents
26 IMPROV CLUB
\A Capella
VocdxcwiAS
The student-run A Capella group calledVocalicious is only one of the many A Capella
groups at Santa Clara. Each of Santa Claras
A Capella clubs have tryouts for those who want
to sing, but are looking for an alternative to choir.
They will perform at four to five events throughout
the year at school events including Love Jones,
which was held in the Locatelli Center this year
and the Festival of Lights in the mission. The club
meets twice a week to practice for these events.
They sing songs of many different genres of music
including jazz, modern, and even Disney songs.
At practice the group works hard, but they make
sure they also have a lot of fun. The group is only
in its second year, but it is already going strong
with fourteen student members with each grade
represented. Aside from practices, Vocalicious
members get together for movie nights and have
dinner together after some Friday practices.
cotty Bemis performs at Love Jones with Vocalicious
Vaniah Holtz, Amanda Bellister, Jesse Shirley and the rest of Vocalicious share their vocal talents with a performance of Hakuna Matata at Love Jones.
A CAPELLA CLUB 27
Campus
Ministry
Gearck...
Search was a really great weekend to escape
the craziness of campus life and spend it talking
and reflecting on topics we often don't have
time to consider in every day life. I met a lot of
great people and came back to campus feeling
refreshed and full of Search love!
-Hayley Dickson '13
Santa Clara University is a Jesuit university that
fosters the development of every student as
a whole. Campus Ministry is one of the many
organizations that caters to this development. The
staff of Campus Ministry, led Py Fr. Jack Treacy,
S.J. works within the community to promote these
changes and growths that often occur during
ones time in college. They provide the university
community with professional services to help guide
those who wish to be guided and the pastoral
presence on campus plays a critical role in the
challenging of faithful growth. The staff seeks to
realize what the Church is and what it will become.
They work with the student community and faculty
to develop this search and to also learn about
the diversities and similarities amongst world
religions. This organization has no discriminations,
and chooses to focus on the belief that all are "a
manifestation of the living God" Campus Ministry
embraces the traditions of the Jesuit and Catholic
Church, while keeping an open mind to the "
diverse religious traditions and expressions of the
SCU community!'
28 CAMPUS MINISTRY
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Educate and empower members of the university
community in "faith that does justice:
Ask thoughtful and probing questions about
the religious, ethical and moral challenge^wa
face in this academic setting and the broader
community.
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RESIDENTIAL
LEARNING
COMMUNITES
Live Like a Bronco
Photography by Ryan Selewicz & Jacqueline Madison
RLC's at Santa Clara University are
groups of
students who live in the same residence
hall, take classes and study together, and
experience college life under the same roof. Every
Residential Learning Community is centered on one
or two themes ranging from community service to
faith, to justice. All freshman and even some upper
class-men are part of these communities. These
RLC's are geared at grouping students together
that share many of the same ideals and principles.
Living in an RLC is a great way to Pond with students
and experience the tradition of college "dorm life"
There are tons of events that RLC's host and that
students can get involved in. Activities include
events such as dorm dances, trips to Sky High,
Thanksgiving dinners, and haunted houses. Living in
an RLC is a great way to get involved in Santa Clara
life and make the most of your college experience.
RESIDENTIAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES 31
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"RLCs provide students with
an opportunity to get deeply
involved in their communities at
every level. I'm always happy to
hear that students are engaged in
the advantage of the intergraded
learning, community service, and
social aspects of th© RICS.
32 RESIDENTIAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES
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COMMUNITAS
anPisi
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Students in the Communitas RLC live by the
motto "Local action with compassion." Each
of the nine community facilitators from Campisi
and Bellarmine Halls organize at least two
service projects each quarter giving students
numberous opportunities to give back to
the community. This year, service project
opportunities included a red cup clean
up around the Santa Clara's neighboring
communities organized by Chris Ledesma '12
and a zoo clean up at the San Francisco Zoo
organized by Brianna Cassara '13 and Teki
Mensah '12.
"I have really enjoyed living in the dorms
freshman and sophomore year. I've met so
many new people and love being in the
center of campus. It's a great atmosphere full
of welcoming and fun indivuduals."
"J
"Xavier is an amazing place filled
with people who love to support
one another as well as the greater
community and world around them.
Not only is Xavier a place to call
home, it is a place to find a family!'
- Sara Phillips 12
RESIDENTIAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES 35
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The four building setup creates a great sense of
competition that ultimately unites the community.
-Phillip Eukel '14
Alpha's RLC is "committed to understanding
the benefits and challenges of Western
Culture, both how we exercise our freedom
and how we live in community with one another.,.
Through a rich variety of social, academic, cultural,
wellness, and spiritual programs, Alpha seeks both
to develop community and to meet the needs of
each individual" After decades of housing Santa
Clara students, Alpha, Santa Claras oldest RLC, is
closing its doors. However, Alpha is going out with
a bang. With events such as Dog Days, Movie
under the stars, Mr. Alpha, Walk for Aids, Open Mic
Night, and more, Graham is making sure their last
year is its best.
36 RESIDENTIAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES
Luke Bowen, Ryan Cuffe, Kyle Arrouzet, Phillip Eukel, Adandalore Rivera, & Nicholas Der participated in Alpha's annual Saturnalia competition.
RESIDENTIAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES 37
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Ruff Riders
Fight On{
Photography by Ryan Selewicz
"Imagine a game in complete silence. Imagine
no noise from a crowd, no pep band playing
their hearts out, no roaring cheers after a
drained shot or goal. This would be Santa Clara
without Ruff Riders. Our mission is to support
and encourage SCU's sports teams while
creating a fun and exciting atmosphere for
students who want to be involved on campus.
Go Broncos!"
-Terra Oldham
Ruff Riders Executive Board Member
Ruff Riders is the largest student organization on
campus. More than 3,000 students are members of
Ruff Riders. Ruff Riders was founded in 1999. The job
of a Ruff Rider is to come to every SCU game and boost
the spirit and cheer in the stands! Students pay a one-time
fee to join the club, and from then on are given a T-shirt
each year they are here. The red matching t-shirts worn by
all Ruff Riders make the fans look like one, and cause our fan
section to look intimidating to the opponents.
40 RUFF RIDERS
RUFF RIDERS
SCU Spiri
Ckeer
irit
on
Photography by Ryan Selewicz
If
only Candice Sanchezis '13 smile could say it all.
Her vibrant smile, similarly seen on nineteen other
cheerleaders, reflects the energy and vivacity in
the room. The crowd is wild, cheering along with the
girls. It is Winter Quarter, their most active season.
The game? A heated battle against rival Gonzaga.
Every time a player makes a shot, the Pep Band
chimes in. The Dance Squad puts in their heart
and soul into their performance, to show Gonzaga
what Santa Clara is truly made of. We Broncos are
all power, spirit, and skill. Altogether, the three are
the core of spirit at Santa Clara. Anyone who's ever
doubted spirit at Santa Clara can attend any of
the major games at SCU and see the three work
in harmony to rile the crowd. They celebrate both
joys and tribulations along with Santa Clara sports
teams. And it works: Santa Clara beats Gonzaga
85-71 after nine years. Students storm the stage,
applauding their team and chanting along with the
Pep Band. S-GU, S-GU, school spirit is at an all time
high. All thanks to one great game and a great
team, and the support of cheer, dance, and pep
band.
42 BRONCO SPIRIT
Pep Band
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Mens Soccer
Greeting A L&qacv)
"Personally 1
vooiAldn'i trade
this team $or
any otker"
-lA^ell Bates
Photography by Samantha Juda
Santa Clara's Men's Soccer Team is a special
group of people. This past year was an
improvement from the previous year. Some
players Pelieve that the formation of the group
during preseason contriPuted to their success
this year. The team was together before school
began in the fall so they could build camaraderie,
chemistry, trust, commitment, and a strong
relationship. This was evident every time they
stepped out onto the field. They were motivated
to give one hundred percent for their teammates.
The team has a strong core and are very positive
about their future. Each player is determined,
dedicated, and committeO to positively
progressing towaras their ultimate goal, which is
a national championship. Everyone contributed
from the new freshmen to the seniors playing their
final year at Santa Clara. This season wasn't all
about one star player, but instead about a group
of hard-working, dedicatea soccer players.
44 MENS SOCCER
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Team Roster
No: Name:
Bryan Yonamine
1 Larry Jackson
2 Mykell Bates
3 Jeffrey Strong
4 Danny Maeda
5 David Castellanos
6 Brandon Zimmerman
7 Rodrigo Da Silva
8 Jake Rose
9 Alex Fitschen
10 Connor Mitchell
12 Keigo Kameya
13 Devin Character
14 Mark Daus
15 Murphy Campbell
16 Gabriel Romero
17 Takahide Kameya
18 Jeremy Del Re
19 Erik Hurtado
20 Johnny Martinez
21 Austin Tenn-McClellan
22 Harrison Hanley
23 Wesley Culver
24 Kevin Klasila
25 Phillip Muscarella
26 Michael Gates
27 Eric Masch
29 Sho Nakashima
30 Carlos Montes
31 Cal McKee
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Women's
Soccer
JiASt kickift' it
Team Roster
Photography by Samantha Juda
The women's soccer team is unique this yearbecause of its large number of freshmen. They
have a variety of personalities among the
different classes, making them more diverse both
on and off the soccer field. The team is supported
by the alumni that have played previously and still
reach out to cheer on their old team. The team
sees themselves as more of a family because they
look after one another. The reason this team is
successful is because they work year around to be
prepared for season. In season, the team wakes up
at 5:45 am to run fitness and lift weights four times
a week. In the off-season they continue a regular
practice schedule. The team has an excellent staff
with coaches Gregg Marshall, Brandi Chastain,
Aly Wagner, Gregg Murphy, and Curtis McCallister
who aedicate time and effort to improve Santa
Clara's game. The team feels very involvea with
the Santa Clara community because the girls feel
their hard work and dedication is appreciated by
the university and it students.
46 WOMEN"S SOCCER
No: Name: No: Name:
00 Molly Mettler 14 Lindsey Johnson
Alexis Rubattino 15 Maxine Goynes
1 Bianca Henninger 16 Anessa Patton
I' Julie Johnston 17 Nikki Ambrose
3 Jenny LaPonte 18 Kelly Jenks
4 Ellie Rice 19 Lauren Crum
.'-> Alyson Birgel 20 Cali Reis
6 Bridgett Miller 21 Olivia Klei
/ Sarah Jackson 22 Cailin Doherty
8 Margueritte Aozasa 23 Zoe Jeffers
9 Amanda Poach 24 Lauren Matheson
10 Meleana Shim 25 Paige Robertson
11 Jessica Castillo 28 Sara Brathwaite
r? Kendra Perry 36 Marissa Crosetti
13 Kate Beaudoin 88 Allie Vernon
"The reason we all enjoy SCU soccer so
much is because we understand the.
\, legacy behind the program" jt a
-Maxine Goynes
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Cross
Country
A trite sport
Photography by Samantha Juda
Cross Country: no half times, no time outs,
no substitutions. It must be the only true
sport:
1
"Mens Cross Country (8k) finished
their season placing twenty-first at regionals and
third in the West Coast Conference. The mens
team was lead by sophomore, Kevin Oliver who
finished 88th at 31:38.01 Womens Cross Country
(6k) finished their season placing twenty-second at
regionals and fourth in the West Coast Conference.
The womens team was lead by senior, Stephanie
Wilson who finished 73rd at 21:33.00. This cross
country season was the last of ten seasons Coach
Tom Service has lead. He retired after the end of
the season and is leaving the team in the hands of
Felipe Montoro. Priscilla Bayley will also be helping
out with the transition from one coach to another.
The athletic department and Mens and Womens
cross country teams are sad to see Coach Tom go,
but are excited and have very high expectations
of the coaching that will come.
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Silhouette photo of our top seven girls from the 2009 WCC Cross Country Championsips
"Our sport is..
'
VjOixr sport's
piA-mskment."
Men's Cross Country Roster
Freshman: Ben Demaree / Luca
Signore / Moises Venegas /
Sophomores: Guadalupe
Gonzalez / Marcos Hinojosa /
Gareth Mori / Matt Mosier /
Kevin Oliver / Ezana Tesfu /
Juniors: Evan Hennessey / Austin
Jones / Nhunguyen Le / Travis
Pederson / Matt Savage / Kevin
Senefeld / Matthew Wagner /
Richard Zhu /
Seniors: Christopher Mosier /
Robert Reid / Chris Sampson /
Tom Service:
Head Men's & Women's
Cross Country Coach
Felipe Montoro:
Men's & Women's
Associate Head Coach
Priscilla Bayley:
Men's & Women's
Assistant Coach
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Women's
Volleyball
Set Spike
Photography by Samantha Juda
Astrong sense ofin the womenspride themselves family can be seenvolleyball team. Theyin this aspect, as the
team's success comes from the strength of their
relationship. They help each other through tough
seasons, while celebrating and having fun during
good seasons. To keep this relationship tight-knit,
they begin each season with a barbecue at coach
Dustin Moore's house and then end each year with a
banquet to celebrate the seniors and a successful
season. This, of course, does not include all of the
bonding in-between. This relationship is apparent
on the court. Watch any game and you can see
that the ladies can read and understand each
other. The sport may be intense and competitive to
anyone else, but the team strives on the intensity of
the competition. And their relationship allows this
energy to rub off on one another. The challenges
that they have faced and overcome this season
have made them stronger, on and off the court.
Socials may help them bond, but nothing helps the
team bond more than playing with one another.
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Team Roster
No: Name:
15 Megan Anders
7 Katie Borden
5 Emily Burke
8 Morgan Doherty
1
1
Katherine Douglas
10 Kaleigh Durket
23 Krista Kelley
13 Dana Knudsen
20 Kayla Lommori
18 Bridget O'Hara
21 Alexandra Palmer
2 AH Rambis
14 Tanya Schmidt
1 Lexi Williamson
M H^. f*s
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2010 VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
August
Fri 27 vs. Oregon Fresno St. Tournament L, 3-0
Sat 28 at Fresno State Fresno St. Tournament W, 3-1
Sat 28 vs. UC Riverside Fresno St. Tournament W, 3-2
September
Wed 1 at Sacramento State Sacramento, Calif. W, 3-0
Fri 3 vs. Idaho UOP Tournament. W, 3-1
Sat 4 at Pacific UOP Tournament L, 3-2
Fri
Fri
10
10
Portland S
CSU North
late Santa Clara Tournament W, 3-0
ridge Santa Clara Tournament L, 3-1
Sat 11 CSU Bakersfield Santa Clara Tournament W, 3-0
\A/^H 4 ^ o+ rtoDni il Chicago, III. W 3-2VVfcrLi I o Ul L/trrUUI
Fri 17 vs. Daytori Notre Dame Tournament L, 3-2
Sat 18 at Notre C ame Notre Dame Tournament W, 3-0
Sun 19 vs. Delawcare Notre Dame Tournament L, 3-2
Sun 26 Seattle Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-0
Thu 30 Loyola Marymount Santa Clara, Calif. L, 3-0
October
Sat 2 Pepperdine Santa Clara, Calif. L, 3-1
Thu 7 at Portlancj Portland Orp W, 3-0
W, 3-1Sat 9 at Gonzac:)a Spokane, Wash.
Thu
Sat
14
16
Saint Mary * Santa Clara, Calif. L, 3-1
San Diego Santa Clara, Calif. L, 3-0
Fri 22 San Francisco Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-1
Thu 28 at Pepperdine Malibu, Calif. L, 3-0
Sat 30 at Loyola Marymount Los Angeles, Calif. L, 3-1
November
Thu 4 Gonzaga Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-1
Sat 6 Portland Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-1
Thu 11 at San Diego San Diego, Calif. L, 3-0
Sat 13 at Saint Mary's Moraga, Calif. L, 3-0
Fri 19 at San Francisco San Francisco, Calif. L, 3-1
to
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Men's
Basketball
To Gko(
Marc Trasolini, Evan Roquemore, & Kevin Foster celebrate after their huge victory over Gonzaga
^<ep tke> tradition o$ biAmintf) cotAckei
Photography by Samantha Juda
M ens Basketball has been a great sourceof school spirit and pride for Santa Clarathrough out the years. It was not any
different this year: school spirit increased tenfold
when the team sent Gonzaga back to Washington
with the win of a decade. Their success comes
from their close bond as a team, but also from the
bond they have with the Santa Clara community.
The support system, eating at Bill's every morning
as a team and hearing fans scream as they enter
the court, was key to their success this season.
Each fan that enters the door helps motivate the
team to add another victory for Santa Clara.
However, support cannot be all. The team must
practice diligently to prepare for each individual
team that goes in and out of Santa Clara, as
well as the teams they play on the road. With so
many accomplishments this year, the 2010-2011
basketball team will surely be remembered for
years to come.
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Name: No:
_van Roquemorea \W
Troy Payne.,
-t %i§:
-Chris Cunningham 15
Kyje Perricone.
, 21
Ben Dowdell 22
=Rdbert Smith ; ' 24
Name:, /'
Michael Santos
Beau Gamble
:
Marc, Trasolini
-Kevin Foster %.
Nate Mensah
Julian Clarke
Name:
John McArthur
Niyi Harrison
Phillip Bach
Raymond Cowels ill)
Yghnick Atanga
Sen Dowdell
Ar
u
Raymond Cowels
At the end ot the season...
• The Broncos are one of 4
NCAA basketball teams to
win their last game.
• Their record is 24-14.
• They won more games than
any season since 1969.
• Kevin Foster broke the WCC
single-season record for most
three point shots made with
a total of 140. Only 8 players
in NCAA history have scored
more threes in one season.
• Evan Roquemore broke
the Santa Clara record for
most minutes played as a
freshman.
Marc Trasolini
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Women's
Basketball
fierce
"It is a great teeling to know that your teammates
have your back and will always be there for you"
-Kathy Willinsky
Photography by Samantha Juda
The season started off slowly for Women's
Basketball, but the ladies quickly picked
themselves back up beginning with a win
against Cal Poly They knew what it felt like to
win, what it meant to win, and what they could
do to keep winning. From that game forward,
the team gained the confidence to fuel the rest
of a successful season. Even after a frustrating
start to the season, they met their goal of finishing
the season in the top half of the league, Hours of
arduous practice, as well as a keen ability to read
other players' strengths and weaknesses on the
court, made this possible. Like many other Santa
Clara teams, this ability to read one another came
from a tremendous amount of team bonding.
Building relationships did not end at practice; they
went out to movies, had dinner with each other,
shared secrets. This chemistry, along with the new
sense of confidence, made this another successful
season.
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No:
3
4
10
11
13
15
21
23
24
30
32
33
34
42
Name:
Meagan Fulps
Ricki Radanovich
Alyssa Shoj
Becca Thomas
Telisha Anderson
Kathy Willinsky
Lena Gipson
Ashley Armstrong
Arteivia Lilomaiava
Noe Viloria
Lindsay Leo
Ruta Zurauskyte
Iman Scott
Becky Goll
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Women's
Crew
Tf[ore than a s^ort
The intensity of crew transcends beyond
sheer physical ability. It requires constant
communication and coordination. "There are
9 people in one boat," Adrienne Lohe ('13) says,
"(and we all have to have ) one mindset and one
rhythm" Crew comes down to teamwork. The team
cannot be successful — even with all the power
in the world --if everyone is not connected as
a whole. Dependence on one another during
every minute of the race is crucial to winning. The
women's team continues to progress and do better
at every race.
Brittany Meyer and Deanna Clark
Roster
Laurel Schuster '1
1
Jill Walker' 11
Caitlin Cutting '11
Katie Caudle '12
Deanna Clark '12
Vanessa Delgado '12
Berkeley Fial '13
Adrienne Lohe '13
Brittany Meyer '14
Blair Mitchell '14
Rachel Donohoe '14
"I love crew because it's the ultimate team
sport... nine people in a boat with one mindset
and one rhythm. If one person is off, the boat
won't be successful. You pull hard for the girls in
front of you and behind you and together you
form this bond unlike anything else."
-Adrienne Lohe '13
Brittany Meyer, Deanna Clark, Jill Walker, Laurel Schuster, Katie Caudle, Berkeley Fial, Rachel Donohoe, Adrienne Lohe, Blair Mitchell
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mS*^
"Rowing is more than a sport, it's a way of
life, And, your teammates are more than
your friends, they are your family. No where
else on campus will you find a group of in-
dividuals as dedicated to a single, common
cause and committed to each other. We
pull for each other and we race for love."
-Christopher Freeburg ' 1
1
Mikko Nascimento
Men's
Crew
A (AW) of life
Roster
Jake Carrigan ' 1
1
Wills Fallon '11
Thomas Luigi Favero ' 1
1
James Fish ' 1
1
Chis Freeburg ' 1
1
Christopher Macko ' 1
1
Nikko Nascimento ' 1
1
Carlos Andy Pantoja ' 1
1
Daniel Cavillo '12
Abe Checkoway '12
Brent Michael Harvey '12
Howard Limburg ' 13
Toban Piatt '13
Spencer Rahn ' 13
Angelica Salinas ' 13
Photography by Samaotha Juda
After teamwork comes practice, practice,
practice to build physical strength. Case-
in-point? The men's team practices at the
Lexington Reservoir in Los Gatos four early mornings
per week. But, practice pays off. Santa Clara
men's crew is the fastest Varisty 8 boat among all
WCC schools and has been for the past two years
"Rowing',' Christopher Freeburg ' 1 1 says, "is a way of
life:
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Men's
Rugby
A real man's -football
Photography by Katie Simmons
M en's Rugby has enjoyed great successin the past two years, Their passionatefans can attest to their triumphs, as the
team is known to have the best cheering section
in the league. After ranking in the top 15 at the
end of last year, the men's rugby team moved
up to Division 1 rugby this season. The team has
competed in Division 2 for the last few decades,
which made the move a great source of pride
and a great accomplishment. For their success,
the team is surprisingly student-run. Thanks to the
leadership of president Mike Dessel and captain
Ryan Falvey, they have taken the team into a
much more competitive division. In the world of
club sports more competition only means a lot
more fun. Outside their rigorous practices and
games, the team emphasizes on the social aspect
of club sports. They hold socials after every game,
in which they invite the opposing team to join. It
is time for all rugby players to share their love and
passion for the sport.
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J**.
Roster
Alan Lee
Alex Arezzini Joe Murphy
Alex Blaine Joe Portale
Alex Kranenburg Josergio Zaragoza
Alex Pascale Keeton Nerhan
Anthony Driver Michael Dessel
Brett Davey Nate May
Brian Rios Nick Johnson
Carter Rummage Peter Laird
Chris Spirz Ralph Rodriguez
Daniel Iritani Ryan Alverson
David Erb Ryan Falvey
Davis Kurzenski Scott Johnson
Geoff Hutchinson Teddy Mefford
James Ebersole Tim Vierengel
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Men's Tennis
Vf[/Htck Point
'This team is trying to carry on the tradition we set
last year We always will have a team fighting for
the WCC Championship and we want to establish
ourselves as an NCAA Tournament team year in
and year out.
"
-Derek Mills (Head Coach)
Photography by Samantha Juda
Determination and dedication are the only
way to accurately describe this year's
men's tennis team. Even with a successful
season in the WCC Championship last year, the
team continues to push their limits to get even
better. However, the teams efforts to improve their
game do not ena with their individual matches.
Their success — the team was ranked 54th in the
nation last year — stems from the support that the
team has for one another: watching each other
play and offering encouraging words. Outside of
matches, the team bonds as friends during travel
time. "Its just like hanging out',' Mauricio Villa '13
says. Hopefully, their formula for success, support,
determination, dedication, and a close-knit
friendship, will prove worthwhile. "The team is trying
to carry on the tradition west last year. We want to
establish ourselves as an NCAA Tournament team
year in and year out',1 says head tennis coach Derek
Mills.
Nicholas Vinel '13 warms up
before a match
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ITeam Roster
Maxime Armengaud '12
Kyle Dandan '12
Nicholas Vinel '12
(Eugene Muchynski '13
Tom Pham '13
Kyohhei Kamono '14
John Lamble '14
ig s^^ tmtmam
Tom Pham and Maxime Armengaud John Lamble
rrt-f1 rt -rt-r- t .jrt_j-r.T_^r t
Maxime Armengaud
2011 Schedule
01/22 v. Sonoma State
01/22 v. UC Davis
01/26 v. UC Santa Cruz
01/28 v. Standford
01/29 v. Vanderbilt
02/05 v. Pepperdine
02/06 v. LMU
02/12 v. Iowa
02/13 v. Arkansas
02/21 v. UCSB
02/27 v. Cal Poly
03/05 v. Nevada
03/07 v. PENN
03/13 v. Fresno State
03/22 v. Washington
03/24 v. UC Riverside
03/25 v. Northern Arizona
04/01 v. Saint Marys
04/03 v. Gonzaga
04/10 v. Pacific
04/16 v. Idaho
04/18 v. Sacramento State
04/21 WCC Championships
04/22 WCC Championships
04/23 WCC Championships
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Women's
Tennis
foiAftij - Love
"I chose SCU because the athletic facilities and
campus are amazing. Now that I am on a tennis
team, tennis isn't so much of an individual sport
anymore. It's much more fun having teammates
that are by my side every step of the way.
"
-Katie Le '14
Photography by Samantha Juda 81
Jacqueline Madison
As of March 201 1, the record for Santa Clarawomens tennis is 10-2. The team had a 7-0
victory over Nothern Colorado at the Big Sky
Conference on March 13th, 2011. In early March
the womens team was ranked No. 64 in the nation
by the Intercollegiate Tennis Association. Freshman
Katie Le received an individual national rank at
No. 110 due to her outstanding record this year
at 10-0. She is currently the No. 1 singles player on
the team. The team is thrilled by their successful
start to 2011 and confiOent that their success will
continue for the rest of the season.
62 WOMEN'S TENNIS
% *
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Men's
Waterpolo
1\ot ike kiddie pool
"This year was an outstanding year for our team. Not
did we have the great opportunity to play on ESPNU but
we hosted our own conference tournament for the first time
in the history of the men's water polo program. In addition,
we finished third in our conference which is tied for our
best finish ever. We had a great year as a team and I will
look back on this year and remember what a great group
of guys we had and how successful we were."
- Stephen Hobbs
Photography by Samantha Juda
The Santa Clara Men's Water Polo team hadmany accomplishments, both for individuals
anO the team itself this year. The Broncos
finished 19-15 overall, winning third place in the
Men's Water Polo Association Championships
for the seconO year in a row. For the first time in
Bronco history, Santa Clara had a historic win over
No. 11 UC San Diego. The Broncos defeated No.
9 Pepperdine 12-10, only the second-ever victory
over a Mountain Pacific Sports FeOeration team.
On an individual level, Stephen Hobbs '11 ana
James Case '12 were selected as Association of
Collegiate Water Polo Coaches (ACWPC) All-
American honorable mentions. The team was led
through a successful season by co-captains Nick
Poggetti, Mitch Klipa anO Stephen Hobbs, anO
coach keith Wilbur.
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No: Name:
1 John Nash
1 Michael Wishart
2 Stephen Hobbs
3 Brett Zylstra
4 Daley Meistrell
5 Marcus Akerland
6 Joshua Luebke
7 Mitch Klipa
8 Theo Nasser
No:
9
Name:
Jake Diserio
No:
23
10
11
John Radavanyi
Jimmy Moore
James Case
Patrick Weiss
Tucker Carlson
Name:
David Guibord
12
13
14
25
RS
RS
RS
RS
Kyle Nadel
Marko Buljan
Matt Kochalko
15
20
Nick Poggetti
Jack Penner
Anthony Lopez
Emilio Marrro
21
22
Andrew Dugoni
Travis Greco
RS
RS
RS
Casidhe McClone
Scott Newton
Matt Pritchett
ff
"Being a part of the
waterpolo team has
Deen some of the best
years of my life and
^he people I have met
along the way will
surely remain close to
my heart for the rest of
my life.
Go Broncos!"
- Mitch Klipa '11
n
"I saw the team grow
exponentially in my
four years and it was
a blast being one of
the leaders for my
final season."
- Nick Poggetti '1
1
D
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Women's
Waterpolo
Photography by Samantha Juda
It
is easy to spot a womens water polo player on
campus. After a hard day of practice or an even
harder game, the ladies have ice packs taped to
their arms and legs. This can only attest to the pure
determination that they put into each competition.
The current team is composed of freshman and
sophomores, which shows great potential for the
future. The Broncos will have even more time to
hone their skills and dedicate themselves to Santa
Clara. Already, the team is showing improvement
with each game. The biggest highlight of the
season comes from winning the series against
University of the Pacific, a team the Broncos lost
to at the beginning of the season. However, the
team brought it together and sent Pacific back to
Stockton with a loss. Under the direction of coach
Keith Wilbur and co-captains Wren White and
Taylor Harkins, the team ended the season with
great success.
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"This team is made up of so many amazing
and talented girls. It has been an honor to
be part of it! We have grown so much as a
team. I will truly miss every single girl on the
team when I graduate."
- Taylor Harkins '1
1
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Name:
Stephanie Clements
Kathleen Servatius
Wren White
Alexandra Don
Ashley Letrich
Caitlin Espe
Marina Allen
Jamie Swartz
Natalie Kassel
Alison Norris
Claire Eadington
Natalie Weil
Laura Espinosa
Whitney Allen
Laura Burtness
Marina Howard
Jenny Anderson
Sarah Safir
Taylor Harkins
Amy Fry
Makena Pezzuto
Amanda Miller
Jade Look
Kaitlin Murphy
Morgan Femesi
Kaitlin Kirasich
"Spring Preak with the team was amazing. We
worked hard at practice and had a lot of
fun as a team outside of the pool. We had
team dinners every night, did a water polo Pall
scavenger hunt in Leavy, and went to SF to
cheer on the Men's BasketPall Team."
- Wren White ' 1
1
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Baseball
Take me oat to j^ri
tm Ml ftttwie
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1att Ozanne
Photography by Ryan Selewicz &
Samantha Juda
Facing similar issues with Mother Nature as
the softball team, Santa Clara baseball saw
practices and games rained out, sometimes
at weeks at a time. When practice begins in early
Fall, the baseball team experiences all kinds of
weather. Rain or shine, however, the Broncos still
practice everyday. The men wake up in the wee
hours of the morning to workout. After, practice
includes lifting and strength conditioning. Practice
is year-round and only intensifies as the season
nears. This training helps them immensely through
out the season.
Though the season began with tough
opponents, Santa Clara came through because of
their dedication. In addition, their team dynamic
and strong relationship helped pull them through to
success,
The team is excited for the rest of the
season and the years to come, much in part due
to the influx of young talent in the baseball team.
Freshman are already playing as pitchers, which is
considered rare for most college baseball teams.
There is also a big concentration of sophomores
who have grown very close. The baseball team is
excited about this aspect, as a young team can be
conditioned into a mature players with pure talent.
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I
Q & A With Joe Supple
Q: What has been your favorite baseball
memory here at SCU?
A: I don't have one specific memory, but I
would say the time spent with my teammates
and the battles we have gone through are
things that I will remember for the rest of my
life. '
..
Q: What will you miss the most about playing
baseball here?
A: i will miss the time spent with my team-
mates, being a student athlete and compet-
ing for Santa Clara on the field.
Q: What is unique about your team?
A: Our team is really close to one another we
have great team chemistry this year,
something we haven't had in the past.
Q: Will continue to play baseball after you
graduate from SCU?
A: I hope to keep playing after I graduate
from Santa Clara if given the opportunity.
Team Roster
No: Name:
3 Quinton Perry
4 Lucas Herbst
5 Gregory Harisis
6 Evan Peters
7 Blake Leyva
8 Zach Looney
10 Drew Ozanne
13 J.R. Graham
15 Matt Ozanne
16 Kenny Treadwell
17 Greg Plauck
18 Mike Couch
19 Andrew Biancardi
20 Paul Drozd
21 Brock Simon
22 Justin Viele
23 Powell Fansler
24 Kyle DeMerritt
25 Pat Stover
26 Anthony Martinez
27 Peter Summerville
28 Spencer Waddell
29 Thain Simon
30 Chris Mendoza
31 Max Deering
32 Brian Roby
33 Patrick Terry
34 Curtis Wagner
35 Jason Westenberg
37 Joe Supple
38 Cory Hall
39 Paul Twining
40 Stephen Meade
42 Stephen Takahashi
45 James Smith
Mark O'Brien-Head Coach
Mike Zirelli-Pitching Coach
Chad Baum-Assistant Coach
Brett Lindgren-Assistant Coach
Ron Forbes-Strength and Conditioning Coach
Mike Crudale-Undergraduate Assistant
Brock Simon
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Softball
A diamond
is a gift's best kiend
Photography by Tom DeStefano
With the season starting in early February,
it is no wonder that Santa Clara Softball
practice gets rained out frequently.
With less practice time, the Broncos find it difficult
to find time to practice on their goals. "We (want)
a consistent roll. We are working on cutting down
our errors and consistent pitching',' Head Coach Lisa
Mize told The Santa Clara. The Broncos try to make
up for the rain by practicing their hitting, pitching,
some defense skills and techniques in an indoor
facility. However, it is not enough. Not only does
it not allow for a complete defensive practice, the
ladies miss the feel of working the field. Though this
led to a bumpy pre-season, these Broncos know
that can only get better. Especially now, when team
dynamics is at its best. They only get better with
each game and they always stay positive, despite
Mother Natures will. Everyone knows, though, that
April showers will always bring May flowers. Just
like this saying, difficult pre-season opponents are
just a warm-up for the great season ahead. "There
have been a lot of ups and downs, but I have
made a lot of friends and grown a lot over the last
four years',' says Amanda Emerson (201 1). "This year
I want to finish strong, have a good senior year and
have fun"
70 SOFTBALL
TEAM ROSTER
4 Kristin Welsh
5 Amanda Edmonson
7 Jamie Wallis
10 Jackie Nicora
11 Krista Jensen
14 Briana Knight
15 Vanessa Renae Leija
17 Stephanie Smith
20 Stephanie Fisher
24 Jenna Fong
25 Rochelle Rivera
26 Kimberly Tejeda-Lankford
29 Jessica Lombardi
32 Jessica Turner
33 Kelly Scribner
34 Catherine Surane
Head Coach: Lisa Mizej Assistant Coaches:George FangoniloVanessa ChagoyaGreg Marshall
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Photography by Samantha Juda &
Katie Simmons
Golf may be a leisure sport for anyone else,
but Santa Clara University's golf team
would beg to differ. So much passion,
concentration and determination go into each
swing. After all, they only want to succeed.
Concentration and determination pays off for the
Broncos, as they are nationally ranked in the top
100 college golf teams by GolfWeek. Led by coach
Rob Miller, the Bronco men succeeded in winning
a tournament title at the Del Walker Invitational
in Long Beach, California. The Bronco women, led
by coach Krystal Kelly, have also improved this
season as they are ranked 3rd among all West
Coast Conference schools in the national ranking.
The womens team took second place both at the
Firestone Grill Invitational hosted by Cal Poly and
at Santa Claras own Colby Invitational tournament
at Silver Creek Valley CC in San Jose. As this book
goes to print, both teams hope to finish strong at
the West Coast Conference Championships.
"We're young, but we have a good amount of
tournament experience. We also have twin
brothers and two players with the same last
name who aren't related at all"
-Scott Travers ' 1
1
72 GOLF
earn Roster
ohn Callahan
dam Ichikawa
ick Lamb
cott Lamb
cott Lowe
Feam Roster:
Idylor Cannany
<elsy O'Brien
.auren Oh
Brooke Stephens
Miki Ueoka
Coach: Krystal Kelly
"Our team is doing great and we've made huge prog-
ress with the help of our new coach Krystal Shearer.
We're going to finish strong and hopefully break some
more school records!"
-Lauren Oh ' 1
1
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Track &
Field
Women's Cross Country & Track
Team Roster
Men's Track
Team Roster
Gta
Photography by Julia Restin
w
3wnco
Sara Aliotti
Jamie Anderson
Amanda "Kaz" Brown
Monica Coen
Melissa Conlin
Kayla Germany
Lauren Germany
Nicole Giove
Erin Hartwig
Erin Hicks
Jenny Light
Erin McCarthy
Meghan McNamara
Rebecca Murillo
Megan Murnane
Hayley Ney
Carey Parker
Julia Restin
Mary Reynolds
Allie Sibole
Stephanie Wilson
Ben Demaree
Andrew Gaddis
Guadalupe Gonzalez
Josh Hernanaez
Marcos Hinojosa
Austin Jones
Nhunguyen Le
Gareth Mori
Chris Mosier
Matt Mosier
Kevin Oliver
Travis Pederson
Robbie Reid
Chris Sampson
Matt Savage
Luca Signore
Peter Stephens
Ezana Tesfu
Moises Venegas
Matt Wagner
Richard Zhu
'iHMHfrSSEiSSH*^
arm weather and good competition
welcomes the Broncos to a successful
season each year, where there are
always personal bests and team victories. This
year was no different. The continued success,
year after year, comes from the pure love for the
sport. The joys of running for many of these Broncos
do not end come post-cross country season, but
continues until after Track & Field ends. Track &
Field offers a different type of competition with
its variety in events, meaning athletes get the
chance to prepare themselves mentally and push
themselves in an entirely different way. Whatever
they're doing seems to be worthwhile, as the
team saw personal bests across the board at the
team's last race at San Francisco State (at the
time of this publication). Senior Amanda Brown ran
again after two years. Times were met for many
different runners, such as Richard Zhu, Guadalupe
Gonzales, and Ben Demaree, among others. And
others returned after injury. In a sport where there
are multiple dimensions to winning, this season for
Track and Field is as bright as the weather.
"HUI.II
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James Berry leads the team off the rink after their comeback victory over Stanford at the HP Pavilion in Downtown San Jose.
SANTA CLARAvs. STANFORD
Big Win in the Shark Tank
Santa Clara students went crazy at the HP
Pavilion on Tuesday, February 1, as Jackson
Morgus '12 gets a fast break and drains an
open net goal just seconds before the buzzer
giving him a hat trick. The Broncos had managed
to come back from a major deficit and shut out
the Cardinal 5-0 in the final period. This was the
final game of a rough season, but this win and a
win against San Jose state a few days prior leave
hope that the team will be back next year and
better than ever.
Photography by Ryan Selewicz
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oports
for the love o$mk
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"Being on the ultimate team has been a great
experience, introducing me to people I wouldn't
normally meet and allowing me to compete at a
high level against other colleges in the region"
-Jake Hedlund '13
'The ultimate frisbee team is all about friendships
that will last a lifetime"
-Kyle Terriere '13
Student-athletes have an opportunity to
stay active and play competitively without
the pressures of Peing a NCAA D1 athlete
through the Campus Recreation CluP Sports
program. Campus Recreation offers 18 different,
competitive cluP sports, where students can
compete against other schools in sports such as
hockey, lacrosse, rugpy, and many others. Though
many students join simply for love of the sport as
well as chance to enhance and Proaden their
friendships within the Santa Clara community, cluP
sports athletes do enjoy some of the luxuries of
NCAA D1 athletes. Students get to travel and see
new places when they compete against other
schools in California and the West Coast. Because
of cluP sports, at the end of the year, hundreds
of students will be able to say they found time to
studv hard AND olav hard.
76 CLUB SPORTS
Santa Clara's
Altered Beasts
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Intramurals
JtA.Sk for tk& fon o$ it
Photography by Samantha Juda, Katie Simmons,
& Briana MacDonald
What better way to relieve stress and stay
healthy than by participating in intramural
sports? Intramural sports are a popular
pastime among Santa Clara Students, as 3,500
students participate in thirteen different leagues
each year. The program at Santa Clara encourages
sportsmanship, teamwork, cooperation, physical
fitness, and student involvement and has a little
something for everyone. A wide variety of sports
are offered from badminton and table tennis to
flag football and three point shoot out. This allows
students, faculty, and staff from all over the school
to get involved in some friendly competition.
Leagues are structured so that everyone
from beginners to seasoned athletes have the
chance to play at their skill level, The teams that
win their league receive ultimate bragging rights
and an Intramural Championship t-shirt to show off
around campus. Many teams, like the Lakeshow
volleyball team pictured here, get in the spirit with
costumes and crazy team names. After all, it is all
about having fun!
Above: Ryan Wells '12 evades his opponant as he sprints to
the goal line in his flag football game on Bellomy Field.
Right: The Lakeshow volleyball team brings spirit to the game.
Below: The final two teams battle for the coveted title of
.
intramural basketball champion.
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nBronco
Bench
%PD(^. ianilmfi^sMEas
since 1962
Santa Clara's nineteen sports in the NCAA
Division I level (Baseball, M/W Basketball,
M/W Cross Country, M/W Golf, M/W Rowing,
M/W Soccer, Softball, M/W Tennis, M/W Track,
Volleyball, and M/W Water Polo) are by no means
inexpensive. They are made possible in part by
the Bronco Bench Foundation. Since 1962, the
Bronco Bench Foundation has supported over
1000 student-athletes with scholarships through
the support of 1300 different donors. Students-
athletes and their success attests to the need for
the Bronco Bench Foundation. They have earned
great success in the classroom, in competition,
and in the community and as All-Americans,
Academic All-Americans, National Champions,
and Olympic Champions. Santa Clara has the
highest student-athlete graduation rate in the West
Coast Conference. "The Bench is a very unique
foundation within the ranks of collegiate athletics,"
says president Andy Schatzman '83, "and is the
envy of every other university in our conference.
We need to continue our mission (of supporting our
student-athletes)."
80 BRONCO BENCH
// yde are only as strong as m am active, and voe, are only
si^ccessM if uoe act to^etker.
Gtyle and Classi do 3roncos[
- And§ GckatzvAAn ,(33
President 2>ronco 3encn foundation ft
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&ences
Inspiring Tke
Artist TOithin
Photography by Samantha Juda and Erik Toral
The College of Arts and Sciences offersthe widest variety of majors and minors to
SCU students. Home to the humanities,
visual and performing arts, and natural and
social sciences, students can dabble in an
interesting range of classes. To supplement
the curriculum, the college sponsors a variety
of events, programs, and services to enrich the
intellectual, artistic, cultural and spiritual lives
of individuals and of the community. Many
of these events are put on in collaboration
between the Department of Theater and
Dance, the Department of Music, and the
newly formed Justice and the Arts Initiative. Bio
majors or interested in different biology topics?
Biology students can attend the Biology Seminar
Series. Interested in digging? Archaeology
students have attended a presentation that
links archaeology with a deeper understanding
of Spanish colonial missions. Learning in the
College of Arts and Sciences does not end in
the classroom.
"The College of Arts and
Sciences allow me to study
a great variety of subjects to
prepare me for the future"
-Nikki Petroff, 2014
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Leavey
School of
CEO's o$
Vom.orwiA>
Photography hy Samantha JurJa
The Leavey School of Business is located inthe heart of Silicon Valley, allowing students
to study in one of the most dynamic
business environments in the country. Professors
who know the success of the business world
rely their first-hand experience to students.
Students are offered opportunities to participate
in internships and mentoring programs as well
as execute their business knowledge in business
practice competitions, such as Boomer Venture
Business Plan Competition. The success of the
school of business is evident in the more than
20,000 alumni, who are located all throughout
the 50 states and in more than 30 countries
around the world. The Leavey School of
Business produces student leaders that will rise
to high leadership positions in the business world
through the knowledge acquired at SCU.
86 BUSINESS
-Management Information
Systems
-International Business
-General Business
-Retail Studies
BUSINESS 87
School of
Engineering
Creating
Towwiorovo's
Technology
Photography by Samantha Juda
At Santa Clara University we areEngineering with a Mission to educate
the leaders and innovators of the future
by imparting to our students the knowledge,
skills, and vision necessary to make a difference
in their communities ana in the world. Honoring
Santa Clara s Jesuit tradition, the School
of Engineering not only provides a rigorous
technical education, but we also see it as our
duty to involve our students in the life of the
mind, instilling a feeling of responsibility and
obligation to help those less fortunate, care
for the world s resources for all the world s
people, serve our community and engage
with the world. At SCU, we are dedicated to
inspiring the head and the heart to guide the
hands toward action, and we are privileged
to educate students who feel the pull of faith
and action.
-Godfrey Mungal
Dean of Engineering
88 ENGINEERING
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Physics of Vance
X^iming is fWl!
Photography byJacquIine Madison
With such a wide variety of classes, it is
difficult to decide which ones to sign
up for each quarter. All courses are
interesting in their own right, but certain courses
certainly stand out from the rest. These classes
allow students to fulfill degree requirements, but
with a twist. No longer just ordinary Math, Science,
and Religion classes, students get to do fieldwork
that range from observing whales at the Monterey
Bay Aquarium to developing your own film in the
darkroom. Ever wondered how to calculate the
momentum of a ballerina amidst a pirouette? In
Physics of Dance, students learn to take the mass
of the ballerina and then multiply that number by
his or her velocity —the speed and direction of
which the Pallerina is moving.
Physics of Dance, Oceans, and Black & White
Photo are just some a few of the "unique" classes
offered here at Santa Clara. The next time you're
on CourseAvail, don't hesitate to stray past the
"ECON" or "ENGR" courses and learn something
different.
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3Uck and ytikte
Photography by Michael Erkelens
92 UNIQUE CLASSES
So you took our advice, made it past the quintessential
core classes on CourseAvail and discovered ARTS50.
Ottered each quarter by Professor David Pace and
Renee Billingslea, Black & White Photography is one of
the first classes to fill up. Students of all majors take this
class to learn about film photography and the darkroom.
For some, the process becomes a creative outlet. So
if you think film photography is a thing of the past, just
talk to one of the many Santa Clara students who have
taken this class. They — and their beautiful photos — will
certainly beg to differ.
"It was really interesting to photograph subjects that are
part of my daily life in new artistic ways. Being given the
opportunity to produce these photos as prints in a dark
room made the opportunity even more enriching':
-Clare Healy '12
Photography by Katie Simmons
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3roncos All Over The
ydodd
The popularity of Santa Claras study abroadprogram is most eviOent during Fall Quarter,
when it seems like a large portion of the school
has gone missing. Perhaps even more evident of
this fact is the influx of students, many of them
juniors, that come flooding back Winter Quarter,
with experiences ranging from Australia to South
Africa to the Philippines. These worldly escapades
from traveling while studying abroad or seeing new
sights or learning a new language become valuable
understanding of the world around them. For some,
the best part is coming back to share. And the
rich variety of experiences prove to be powerful
contributions to the Santa Clara community.
What makes Santa Claras study abroad program so
popular? Take it from Salvadorian Jesuit Fr. Ignacio
Ellacuria, the International Programs inspiration,
who asserts that as dn intellectual community,
[we] must analyze causes; use imagination
and creativity together to discover remedies;
communicate to our public a consciousness
that inspires the freedom of self determination;
educate professionals with a conscience, who will
be immediate instruments of transformation; and
continually hone an educational institution that
is academically excellent and ethically oriented"
What better way to develop the skills to do so than
to explore the world?
TfWj favorite memory from Australia voas celebrating
Just seeing the sunset, stars, and my friends \$as
enough of a birthday present for me. The motto for
my abroad experience in Gydney voas 'no regrets.' 1 •
vootAid do it all over again if I coald. Gtixdying abroad
\$as not real life its so mack better."
-Kendall Fleming 12
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"Gtudy'tng abroad ended up being so mts.cn more than
just traveling in another country. It opened my eyes to
the fact that even though voe tkink voe understand the
possibilities in life, voe can nver fully grasp it all voithout
embracing other cultures'
-Ally Austere '12
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Macbeth
{M Drama
"Fair is foul, and foul is
fair. Hover through the
fog and filthy air.
"
- Act I, Scene I
Photography by Samantha Juda and Sarah Love
Caught in a witches' web of false promises,
Macbeth decides to murder his lord, as
if time held no consequences. Then he
launches on a path of bloodshed he from which
he cannot turn back. As students perform one of
Shakespeares greatest plays, it is apparent that
the audience gets lost in the intense and dark
masterpiece. It is hard not to: Director Fr. Frederick
To Mini, S.J. and his cast breathed new life into the
brooding world. Even on stage, Macbeth was not
just an actor, but a man tragically lost between his
ambition to be king and what he can truly do.
Thus, Santa Clara Universitys Center of Performing
Arts staged their fall theatrical tour de force.
Taking on Macbeth, one of Shakespeare's greatest
plays, Director Frederick To Mini, S.J. brought new
life into the intense and dark masterpiece. The
cast delivers an enthralling performance that truly
brought the audience into the wily and brooding
world of Macbeth.
100 MACBETH
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What Do
You Miss
From
Home?
from California,
to Vflaine
Though Santa Clara may be a home away
from home for many students, there are some
aspects of home that can never quite be
replicated. For some, it may be the family dog.
For others, the warm Ouvet in their childhood
bedroom. Whatever these things may be, they are
the minute details that make up our student body.
Here at "home1; it is easy to forget that our friends
come from a unique hodgepodge of backgrounas,
whether five or five thousand miles away. But
when we take a second to take a look between
the seams of our rich and aiverse community, we
can appreciate the different things that we all
individually contribute. Yes, even if it's the foob you
miss from home.
102 WHAT DO YOU MISS FROM HOME?
Sophomore idiey Vf\cKay
misses QoinQ to Padres
games at P'EXCO Park
and the Gan Viego
"atmosphere."
Gophomorejack
Gchneeman misses the
summer days out on the
voater, late night bonfires
(Ander the stars, boot
hockey, the VfYinnesota
nice, and his family
in 7Y[endota Heights,
TfMnnesota.
Although senior Vfiiriam ^Rodriguez loves
the California sunshine, there are times
uohen she misses the history, the Phillies,
and her family in the "city of brotherly
love," Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
PHOTO: ZAIREEN RAZZAK
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Off Campus
Hangouts
Time for ftm
Photography by Ryan Selewicz
Hungry after a late study session? If the
Bronco is closed, try the drive-thru Taco Bell
on the Alameda: car need not apply. Tired
of Benson food and want some zest to a long
week? Try the 911 challenge at Smoke Eaters.
Legal and tired, period? The Hut is your best friend.
Whatever the hang out spot, hang out time is just
as important as study time. From the midnight
snacks at the Bronco to daytime volleyball at the
Dunne courts, Santa Clara students have made
great use of their time outside of their books and
chewed up Ticonderoga pencils. Some popular
hang outs include on-campus locations such as
the Sky Lounge and the pool; off-campus locations
include Dollar Scoop Mondays at Blondie's and
animal-styled fries at In N' Out. Its funny to think
that some of the greatest college memories are
often made at the Taco Bell a block away from
Swig on a Wednesday night.
104 STUDENT HANGOUTS
'The Hat is a place §oia knew you voill always see a familiar face and they make
ikeir drinks nice and strong. A truly classy establishment Geeya at The Htrtl"
Rachel racGatteny 11
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SCU Jesuit
Community
Committed to GCIA
Fr. President Patrick A. Donohoe mimics Martin
Luthers posting of the "95 Theses" in 1967
What distinguishes a Jesuit education?
Santa Clara is committed to
encouraging our students in pursuing a
lifetime of academic achievement and scholarship,
as well as being committed to social justice and
global solidarity. Their dedication to educating
men and women to be leaders of competence,
conscience, 'and compassion would not be made
possible without the Jesuit community on campus.
The Jesuit community is an intergral part of Santa
Clara University. Santa Clara University prides itself
in being home for fourty priests and brothers of the
Society of Jesus., as well as a number of visiting
Jesuit priests These men play a wide veriety of
key roles on campus. You will find them teaching
in the College of Arts and Sciences, the School
of Law, and the Leavey School of Business and
Administration. You will find others serving in the
university's administrative offices, the campus
ministry department, The Markkula Center for
Applied Ethics, and even as Resident Ministers
in the residence halls. The Jesuit Communitys
commitment to intellectual, moral, and spiritual
values continues to be an important influence in
shaping the kind of university Santa Clara is
and aspires to be.
"Jesuit education stands for strong academics,
but it also includes a unique emphasis on
meaning and purpose. Often, that means
determining not just a workable solution for a
problem, but the solution-given those particular
circumstances-that represents the right thing to
do."
FRANCISCO JIMENEZ
SCU PROFESSOR AND AUTHOR
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The "J&s Qes"
Professor William Donnelly, S.J.
teaches Macroecnomics
Fr. Michael Zampelli, S.J., plays the
piano in the Jesuit Residence.
TkeJesiAit
Residence, is 'a.
ylace Med i/octh
lig fit & liveliness."
A History of
tkeJesiAits
Santa Clara University was founded
by a religious group, the Society of
Jesus. The Jesuit tradition prizes the
life of the mind, viewing it as a path
to the integration of the intellectual
and moral aspects of personal and
social life. From the beginning, Jesuits
believed that scholarly excellence
was vitally important because of
the role it played in achieving moral
excellence. This is why the Jesuits
created Santa Clara: to provide a
great foundation of leadership that
will be carried throughout our lives.
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AfMj) Strong
Photography by Ryan Selewicz
ROTC has played a strong role in Santa Clara
University culture for over a century. The first
army training program Pegan on campus in
1856 and an official unit was established in 1861.
Today, ROTC students are held to the highest
of expectations in physical fitness, leadership,
teamwork, and even academic performance.
The battalion was recently granted the 2009
MacArthur Award. The MacArthur Award is given
each year to the top eight battalions in the nation
out of the 273 total. Santa Claras battalion also
ncludes students from San Jose Stage University
and Stanford University. Each member is given a
full scholarship including room and board and
a monthly stipend that increases each year. In
return, the cadets sign a contract that commits
them to military service after graduation. ROTC
graduates are then commissioned as second
lieutenants. Former university president,
Paul Locatelli, S.J., is a graduate of the
Santa Clara ROTC program.
"SCU's Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps is one
of fhe highesf ranked programs in fhe nafion and
that's easy to see in the quality of military and
leadership training. I'm most definitely proud
to be a part of the Bronco Battery ROTC keeps
me in shape both physically and academically
and I am confident that when I graduate and
assimulate into the military as an officer I will be
more than capable of facing any challenges that
may come my way".
-Jack Schneeman '13
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det to yQor14.
C.F's 8c Kids on Campus
Photography by Jacquline Madison
With the myriad of personalities that reside
in the residence halls, it is no wonder that
Community Facilitators on campus have
a collective of stories that no one, in their right
mind, would- ever believe. But it all happened and
the CFs will swear their obligated duty hours on it.
Community Facilitator is just one position in the
assortment of on-campus jobs at Santa Clara.
There are different positions and jobs that
populate BroncoLink, but there is a reason that
students choose on-campus jobs over others:
interaction with other Santa Clara students and the
Santa Clara community. And the fun stories and
experiences that come out of it, of course. Just like
the interaction between CFs and their residents,
Orientation Leaders have the opportunity to
interact with Freshman. Students at the Info Desk
get to mingle with the hundreds of people that
walk through Benson each day. Students that
work the catering department get to snack while
speakers from all over the Bay flood in. Kids on
Campus students get to work with the children
of professors, which is bound to be an interesting
experience. The students that work at the gym
probably have the best job: swiping in all the future
star athletes.
CFs may have some great stories, but so will all the
other on-campus students that work daily to keep
Santa Clara running smoothly. All the experiences
are unique and could not duplicated in any other
professional situation. Like say, an off campus job
perhaps?
ra\\an
An Nguyen '13
"My favorite part about being a CF this year is being able to write people up
for stuff I got away with last year ;)"
-An Nguyen 13, Modern Perspectives CF
"Kids on campus is such an awesome place to work. The staff members are
nice, the kids are adorable, and playing outside is even better! I wouldn't
even consider KOC to be "work", being able to go play with the kids after
being in class is a perfect way to end the day!"
- Jenny Nicholson 12
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Bronco Week
Teack me kovo to &(Acty
Dog Day
Bronco Week Schedule:
Tuesday, January 18, 2011
Bronco Idol in the Locatelli Center
Dog Day in Graham Quad
Wednesday, January 20, 201
1
Campus Wide Scavenger Hunt
RLC Lobby Decorating Competition
Thursday, January 21, 2011
Men's Basketball vs. Gonzaga
Friday, January 22, 2011
Communitas "Dormal Formal" Dance
in the California Mission Room
Saturday, January 23, 2011
Closing Ceremony & BBQ
Hundreds of students streamed onto the
court at the Leavey Center when the men's
basketball defeated West Coast Conference
rival Gonzaga. Sending Gonzaga back to
Washington with a killer win after a decade was
sweet, sweet victory. Spirit was at an all time high
and students took to the streets in a sea of red ruff
rider shirts, some even setting couches ablaze.
Though some students may consider the
burning couch as the ultimate symbol of school
spirit, Bronco Week was a time for safer, university
sponsored, non-stop spirit. In collaboration with APB,
Communitas RLC, RLCA, Ruff Riders, and the Alumni
Association, Associated Student Government held
events to get the student body pumped up before
the big Gonzaga game on Thursday.
Broncos played hard all week to prepare
for the game. Students belted their own renditions
of the Bronco Fight song at the Locatelli Center
during Bronco Idol and played with dogs on Tuesday,
ran around campus for the RLCA Scavenger Hunt
on Wednesday, watched the epic basketball
game on Thursday, celebrated by dancing at
"Dormal Formal" on Friday, and finally relaxed and
recuperated on Saturday with a BBQ. In support of
Bronco Week, students wore their maroon "Teach
Me How to Bucky" tees.
The 85-71 victory over long time rival
Gonzaga is sure to make this years Bronco Week
go down in history.
112 BRONCO WEEK
Dogs of all shapes and sizes showed up and were ready to play at APB's second Dog
Day of the year which took place in Graham Quad.
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Dormal Formal
Alyssa Strickland (left), Amber Magana, Bri
Cassara, and Elizabeth Marzden (above)
*jPViJ#l show off their dance moves at the "Dormal
Formal" dance on friday night sponsored
by the Communitas RLC.
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SENIORS 119
Catherine Adriano
Combined Sciences
Christine Ahlstrom
Communication
Ayesha Ahmad
Electrical Engineering
Natasha Ahuja
Bioengineering
Zeebah Aleshi
Finance
Caitlyn Alexander
Mechanical Engineering
Kathryn Alfaro
Accounting
Tatyana Alfaro
Biology
Fletcher Alford Jr.
Philosophy
Anisha Ali
Chemistry
Sarah Allbritten
Marketing
Charlotte Allen
Studio Art
Carolina Alvarado
Biochemistry
Maribel Alvarez
Spanish
John Amann
Political Science
Anthony Amaya
Accounting
Jennifer Ames
Communication
Douglas Ancey
English
Plans for Next Year..,
"I will be starting my
accounting career at
Deloitte & Touche here in
San Jose and I am really
looking forward to it!"
-Katie Alfaro
Garrett Andersen
Computer Engineering
Laura Anderson
Communication
Jonathan Ang
Bioengineering
Lauren Anselmo
Communication
120 SENIORS
Ernesto Araica
Civil Engineering
Yasmin Aranda
Psychology
Kandace Arens
Theatre & Psychology
Ashley Arnold
Finance
Michael Arriola
Accounting
Amanda Arthur
History & Political Science
Mark Askew Balraj Athwal Dru Atkison Frank Avent Kevin Azpeitia Joseph Baini
Bioengineering Accounting Finance Accounting Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Allison Baker Joaquin Bartra Christopher Bartunek Taylor Barufti Maria Bass APimael Bastida
Biology Business Civil Engineering Accounting Accounting Mechanical Engineering
Laura Beck
Communication
Jacob Becker
Mechanical Engineering
Jason Belk
Computer Science
Scotty Bemis
Physics
Favorite Memory...
"My friend in my hall freshman
year had an extremely hairy
roommate and one day his
roommate asked us to shave
his back.,,and we did, It was
by far the weirdest but one of
the funniest experiences of my
college career. And it makes
for a great story now!"
-Brooke Boniface
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James Bennett
Accounting
Mary Cate Bernal
Biology
Joseph Bernardi
Engineering
Johnette Besseling
Civil Engineering
Carolyn Biemer
English
Kelly Bing
Liberal Studies
Beaux Blackwood
Political Science
Alex Blaine
Psychology
Brandi Blassingille
Political Science
Michelle Bohner
Bioengineering
Josh Bois
Operations Management
Information Systems
Hilary Bolger
Communication
Jessica Bond
Political Science &
Philosophy
Lacy Borko
Marketing
Plans for next year..
"I hope to do some
dancing and traveling
around the world."
-Diana Bustos
Nicholas Breska Sabrina Brett Brittany Brown
Electrical Engineering Music & Political Science Political Science
Jennifer Brown
Psychology
Trevor Brown
Economics
Todd Bruschwein
Bioengineering
Ian Brown
Business Management
Kelly Buckley
Communication
122 SENIORS
Megan Buckley Collin Burdick David Burke Liliana Burnett John Burns Jerome Burton
Accounting Mechanical Engineering Accounting History Political Science Finance
Diana Bustos
Individual Studies
Brendan Byrne
Combined Sciences
Vincent Cachero
Finance
Ashton Caesar
Finance
Stephanie Camacho
Marketing
Linda Camayo
Communication
Maria Campbell
Civil Engineering
Adam Campi
Accounting
Giovanni Campos
Operations Management
Information Systems
Elizabeth Carney
English
Jessica Cassella Antonina Castagnola Octavio Castanos
Political Science Communication English
David Castellanos
Marketing
Katelyn Caslavka
Biochemistry
Beth Cason
Combined Sciences
Favorite Memory.
"4 am on Bay to
Breakers."
-Dave Castellanos
SENIORS 123
Antonio Castro
History
Abigail Chapin
Psychology &
Communication
Katherine Chartz
Marketing
Matthew Chee
Finance
Wai San Chee
Computer Science
Kuan-Chih Chen
Accounting
Megan Chen
Psychology
James Chertkov
History
Paul Chianese
History
Eduardo Choto
Finance
Jeff Cichocki
Computer Engineering
Kayla Clark
Marketing
Garrett Clarkson
Political Science
Jamie Coakley
Art History & Studio Art
Ami Cobb
Civil Engineering
Jonathan Codilla
Accounting
Eric Colwell
Finance
Melissa Conlin
Computer Engineering
Plans for Next Year...
"1 hope to run away to the
woods and be a national 1
park ranger, to help 1
smoky the bear and help
save peoples picnic
baskets"
-Laura Beck
Julie Connelly
Art History & Studio Art
Daniel Cook
Finance
William Cook
Electrical Engineering
Steven Cooney
Business
124 SENIORS
Bobbi Cornell
Economics & Marketing
Allison Corriea
Accounting
Frances Coutermarsh
Sociology
Phillip Craig
English
Robert Crew
Finance
Dean Crosbie
Biology
Mariel Cruz Jessica Cuadra Megan Cule Siobhan Curley Caitlin Cutting Ana D'Abreu
Political Science & History Psychology Biology Anthropology Liberal Studies Psychology
in Daddino Brittney Dang Scott Dashner Stephanie Davin Monica Davis Melissa Davison
Finance Accounting & Information
Systems
Biochemistry Political Science Marketing Marketing
Kathryn Daw
Accounting
Elizabeth Day
Accounting
Annie De Brock
French
Jose De Castro Hecht
Political Science
Favorite Memory.,.
"Dancing to Sandstorm with
the Ruff Riders during the
win over Gonzaga,
spending cross country
pre-season bonding with
the team, and having Yam
Nights in dorms."
-Melissa Conlin
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Nicholas De Cesare
Civil Engineering
Adrien De Leener
Economics
Katherine De Leon
Economics &
Environmental Studies
Aiselle De Vera
Communication
Alexandra Dean
Psychology
Vytautas Degesys
Economics
Khaaliq Dejan
Bioengineering
Jeffrey Delgadillo
Biology
Tara Delgado Dylan Delia Maggiora Michael Demaria
Marketing Theatre & Biology Economics
Douglas Denharfog
Political Science
Michael Dessel
Biology
Parmeet Dhaliwal
Operations Management
Information Systems
Raymond Diep
Finance
Plans for Next Year...
"I am going to take the year off
and try to work in both a
psychology field and a
social work field so that I know
where I would like to go for
grad school. I know it's
boring but 1 know I want to help
people but I just don't know
how I want to do that."
-Thomas Favero Logan Dobbs
Marketing
Anthony Dinh
Finance
Michelle Divelbiss
Spanish Studies
Anne Drinkward
Civil Engineering
Anthony Driver
Accounting
Danonh Do
Computer Science
& Engineering
Lauren Duffy
Communication
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Lauren Duncan
Communication
Karl Dupont
Operations Management
Information Systems
Isabel Duron
Political Science
Ethnic Studies
Catherine Duyn
Communication
Brittany Eames
Art History
Jake Echeverria
Civil Engineering
Amanda Edmonson
Psychology
Renee Eligio
Biology
Leanna Elserougi
Civil Engineering
Gregory Emmanuel
Electrical Engineering
Wesley Engers
Math & Finance
Emily Entress
Spanish
ia Epidendio Annelise Espinosa Eunice Esquivel Brenda Everling Jonathan Fallers William Fallon
History Public Health Science Communication Biology Accounting Accounting
Chit Fan
Accounting
Christina Favela
Psychology & Spanish
Thomas Favero
Psychology
Katherine Fazackerley
Bioengineering
Favorite Memory...
"Just the friendships I have
made. There are a million
specific events I could list
but I have made some
truly incredible friends here."
-Lauren Duncan
SENIORS 127
Ryan Fenwick Tyler Ferdun Nicholas Ferraro Alexander Fischer James Fish Tamara Fisher
Finance Finance Political Science Mechanical Engineering Economics Biochemistry & Marketing
Diana Fitts Kyle Fitzsimmons Bridget Flanagan Laura Flanagan Helena Fleming Melissa Flores
English Economics Marketing Sociology Psychology Communication
Jenna Fong Lisa Fong Ryan Fontana Michael Ford Rasheen Ford Charlotte Fowler
Bioengineeering Biology Management Business Management Finance Biology
Plans for Next Year,..
"Kind of unsure at this
point, might go to Law
School, might work in
a museum or might
teach."
-James Giacchetti
Riccardo Franchi
Computer Engineering
Elise Franklin
Accounting
Danielle Franzini
Psychobiology
Chris Freeburg
Biology & International
Development
128 SENIORS
Suzanne Frias
English
Kellie Friedman
Finance
Ian Fudge
Political Science
John Fullerton
Economics
Randi Furutani
Accounting
Matthew Gaines
Marketing
Kurtis Gallant
Accounting
Peter Galligan Alvaro Gandara Astray Jose Garavilla-Galarza Jennifer Garcia
Accounting Electrical Engineering Economics Marketing
Lauren Garcia
Communication
lichael Garcia
Anthropology &
Political Science
Alyssa Giammona
Marketing
Paola Garcia
Sociology
Victor Garcia
Mathematics
Alexandra Gibbs
Finance
Justin Gilio
Economics
Christopher Gargani
Computer Engineering
Marina Gilmore
Political Science
Joel Gaspar
Marketing
Sarah Ghanbari
Bioengineering
Favorite Memory...
"Good dudes, good
tunes, good times."
-Jake Diserio
SENIORS 129
Christina Ginger
Economics
Elena Giralt
Political Science & French
Robert Girdner
Biology
Nicholas Giustini
Bioengineering
Bret Gladfelty
Finance
Brian Go
Finance & Economics
Josh Goldberg
Public Health
Miguel Gomez
Mechanical Engineering
Christina Gong
Accounting
Chinae Gonzales
Communication
Efren Gonzalez
Finance
Guadalupe Gonzalez
Political Science & English
Laura Gonzalez
Communication
Jackie Goodall
Marketing
Kascia Graham
Music
Sarah Gregg
Psychology & French
Nicholas Greos
Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas Griffin
Combined Sciences
Plans for Next Year...
"Living in San Francisco
and drinking tons of free
wine with my co-workers
and friends."
-Chinae Gonzales
Karina Grobelny
Finance
Troy Gruwell
Business Management
Milena Guajardo
Combined Sciences
Jared Guerrero
Mechanical Engineering
130 SENIORS
Jacqueline Guevara
Marketing
Pranay Gupta Francisco Gutierrez-Villarreal Caitlin Hager Anne Hagerty
Finance Economics Political Science & Spanish Accounting
Gavin Hagiwara
Computer Engineering
Cory Hall
Marketing
Joseph Hall
Marki 'ting
Danielle Hallare
Finance
Rachel Hammel
Philosophy
Meredith Hampton
Marketing
Dustin Han
Computer Engineering
Caitlyn Happ Taylor Harkins Molly Harmon Allison Hart John Hart Darren Harter
Biology Marketing Finance Hn >l< » )v Management Accounting
Christopher Hartnett Devina Hartono ElizaPeth Hatch Kelly Hee
Political Science &
Economics
Business Finance Liberal Studies Accounting
Favorite Memory...
"...OBVIOUSLY working at
TSC (The Santa Clara) ."
-Kiley Winsnes
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Leslie Henry
Mi iiki 'Iiih.i
Paul Henry
Biochemistry
Josh Hernandez
Psychology
Saul Hernandez-Morales
Mechanical Engineering
Rogelio Hernandez
Political Science
Justin Hester
Psychology
Jennifer Hill Jennifer Hinds Ryan Hinds Aleck Hiscox David Ho Dean Hoang
Marketing English Mechanical Engineering Accounting Electrical Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Finance
Linh Hoang Kaelin Holland
Accounting & Information English & Environmental
Systems Studies
Plans for Next Year..
"My plan is to go to
nursing school."
-Caitlin Cutting
Jennifer Holloway
Accounting
Kelsey Houlihan
Communication
Margaret Hooper
English
Reid Horimoto
Marketing
Lori Hsu
Accounting
Nicole Hughett
Communication
Mark Hornberger
Psychology
Nora Hunt
English
132 SENIORS
Morgan Hunter
Classical Languages &
Literature
Catherine Hyder
Psychology
Robyn Hylind
Biology
Tyler Ichikawa
Communication
Amanda Igeta
Biology & Economics
Sabrina llich
Political Science
Alexander lluridze
Accounting
Megan Ingemanson
Mechanical Engineering
Jacob Jackson
Engineering Physics
Michael Jacoby
Economics
Salman Janjua
Finance
Kathryn Jarosz
Political Science
Lauren Jauregui
Bioengineering
Jennol Jenkins
Marketing
Spencer Jenkins
Communication
Bezachin Jifar
Theatre Arts
Danielle Johnson
M ill- 'In M
I
Tyler Johnston
Accounting
Carolyn Jones
Political Science
Molly Kagel
History & Environmental
Studies
Danny Kahle
Finance
Audrey Kambara
Business & Marketing
Favorite Memory...
"Sitting on the green of the 13th
hole at Pebble Beach
during the AT&T
Pro-Amateur tournament,
Bill Murray came up to our crowd
of Santa Clarans and waved the
SCU flag on national TV. It made
for a great picture and an
even better moment of Bronco
pride."
-Kelsey Houlihan
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Sabrina Kaschmitter
Psychology
Sandeep Kaur
Bioengineering
Michael Kawamoto
Accounting
Kira Keating
Marketing
Krista Kelley
Communcation
Connor Kelliher
English
Margaret Kelly Mikalah Kendall Ryan Kennedy John Kent Natalie Kidd Elizabeth Kiikvee
Political Science Communication Finance Philosophy Marketing Marketing
Judy Kim
Biology
Michael Kjellman
Operations Management
Information Systems
Plans for Next Year..,
"Include moving to
either Palo Alto or The
City and working in
sales."
-Mitchell Klipa
Kevin Klasila
Marketing
Colin Kodama
Civil Engineering
Charles Klein
Mechanical Engineering
Mitchell Klipa
Marketing
Allison Kopf
Physics
Mariesa Kubasek
Philosophy &
Political Science
Ellen Knapp
English
Andrew Kuntz
Accounting
134 SENIORS
Henry Kuo Katharine Kurtz Davis Kurzenski
Economics Biology & Bioengineering Economics
Christina Kwok
Political Science
Asta Kwong
Accounting
Shannon Lacey
Anthropology
Sydney Lacour Cynthia Lam Joseph Lamelas Jourdan London Katherine Lanier Roger Lau
English Accounting Computer Science Political Science Engineering Finance
Brad Lawler
English
George Lawrence
Business Marketing
Christine Lebar
Accounting
Jason Leblanc
Mechanical Engineer
Erin Lee
Biochemistry
Kristen Lee
Accounting
Samuel Lee Andrea Legare Natalie Lemas Timothy Lembke
Mathematics Civil Engineering Marketing Philosophy &
Communication
Favorite Memory...
"Scavenger hunts,
fraterdays, and WCC
Championships."
-Kevin Klasila
SENIORS 135
Margaret Lender Raul Leon Samantha Leonard Jennifer Lesnick Michael Levine Enli Li
Combined Sciences &
Anthropology
Marketing Marketing English Marketing Civil Engineering
Carolyn Linck
History & Communication
Jennifer Lising
Marketing
Theophilus Little
Psychobiology
Alejandro Lobato
Mechanical Engineering
Cora Lobodzinski
French & Francophone
Studies
Danielle Locklar
Civil Engineering
Dylan Lockman
Electrical Engineering
Erin Lohrenz
Marketing
Christopher Lombardi
Accounting
Jade Look
Marketing
Lauren Lopez
Theatre & English
John Lorenzen
Psychobiology
Plans for Next Year...
"Next year I'll be
teaching art and English
in El Salvador and trying
to figure out what I'm
doing with my life."
-Clare Nauman
Sarah Love
History
Anthony Lozano
Mechanical Engineering
Xin Lu
Management
Joshua Luebke
Marketing
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Ariana Lujan
Management
Jacqueline Lynch
Political Science
Donna Macanan
Psychology
Laura Macarthur Jensen Machathil
Biology & Environmental Mechanical Engineering
Science
Christopher Macko
Biology
Lee Mahler
Studio Art
Michaela Maliszewski
Marketing
Karisma Mancias
Biology
Tara Manny
Combined Sciences
Danielle Mapes
Accounting
Katherine Mardula
Mechanical Engineering
Justin Marinovich Tyler Martin Blake Martini Sharif Matar Matthew Matera Sara Mathes
Finance Finance Finance & Economics Communication Accounting Psychology
Sarah Mathes
Biology & French
Tamisha Mayes
Finance
Kendall McAllister
Marketing
Sandra McCaw
Biology
Favorite Memory.
"Fraterday."
-Josh Luebke
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Robert McGowan
Accounting
Thomas McGrath Edward McKay
Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Maxwell McLeod
Finance
Jennifer McNellis
Communication
Daley Meistrell
Marketing
Charly Mejia
Finance
Sarah Anais Mejia
History
Gabriela Mercado
Civil Engineering
Edin Metovic
Finance
Fernando Meza Gutierrez
Biology
Patrick Migliazzo
Finance
Amanda Miller
Finance & Economics
Carissa Miller
Economics
Molly Miller
Communication
Laura Miotke
Biology
William Miraglia
Marketing
Sarah Mirto
Finance
Plans for Next Year...
"Next year I am really
looking forward to
starting work as an
accountant with a big four
firm in San Jose. I can't
wait to finally have an
honest disposable income!"
-Nikko Nascimento
Tasha Mistry
Operations Management
Information Systems
Cameron Monroe
Bioengineering
John Montgomery
Communication
Danielle Mooney
Political Science
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Keith Moorman
Finance
Christian Morabito
Evironmental Studies &
Economics
Mark Moriconi
Communication
Charles Morrow
Combined Sciences
Kendall Morrow
Marketing
Christopher Morton
Marketing
Christopher Mosier
Political Science &
Economics
Gurman Mudahar
Accounting
Katherine Muller
Civil Engineering
Amy Munekiyo
Biochemistry
Nicole Murai
Psychology
Jessica Nakamura
Accounting
Nikko Nascimento
Accounting & Information
Systems
Kurt Natter
History
Clare Nauman
Studio Art
Eloisa Michelle Navalta
Accounting
Trevor Nelson
Biology
Jessica Nett
History & French
Lauren Neville
Philosophy &
Communication
Vincent Newell
Mathematics
Rick Navarro
Sociology
Justin Nett
Operations Management
Information Systems
Favorite Memory...
"Winning the intramural
volleyball championship
game with the
Lakeshow."
-Kurt Natter
SENIORS 139
Isabelle Nguyen Michele Nguyen Eric Ni Dana Nialis Jacqueline Nicora Hanna Nilsson
Biology Accounting Economics English & Marketing Economics Mechnical Engineering
Courtney Nolet
English
Cynthia Nonnenmacher
English & Psychology
Brian Norton
Combined Sciences
Maggie Notaro
Marketing & Studio Art
Garrett Nouchi
Management
Jessica Noyer
Accounting & Information
Systems
Adilene Nunez Justin Nychay Monic Nyoto Setiadi
Political Science Sociology & Anthropology Accounting
Meghan O'Connell
Marketing & Economics
David O'Rear
Finance
Patricia Ogbinar
Marketing
Plans for Next Year...
"I am planning on going
to grad school to get my
teaching credential. And
then I hope to work as a
high school teacher while
working on a masters
and/or phd."
-Jennifer Lesnick
Caitlin O'Holleran
Communication
Lia Oishi
Finance
Jonathan Okada
Civil Engineering
Amechi Okechukwu
Accounting
140 SENIORS
Jadesola Olabisi
Bioengineering
Joseph Oloju
Electrical Engineering
Emily Orbanek
Economics &
Environmental Studies
Luis Orea
Civil Engineering
Quentin Orem
Philosophy
John Ospital
Accounting
Ava Ostrom-Schaper
Management
Patty Ou
Accounting
Kelli Oura
Civil Engineering
Andrew Oushalem
- inani i
Monique Pacheco
Accounting
George Padilla
Communication
yrna Padilla Matt Paolercio Neha Parikh Amy Parnell Sam Patton Anna Paustenbach
Psychology Civil Engineering Communication Economics Management English & Religious Studies
Alexander Pelfrey
Communication
Jessica Peralez
Envrionmental Science &
Spanish
Rojil Peralta
Civil Engineering
Alexander Perez
Psychology
Favorite Memory...
"Taking a ride on the
juice train."
-Daley Meistrell
SENIORS 141
Veronique Perpignand Caeli Perrelli Laurelyn Perteet
Accounting Enviromental Studies Communication
Ian Petersen
\ inani i
Jacqueline Peterson
Sociology
Michael Pietrangelo
Accounting
Diana Pillsbury Xenia Pineda Danielle Pirelli Donovan Plascencia Marisa Plescia Raymond Polem
Political Science Communcation Art History &
Anthropology
Economics Biochemistry Accounting
Louis Poletti Victoria Porter Armando Portillo Jessica Powell Samantha Prasad Alexandra Preston
Finance Accounting Studio Art Civil Engineering Marketing Marketing
Plans for Next Year.,.
"I'm applying to a
program in India to
teach at an orphanage
and taking the rest of
the year off to apply for
graduate schools."
-Marisa Plescia
Laura Preuss
Sociology
Lauren Proano
Biology &
Combined Sciences
Rebecca Pruess
Psychology
Jose Quan
Business Management
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Timothy Quock
Accounting
Nicole Rains
Business Economics
Thanna Rajapakse Kalpith Ramamoorthi Debbie Ramirez
Biology & Individual Studies Bioengineering Accounting
Enrique Ramirez
Economics & Sociology
Grace Ramirez Paul Ramsell Alicia Rangel Kathryn Rawson Zaireen Razzak Timothy Reedy
Management Civil Engineering Management Combined Sciences Mechanical Engineering Finance
Robert Reid
Finance
Alexandra Reimer
History & Communication
Lauren Reinnoldt
Civil Engineering
Matthew Renner
Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Reyes
Biology
Terence Richardson
Finance
Benjamin Richter
Mechanical Engineering
Camille Richter
English
Kristen Rieke
Studio Art
Rudy Rimland
Computer Engineering
Favorite Memory...
"Risky business
scavenger hunt on the
roof of Benson junior
year."
-3 Palms
SENIORS 143
John-Michael Rindner
Accounting
Jesse Rizzo
Psychology
Marta Robinson
Sociology
Miriam Rodriguez
Mechanical Engineering
Spanish Studies
Stephanie Rodriguez Katherine Rohrbach
Finance & Economics Accounting
Lauren Romanazzi
Environmental Science
Patrick Romey
Political Science
Alycia Rose-Isaacson
Biology
Kaylie Rossi
Accounting
William Rotas
Finance
Cristian Rubi-Patino
Philosophy
Melissa Rueda
Sociology
Jeanine Ruffoni
Civil Engineering
Enedina Ruiz-Orozco
Accounting
Grant Ryan
Marketing
Michael Ryan
Mechanical Engineering
Amanda Salameh
Accounting
Plans for Next Year...
"I am planning to move to
San Francisco and take a year off of
school to gain work experience before
applying to graduate schools for
psychology"
-Kristin Beadle
Alyssa Salas
ComPined Sciences
Anisha Sampat
Marketing
Christopher Sampson
Civil Engineering
144 SENIORS
Laura Sanchez Murillo Lindsey Sanchez
Danish Studies & French & Psychology
Francophone Studies
Zachary Sanchez
Mechanical Engineering
Cristina Sansone Jason Santiago
Public Health & Spanish Mechanical Engineering
Studies
Michael Santos
Management
Gabriella Saracino Lauren Sartor Ben Saulson Rachel Saunders John Scalmanini Jeremy Schaaf
Marketing Chemistry Marl" 'In ig English History Accounting
imberly Schlossmacher
Management
Kyrie Schmit
Psychology
Meredith Schreier
Psychology
Erin Schulz
English
Madeleine Sears Sam Seely Benjamin Seidenstein Gregory Semenza
ternational Communications
& Social Development
Economics Finance Psychology
Laurel Schuster
Accounting & Information
Systems
Emily Scroggs
Biology
Favorite Memory...
"Living on Bellomy
Street (the best street
around campus) with 9
of my best friends"
-Lauren Proaho
SENIORS 145
Emilee Sena
Chemistry
Una Serrato
Business Management
Elizabeth Setka
Political Science
Sandeep Shah
Finance
Sapaan Shah
Mechanical Engineering
Martin Shelton
Psychology
Luis Sierra Tierney Siler Lauren Silk Katie Simmons Thain Simon Gopal Singh
Accounting Psychology &
Communication
English & French Communication &
Studio Art
Finance & International
Studies
Electrical Engineering
Jatinder Singh Cecilia Sinohui Damian Siu Diane Slaught Hannah Slocum Ashley Smaldino
Accounting Political Science & English Finance Management History &
Environmental Studies
Marketing
Plans for Next Year.
"I will either begin
working at Yahoo or
continue playing
baseball,"
-Thain Simon
Claire Smith
English
Makensy Smith
Communication
Merit Smith
Philosophy
Stephanie Smith
Finance & Economics
146 SENIORS
Beatriz Soria
Psychology & Spanish
James Spadafore
Marketing
Yevgeniy Spektor
Mathematics & Electrical
Engineering
Danielle Spence
Accounting
Christopher Spirz
Accounting
Jacquelyn Starke
Accounting
Melissa Stephenson Kristen Stieger
Psychology Mechanical Engineering
Jacqueline Stotlar Krysti Sukita Jim Sung Joseph Supple
History & Women's Environmental Science & Marketing Communication
Gender Studies Political Science
Amanda Sutojo
Accounting
Rachelle Tamulevich
Marketing
George Sylvia
Accounting
Adrian Tan
Accounting
Clark Szeto
Marketing
Alexandra Taddeucci
Art History
Selina Tarn
Accounting & Information
Systems
Jason Tan
Electrical Engineering
Ken Tang
Accounting
Lucas Tamayo
Finance
Favorite Memory...
"Playing frisbee in the
Mission gardens at
2 am."
-Alana Sampson
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Stacey Tang Kristin Tappan Jackie Tasarz Michael Taylor Yana Tekina Alicia Temmerman
Marketing Psychology Biology Political Science &
Theatre
Economics Finance
Kyla Teramoto Mary Thein Caitlin Thompson Alexandra Thorpe Hilary Titus Karen Tjhan
Biology Marketing Accounting Civil Engineering English Political Science
Marketing
Sarah Tkach
History & French &
Francophone Studies
Mikala Togikawa
Liberal Studies
Plans for Next Year...
"Getting an apartment
with my best friend and
working as an Associate
Resource Management
Engineer at the California
ISO."
-Kristen Stieger
Lauren Tokheim
Accounting
Nina Torretta
Finance & Economics
Nichole TomPlin
Biology
Lawson Tong
Mechanical Engineering
Lauren Totah
English & Psychology
Andrew Tran
English
Elisa-Maria Torres
Management
Anh Tran
Marketing
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Sol Tran
Accounting & Finance
Scott Trovers
Finance
Lisa Trimberger
Accounting
Alexandra Trimble
Marketing
Irene Truong
Accounting
Michael Truong
Web Design Engineering
Mylien Truong Rosanna Tsai Taryn Tsukayama Andrew Tubbs Rada Turcanu Arianna Urban
Management Accounting Computer Engineering Economics Accounting History
Karina Uribe
Psychology & Spanish
Studies
Cara K. Uy
Communication &
Environmental Studies
Sara Vakulskas Karen Valenzuela
Political Science English
Hayley Vanderwall
Marketing
Juan Vargas
Civil Engineering
Rahul Varshneya
Finance
Lisa Vassiliadis
Psychology & Sociology
Nina Valtcheva
Marketing
Kyle Van Dieren
Accounting
Favorite Memory,..
"My junior year when we
were in the WCC
Basketball Tournamnet
and knocked out the 5th
and 4th place seed and
went to semi-finals."
-Kathy Willinksy
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Whitney Vellequette Kelsi Veralrud
Psychology. French & Communication & French
International Studies
Chelsea Verhasselt
Economics
Mark Vetto
Religious Studies
Andrew Victor
Religious Studies
Arille Virrey
Bioengineering
Michael Vlahos
Engineering Physics
Sonia Von Berg
Management & Spanish
Studies
Anna Vossler
Communication
Priscilla Vuong
Accounting
Nicole Wachi
Chemistry
Curtis Wagner
Economics
Zachary Walkerlieb
Political Science
Jiali Wang
Finance
Stephen Wang
Finance
Mikell Warms
Civil Engineering
Laura Webb
Civil Engineering
Nicholas Weiss
Psychology & Philosophy
Plans for Next Year...
"I will be working for
PricewaterhouseCoopers
at the San Jose office, in
international assignment
services"
-Katie Daw
Patrick Welde
Finance
Jason Westerberg
Marketing
James Westlake
Finance
Wren White
Sociology
150 SENIORS
Bryan Whitfield Kelsey Whitman Jaysen Wibowo Todd Wiele Kristen Williamson Dean Willmert
Management Communication Accounting & Information
Systems
Marketing English & Spanish Mechanical Engineering
Emmett Winters Megan Wirth
;ommunication & Religious Communication &
Studies Political Science
Leann Witherspoon
Liberal Studies
Amanda Wong
Biochemistry
Justin Wong
Finance
Jane Wongso Suhardjo
Finance
Angelica Wright
Psychology
Tina Yang
Accounting
Alexander Wroblewski
Mechanical Engineering
Clare Wylie
Public Health &
Psychology
Yekta Yazar
Mathematics
Travis Yeager
Finance
David Yamane
Accounting Information
Systems
Ana Yglesias
Economics
Francisco Yanez
Biology & Spanish
Eric Yang
Accounting Information
Systems
Favorite Memory...
"Santa Clara Hairpiece
Club for Men."
-Curtis Wagner
SENIORS 151
David Yoon
Accounting
Rose York Alex Young Winston Yu
Economics Marketing & Psychology Economics
Nathan Yung
Biomedical Science
Rachel Zabalza
Communication
Eric Zadoroznyj
Mathematics
Andrew Zennbala
Mechanical Engineering
Christian Zempel
Mechanical Engineering
Jiaming Zhang
Management
Plans for Next Year...
"I'll be doing
corporate finance at
Yahoo! Headquarters in
Sunnyvale"
-Cassie Braun
The following graduates are not pictured:
Erick Ackerman
Travis Adams
Mariah Agee
Tracey Akashi
Aaron Akina
Thomas Akins Jr.
Yao Akuffo-Akoto
Neal Albright
Caspair, Alderman
Benjamin Allen
Brennan Alvarez
Ekeeti Amanam
Robert Amaro
Blaine Amidon IV
Nicole Anzoategui
Melissa Ardo
Aprajita Asthana
Hamilton Augustine
John Badura
Allison Baker
Aldo Banuelos
Justin Barnes
Jason Barry
Christopher Bash
Michael Bates
Kristin Beadle
Adam Beckman
Katherine Beckstrom
Christopher Beddow
Christopher Bedell
Matthew Beers
Steven Benvenuto Jr.
Kayla Berghoff
Nick Bergseng
Maximilian Bettcher
Grade Binder
Michelle Biocini
Evan Blackwell
Jasmine Blaine
Alexander Boll
Alyssa Bothman
Austen Brandford
Catherine Braun
Colleen Brennan
Matthew Brinda
Amanda Kazimir
Brittany Brown
John Brown
Claire Brubaker
Lindsay Bruce
Patricia Bryant
Tyler Burks
Elizabeth Byrne
Rahul Byrraju
Marilee Cabrera
Michael Calcagno
Joshua Camacho
Jessica Campbell
Jose Candia
Alex Cao
Alexandra Cardenas
Connor Carey
Brandan Carlson
John Carrigan
Katherine Carson
Lauren Carter
Christopher Castell
Kevin Chan
Jupiter Chavez
Nicholas Cheadle
Terry Chen
Dennis Cheung
Yody Chi
Yojing Chi
Monica Chin
Timothy Chiong
Kathryn Choo
Anusuya Choudhury
Michelle Chun-Hoon
Drue Cicchetto
Bryan Clark
Katherine Clark
Simon Clough
Christine Collins
Angela Cooke
Cristina Cordua
Megann Crowley
Michael Crudale
Maura Cyrus
Andrew Czisch
Alexandra Dallago
Gregory Dalli
Jennifer Dangerfield
Christina DaSilva
Joseph Dougherty
Ryan Davidson
Aubrey Davis
Andrew De La Mare
Lauren De Normandie
Douglas DeFilipps
Miles Deife
Jeremy Del Re
Katherine Deleon
Maksim Demin
Teresa Dennis
Nicholas Devich
Mario Diaz
Jake Diserio
Michael Dishler
Margaret Doar
Morgan Doherty
Benjamin Dowdell
Nancy Down
Alex Drake
Daniel Duarte
Samantha Duarte
Sonia Duenas
Christopher Dunder
Peter Dziuba
Katharine Eckerline
Ryan Edmundowicz
Christina Edwards
Sonali Ekanayake
Brianna Elder
Scott Eliab
Garrett Ellis
Daniel Erlinger
Ashoraya Eshagh Chamaki
Nicholas Eulau
James Evans
Ksenia Evdokimova
Laura Farley
Peter Farrell
Andrea Faz
Nicolas Feigenbaum
Marianne Fenwick
Katherine Redelman
Erica Fieger
Kendall Fishman
Sean Fleming
Veronica Fleming
Kristin Flowers
Tanner Fomesi
Hana Francisco
James Frankenbach
Ben Frederiksen
Jacob Frediani
Joshua Fredkin
Jessica Freitas
Michael Friedlander
Peter Fritz
Steven Fry
Jordan Fujimoto
Eric Fulton
Elizabeth Gaffney
Alexis Gandarilla
Daniel Garcia-Prats
Mary Garner
Joseph Garza
William Gaza
Katherine Geiger
Erica Giacchetti
James Giacchetti
Alexander Gilbert
Puneet Gill
Lauren Glen
Samantha Go
Jordan Goff
Rebecca Goll
Joseph Gomez
Elizabeth Gonzalez
Ruwani Goonetilleke
Maxine Goynes
Brette Graber
Brian Green
Benjamin Greer
Alex Griffis
Colin Guidi
Keith Guo
Kelsey Gurrola
Brandon Guzman
Steffen Hack
Anne Hagerty
Adam Hall
Meridith Hallowell
Chloe Halstead
Phillip Hamada
Gabryell Hanson
Michael Harada
Karen Hargrove
Alexa Harmon
Lauren Harriman
Ellen Harris
Mathew Harrison
Cameran Haskins
Caitlin Hawley
Edward Hayes III
Jerrick Hayes
Brendan Healey
Kyle Healy
William Hendricks
Shereen Herbert
Hugo Hernandez
MacKenzie Hill
Timothy Hill
Stephen Hobbs
Jeffrey Hodge
Terence Hofstad
Kevin Holligan
Christopher Holmes
Ian Horie
Guy Hotson
Lucy Hua
Courtney Hull
Geoffrey Hutchinson
Tina Iguchi
Marisa Wo
Munir Iman
Claire Ingram
Kent Itoh
Christopher Jackson
Kelsey James
Whitney James
Kun Jang
Richard Jaramillo
Mark Jelinek
Sean Jellison
Eva Jensen
Roxanne Jirroudi
Eric Johnson
Lindsey Johnson
J. Kenji Kadowaki
Arthur Kao
Gregory Kaplow
Lauren Karcher
William Kaumbulu
Daniel Kawano
Michael Keller
Brian Kelly
Jorden Kemper
Meghan Khurana
Collier King
Kristina Kirkland
David Kojima
Naveen Kollipara
Kevin Kong
Paul Kosloski
Sarah Kostas
Vera Kovacic
Robert Kozak
Evan Kravitz
Sowmya Kumar
Michelle Kwon
Alvaro Lacayo
Grant LaCorte
Joanna Laird
Andrew Lam
James Lambert
Alyssa Lampe
Robin Landis
Jeffrey Langdon
Kevin Laumann
Catherine Lawrence
Sean Lawrence
Daniel Lawrie
Andrew Lazaro
Scott Leach
Annamarie Leon
Rebecca Leon
Stacey Li
Katrina Liebl
Cassey Limgenco
Phillip Linarte
Kiera Lloyd
Peter Lo
John Logan
Mark Loiseau
Stuart Loop
Christopher Lord
Elizabeth Lozano
Jenna Lugonja
Jared Lum
Craig Lymus
Angus MacDonald
Connor Macnulty
Kyle Magazu
Kevin Mahaffy
Uyen Mai
Britney Manago
Joshua Manglona
Matthew Marquess
Matthew Martin
Michelle Martinez
Melanie Massie
Ann Marie Massoud
Alana Matayoshi
Nickolas Mathers
Claire Matthews
Christian Max
Evan Mcclure
Michael McDonald
Brian M. McGlynn
Rachel McGuigan
Lauren McGuire
Matthew McMurray
Michelle McNulty
Ramon Meacham
Courtney Meehan
Christopher Melisi
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Nathaniel Mensah
Shama Merchant
Conor Merritt
Paul Meunier
Daniel Meyers
Brittany Miller
Peter Miller
Amy Millikan
Ryan Mirch
Sally Mitchell
Brett Mlinarich
Kayleigh Molina-Pastorius
Jodi Montoya
Willa Moore
Adrian Morales
Bersabe Morales
Yajaira Morales
Alejandro Moreno
Mark Morgan
Mark Moriconi
Mariam Mostamandy
Jocelyn Munoz
Kenneth Murata
Molly Murphy
Michael Musgrove
Nicole Nasrah
Rick Navarro
Patrick Nelson
Christine Nguyen
Cindy Nguyen
Long Nguyen
Nam Nguyen
Rebecca Nguyen
Charles Nielsen
Kelly Nightengale
Gary Nissen
Adam Noble
Christopher Noller
Maissam Noori
William Nye
Ashley O'Brian
Laura O'Brien
Evie-Marie O'Connor
Patrick O'Donnell
Brody O'Keefe
Adebayo Ojuri
Ada Onuegbe
Elieser Oseguera
David Oshiro
Thomas Osorio
Monica Ow
Gregory Palmer
William Palmer
Raoul Palo
Carlos Pantoja
Thomas Parker
Angelique Parsons
Ashley Pascale
Katherine Paschal
Anthony Pastore
Bhakti Patel
Anessa Patton
Adam Pecoraro
Kendra Perry
Kevin Peters
Benjamin Petersen
Kiersten Petesch
Jacob Pfitsch
Carmen Pham
David Phillips
Shaun Pienkos
Alvaro Pires
Amanda Poach
Michael Podesta
Nicholas Poggetti
William Poletti
Aubree Policella-Murguia
John Popplewell
Arturo Posadas
Vincent Postillion
Allison Power
Caroline Powers
Megan Pratt
Lanesha Preston-Roberts
Marian Price
Ramon Pulido Jr.
Daniel Pursley
Martha Quintero
Nicholas Radich
John Radvanyi
Catherine Ramirez
Eloy Ramirez
Lucas Ramirez
Arvind Ravikumar
Alexander Rayburn
Charles Reed II
John Riley
David Rishwain
Elias Rivera
Vivian Rivera
Kurt Robinson
,
Elizabeth Rogers
Alejandro Rojas
Janet Rojina
Ana Romero
Gerardo Romo-Gonzalez
Bree'An Roper
Robert Rosser III
Victoria Rossetti
Katelyn Rossler
Jacob Roths
Kevin Rowe
Jaclyn Rubbo
Matthew Rubino
Jacob Ruiz
Taylor Rulon-Miller
Kelly Runnals
Alexandra Russell
Dylan Rust
Jazminda Ryan
Margaret Ryan
Michael Ryle
Alexandra Saavedra
Dina Saenz
Carolyn Sage
Tara Sahdev
Conor Salcido
Alana Sampson
Marty Sanchez
Aron Satre
Martin Saunders
Diana Savinar
Tara Schaffner
Jillian Schoenfelder
Amanda Schuller
Marcus Schwab
Adam Schwarz
Nicole Schwedhelm
Alexandreia Scoffone
Brian Scott
Harmanjit Sekhon
Gregory Semenza
Carolyn Serri
Maryam Seyed
Rinal Shah
Ali Sherali
Connor Shields
Laura Signorelli
Daniel Silva
Lauren Simas
Sofie Singer
Jonathan Sisler
Christina Sisois
Meghan Skarzynski
Branden Smith
Jeffrey Sobrato
Barbara Solek
William Sommer
Maribel Sosa
Erin Spiers
Mithya Srinivasan
Casi Stewart
Michael Stewart
Elizabeth Stillman
Margaret Stockbridge
Jeffrey Strong
Bryan Subijano
Dustin Suekawa
Chin-Wen Sung
William Swedenburg
James Taguchi
Daniel Takami
Kyle Talbot
Kevin Talebbeik
Daynard Tan
Sean Tankersley
Jacob Taylor
Austin Tenn-Mc Clellan
Patrick Terry
Timothy Teruel
Brittany Thai
Alex Thompson
Anne Thompson
Scott Thompson
Joseph Tinker
Shawn Tokairin
Katherine Tolentino
Rosalie-Wil Tolentino
Anthony Toney
Julianne Tortolano
Cameron Tow
Vinh-Nhan Tran-Kiem
Dang Tran
Veronica Tran
Jessica Trautman
Adam Trujillo
Jeannette Truong
Colin Tsou
Kyle Tubbs
Dylan Tucker
Miki Ueoka
Nicolas Ukropina
Chelsea Unemori
Lourdes Uribe
John Urquhart
Kayla Ushman
Hristo Valtchev
Andrew Velasco
Brian Velasquez
Pamela Velazquez Gaitan
Rachana Velchala
Brian Verduzco
Danielle Vermazen
Alyson Wagner
Andrew Wagner
Daniel Walinsky
Britnie Walker
Jillian Walker
Elizabeth Wall
Caitlin Wallace
Jessica Waller
Paul Walsh
Eric Wang
Owen Watson
Claire Wedekin
Blake Weeks
Jeffrey Welch
Lindsay Weller
Sean Wells-Rutherford
Christine Whitehill
Montana Whitington
Isaac Wilhelm
Benjamin Williams
Brian Willingham
Kathy Willinsky
Bryn Willson
Stephanie Wilson
Rachel Winfield
Kiley Winsnes
David Witherspoon
Sooman Wolffs
Cameron Wong
Gina Wong
Kellie Wong
Ryan Woodward
Endalkachew Yitref
Kendyl Young
Sidra Zafar
Geoffrey Zen
Daniel Zimmerman
Apik Zorian
Ashton Zylstra
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LKimberly Aagaard
John Abdou
Melanie Abea
Susan Abellera
Margaret Abercrombie
Eduardo Aboitiz
Julian Aboitiz
Rafael Aboitiz
Reena Aboumrad
Zoe Abrams
William Abriel
Brittany Adams
Cory Adkins
Brannon Adlesh
Catherine Adriano
Katie Ahrens
Marcus Akerland
Krislyn Aki
Reid Alberts
Amanda Albertson
Ryan Alders
Taylor Alderson
Alexandre Alepin
Anisha Ali
Sarah Ali
Marina Allen
Whitney Allen
Kalyn Almaguer
Cristiana Alvarez
Rosa Alvarez
Ryan Alverson
Paria Amini
Charlotte Anderson
Lauren Anderson
Zena Andreani
Stacey Angeles
Jaennika Aniag
Reginald Antonio
Nicole Anzai
Margueritte Aozasa
Sean Arakaki
Shama Arakeri
Alex Arezzini
Alexander Armenta
Joseph Armstrong
Michael Arriola
Britzia Arroyo
Edmon Arsiaga
Olivia Ash
Haider Aslam
Tarek Atassi
Gregory Auld
Alexandra Austere
Juliet Avalos
Anton Avancena
Anayo Awuzie
Megan Azebu
Roxana Azuela
Lauren Azzopardi
C. Babbitt
Maureen Babiarz
Kyle Babineau
Rachel Baca
Phillip Bach
Benjamin Badura
Alison Baileys
Dylan Baker
Matthew Baker
Loren Bakshi
Lauren Balla
Mario Barbosa
Sean Barganski
Laughlin Barker
Christopher Barna
Jamie Barnes
William Barnum
Gregory Barsanti
Joaquin Bartra
Jennifer Batara
Gracelyn Bateman
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Eric Bates
Mykell Bates
Nicole Bator
Eduardo Batres
Miller Bauer
Devin Baxter
Nicholas Bayati
Jackson Beachwood
Timothy Beck
Jeffrey Becker
Mackenzie Beckwith
Elena Beges
Macklin Behmke
Angel Beltran
Chance Bennett
Mari Bennett
Christine Benvenga
Joseph Berg
Taylor Bernal
Alexander Bernitsky
Devin Bernosky
Lauren Bess
Jessica Bettencourt
Andrew Bevegni
Andrew Biancardi
Laura Bica
Michael Biederer
Lydia Bigelow
Christopher Bingham
Sarah Birrell
Nicholas Biss
Joseph Bittner
Gregory Black
Alexandria Black-Davis
Gregory Blaney
Brandi Blassingille
Jesse Blea
Jordan Blumberg-Long
Joshua Bninski
Hallie Bodey
Hilary Bolger
Anthony Booker
William Booth-Dunbar
Alina Borchardt
Julie Borges
Nina Bortolotto
Julianne Brands
Kelly Breault
Kristin Bremner
Joseph Brenninkmeijer
Margaret Brezinski
Matthew Briggs
Tenika Brinkers
Ryan Briody
Elizabeth Broder
Micha Brodoff
Jennifer Brousseau
Bridget Brown
Dylan Brown
Ian Brown
Vincent Brown
Daniel Brukwinski
Megan Brunkhorst
Kelsey Brunts
Nastassjia Bryant
Kelly Buckley
Colleen Budenholzer
Jasjot Budwal
Katherine Bullock
Jeremy Bunyard
Taylor Burk
Emily Burke
Joseph Burke
Brittany Burkett
Briana Burt
Brianna Burt
Michael Busch
Amanda Buthe
Jency Butler
Sean Byington
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Adrienne Caceres
Chad Cachero
Daniel Cacho
Karen Calderon
Sueling Calderon
Anna Callaghan
Steven Calvario
Daniel Calvillo
Lorena Camarena
Monica Camorongan
Murphy Campbell
Victoria Campos
Giordano Capovilla
Sarina-Alexandria Caragan
Cameron Carbone
Manuel Cardona Pamplona
Cornelius Carey
Michelle Carey
Thomas-George Carine
Kathleen Carlsen
Alina Carlson
Timothy Carlson
Stephanie Carmassi
Alexandria Carpenter
Yareni Carrasco
Luis Carrillo
Nicolas Carrillo
Nora Carrizosa
Kristin Carte
Cameron Carter
James Case
Anthony Castellitto
Jorge Castrillo
Jessica Castro
Jason Catalano
Katie Caudle
Stephen Cauterucio
Anabell Cervantes
Tara Chafey
Christopher Chandler
Astria Chandra
Elliot Chang
Rachel Chapa
' Anna Chapin
Spencer Charlton
Chandler Chase
Joshua Chase
Jennifer Chau
Spencer Chavez
Abraham Checkoway
Jeffrey Chen
Kuan-Chih Chen
Megan Chen
Yi-Ting Chen
Li Cheng
Timothy Cheng
Adrian Cheong
Camille Chesavage
Ryan Cheu
Ann Cheung
Paul Chianese
Michael Chiang
Stephanie Chieng
Zahra Chimeh
Jordan Chin
Lauren Ching
Courtney Chinn
Neil Chintala
Bernard Chiu
Derick Choi
Steven Choi
Woosung Choi
Michael Chong
Chi Chow
Samantha Christensen
Martin Chuang
Brad Chun
Christopher Chun
Ashley Ciglar
Deanna Clark
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Jordan Clarke
Garrett Clarkson
Stephanie Claudatos
Logan Cobb
Blake Coelho
Monica Coen
Alexander Coffin
Eduardo Cojuangco
Carol Collins
Maria Colyar
Vanessa Compean
Alexandra Concannon
Kasey Conklin
Taylor Conte
Taronish Contractor
Ana Contreras
Stephany Contreras
Morrison Conway
Katherine Cooke
Nicola Cooke
Brittney Corlett
Caitlin Corr
Erin Corr
Heidi Cossentine
Michael Couch
Kara Coughlin
Sofia Coyiuto
John Cregan
Emma Crnkovich
Christopher Cronin
Kathleen Cronin
Keith Crowther
Patrick Cruden
Lauren Crum
Jessica Cuadra
Claire Cudahy
Wesley Culver
Chelsea Cumbaa
Albenis Curiel
Kathryn Curotto
Alex Curry
Gabriela DAIfonso
Nicholas DAntonio
Michelle DArpino
Arria Dabir
Brian Daley
Katelyn Daley
Andrew Dalton
Miguel Daly
Thomas Dang
Jenny Daniel-Bucay
Brent Daniels
Charles Darling
Marshall Darr
Shaina Daswani
Miriam Davila
Maggie Davis
Osheen Davoudi
Abram Dawson
Jessica De Anda
Yvette De La Torre
Henry De Leon
Aiselle De Vera
Kathleen Deblois
Eric Degler
Adrien Deleener
Lucero Deleon
Vanessa Delgado
Henry Delozier
Michael Demaria
Kevin Demartini
Nicholas Demonner
Charles Denault
Douglas Denhartog
Marin Dennis
Florenda Derrama
Chintan Desai
Peter Dess
Julia Detweiler
Maxine Devincenzi
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Luke Dewire
Nicholas Deyarman
Kalle Deyette
Tanveer Dhillon
Jesus Diaz
Jessica Dickey
William Dickinson
Jordanne Dickson
Ryan Diemer
Sydney Dieudonne
Samuel Dillard
Nicholas Dimond
Raissa Dina Mbassa
Yi Ding
Neal Dinning
Michelle Divelbiss
Andrea Dlugos
Margaret Dole-Danhakl
Armand Domalewski
Elizabeth Donahue
Bao Dong
Maxwell Doniger
Jose Dorador
Elena Doran
Erika Dose
Graham Dougherty
Ian Dougherty
John Douglas
Samuel Douthit
Noah Downes
Rian Draeger
Benjamin Drahmann
Gianna Drake
Jonathan Drew
Erica Duck
Stephanie Duck
John Duncan
Kristina Dunklin
Ashley Dunn
Joshua Dunn
Jennifer Dyckman
Brittany Eames
Sam Eang
James Ebersole
Timothy Eckert-Fong
Eric Edisanto
Sachit Egan
Zuhayr Elahi
Mikhail Elinson
James Ellis
Lauren Elmets
Daniel Enright
Michael Erkelens
Justin Escobar
Bobak Esfandiari
Sarah Esmaili
Caitlin Espe
Danielle Espinal-Stekert
Emily Espinosa
Kiana Espinosa
Laura Espinosa
Stephanie Esquivias
Kelly Estes
Adam Ezzat
Michelle Fairbank
Ryan Falvey
Diane Fanning
Elisa Fanucchi
Bobby Fatemi
John Fearey
Eric Felix
Alexandra Ferdon
Daisy Fernandez
Luisa Fernandez
Nicholas Ferraro
Erik Fialho
Carla Fierros
Jack Finley
Christopher Finocchio
Megan Firestone
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Alex Fitschen
Diana Fitts
Chloe Fitzmaurice-Shean
Katherine Flannery
Kendall Fleming
Molly Fleming
Nicholas Fling
Claudia Flores
Jaclyn Flynn
Ryan Fogarty
Justine Folk
Joseph Fonfara
Vincent Fong
Joseph Forte
Michael Fortune
Kevin Foster
Krista Foster
Cristina Fowler
Elva Franco
Matthew Frankenstein
Charles Franz
Christine Frea
Bianca Frediani
John Fresquez
Suzanne Frias
Maria Fuentes
Reese Fujimoto
Reid Furukawa
Henry Gage
Claire Gahagan
Alexander Galan
Carmelino Galang Jr
Brian Gallagher-Howard
Andrew Gallaher
Arthur Gallanter
Guillermo Gallardo
Kathryn Galli
Julie Gamez
Vanessa Gamino
Alvaro Gandara Astray
Sonny Gandhi
Natalie Ganem
Shaun Gao
Carolina Garcia
Gabriel Garcia
Hildaisabel Garcia
John Garcia
Karla Garcia
Megan Garcia
Veronica Garcia
Grant Garrison
Amanda Gasparich
Rachel Gate
Timothy Georgevich
Alejandro Germann
Ade Gho
Ian Ghows
Maxwell Giammona
Elaina Gianotas
Julie Gibson
Kimberly Gibu
Daniel Gih
William Gilmore
Nicole Giove
Lena Gipson
Lisa Giusti
Oliver Glenn
Ayila Goheer
Michael Goldman
David Goltermann
Ashley Gomez
Jorge Gomez
Paul Gonia
Margaux Gonyea
Lilliana Gonzales
Camille Gonzalez
Edgar Gonzalez
Jessica Gonzalez
Lucia Gonzalez
Michelle Gonzalez
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Rebecca Gonzalez
Mark Gordon
Johnathan Graham
Peter Graham
Molly Grant
Lindsay Gray
Nicole Grazioli
Travis Greco
Eliana Green
Dana Greene
William Grogan
John Gruesser
Jason Guan
Joseph Gudino
Gina Guglielmi
Carmen Gutierrez
Gillene Gutierrez
Francisco Gutierrez-
Villarreal
Adrian Guy
Maria Guzman
Lynn Ha
Maral Habib
Calliopi Hadjipateras
Colin Hagemeyer
Caitlin Hager
Christopher Haines
Rebecca Haider
Justin Hall
Kelly Hall
Tatyana Hamady
Lindsay Hammons
Holly Hanbury-Brown
Alexander Hanchett
Michael Haney
Jason Hanlon
Daniel Hanna
Adrienne Hardee-Elliott
Kathleen Harper
Blake Harris
Rachel Harris
Samuel Harrison
Elizabeth Hart
Devina Hartono
Brent Harvey
Emily Harvey
Kyle Harvey
Danielle Hayes
Yali He
Clare Healy
Melissa Healy
Kristyn Heath
Jose Hecht
Sara Hedrick
Charlton Hee
Daria Heftier
Matthew Heinzler
Emily Heizer
Evan Hennessey
Bianca Henninger
Lucas Herbst
Eric Herde
Christopher Heredia
Adriana Hernandez
Alan Hernandez
Ernesto Hernandez
Fay Hernandez
Katharine Herrera
Kiara Herrera
Alexander Hierl
Stanley Hiew
Eman Higgy
Stephen Hight
Julia Hill-Wright
Mythessis Hilliard
Danielle Hills
Chun Ho
Solomon Hoang
Natasha Hobbs
Kristian Hockenson
Andrew Hodun
162 JUNIORS
Alicia Hoepfner
Andrew Hoffman
Brian Hogan
Kyle Hohu
Stanley Holbrook
Jennifer Holloway
Erin Hookstratten
Gabriela Hopkins
Matthew Houghton
Anna Houk
Jennifer Hu
Aaron Huang
Danny Huang
Kathleen Huber
Matthew Hudson
Erika Huerta
Mary Huggins
Jonathan Hughes
Kathryn Hughes
Nicole Hughett
Mendel Hung
Marlys Hunt
Miles Hunt
Syeda Huq
Timothy Hussey
Brittany Hutchins
Josephine Huynh
Katherine Huynh
Quoc Huynh
Caitlin Hylton
Ana Ibanez
Mindee iguchi
Sabrina llich
Haben Iman
Samira Imanian
Denise Imperial
Sara Inman
Frederick Insinger
Martha Inskeep-Rosenfeld
Marilou Inzunza
Lauren lonta
Daniel Iritani
Robert Irribarren
Lauren Iserman
Katrina Jaber
Asuka Jacobs
Siddhartha Jain
Christopher Jamison
Jooyoung Jang
Jan Jansen
Roxana Jauregui
Munazzah Javid
Aurora Jimenez
Jenny Jin
Brett Johnson
Heidi Johnson
Parker Johnson
Chelsi Johnston
Austin Jones
Daniel Jordan
Pearl Juang
Juanita Juarez
Marcel Juarez-Garza
Thomas Juntunen
Jaclyn Kagihara
Corinne Kaiser
Sean Kanegawa
Pardeep Kang
Milan Kantaria
Luke Kantola
Eric Kardonski
Srikar Karempudi
Hassan Karmali
Mari Katsura
Jay Kauka
Ravjot Kaur
Christine Keating
Darren Keeley
Joseph Keenan
Kendall Keith
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Ariel Keller
Jackie Kellogg-Lupient
Andrew Kells
Ainsley Kelly
Luke Kelly
Robert Kempt
Christine Kenison
Timothy Kenney
Meghan Kerrigan
Kaitlin Kevorkian
Taara Khalilnaji
Aaminah Khan
Anuj Khosla
Michelle Khoury
Fenny Kianto
Alexandra Kiel
Ruehanee Killer
Ian Kiltz
Allen Kim
Jessica Kim
Kelly Kim
Sohyun Kim
fae Kim
Grace Kinder
Katherine King
Megan King
Reece Kiriu
Craig Kisylia
Allison Klapheke
Kathryn Klein
Briana Knight
Dana Knudsen
Danielle Knudson
Jenni Kobylarczyk
Mohit Kohli
Andrew Koike
Elizabeth Koki
Matthew Komo
Arun Koshy
Kathryn Kouchi
Alex Kovac
Ethan Kracht
Philip Kranenburg
'Emily Krehbiel
Amadea Kristani
Olivia Kristof
Tor Krog
Kira Kubota
Corrinne Kuehn
Kevin Kurnia
Matthew Kuzmich
Bertina Kwan
Christina Kwok
Yee Kwong
Francis Lahey
Alissia Lai
Jacky Lam
Nhi Lam
Kamila Lambert
Susan Lambert
Travis Lander
Caroline Lane
Todd Lane
Jennifer Laponte
Amber Larkin
Jacob Larsen
Casey Larson
Laura Larson
Catherine Lasater
Iman Latif
Rickey Lau
Meaghan Laughlin
Michael Lawler
Alan Le
Binh Le
Katherine Le
Nhu-Nguyen Le
Vivian Le
Christine Lebar
Jessica Lechuga
164 JUNIORS
Christopher Ledesma
Alan Lee
Cameron Lee
Chan Lee
Collin Lee
Jade Lee
Jonathan Lee
Lindsay Lee
Ryan Lee
Tiffany Lee
Zachary Lee
Bradford Lees
Bradford Lehman
Sandeep Lele
Rocco Lents
Lindsay Leo
Marco Lerma
Marcia Leung
Jordan Lewis
Tyler Lewis
Cynthia Leyva
Wan Lie
Maria Lien
Jennifer Light
Stephanie Lim
Tiffany Liou
Yishan Liu
Delfina Lopez Alvarado
Anthony Lopez
Isaias Lopez
Wendy Lopez
Alexandra Lopiano
Colleen Lorick
Alexander Louie
Clare Louie
Miguel Loza
Jiahao Lu
Xin Lu
Christianne Lucas
Sarah Ludwig
Michelle Luevano
Michael Lumpe
Daniel LundPerg
Jenny Luu
Tung Luu
Marianne Ly
Kathryn Lydens
Patrick Lydon
Ryan Lynch
Donna Macanan
Ian Macdonald
Sandra MacDonnell
Robert Maciel
Aaron Macoubray
Gustavo Magana Jr
Hoda Magid
Sandy Mahler
Heather Mahmood
Hugo Mailloux-
Beauchemin
Pedro Maiz II
Isabelle Malouf
Joseph Manning
Michael Mantese
Andrew Marcelino
Christopher March
Ryan Mares
Lauren Marks
Jada Marsden
David Marshall
Melissa Martin
Melissa Martin
Sara Martineau
Cynthia Martinez
Shantya Martinez
Andrew Martinolich
Darcy Marumoto
Eric Masch
Richard Masiello
Tierney Mason
Jessica Massey
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-Michael Masterman
Melba Mathew
Nicole Mathwich
Christine Matsuda
Maung Maung
Michael Mayen
June Mazon
Michael Mazzella
Stephanie Mazzoncini
Leena McCann
Corey McCarthy
Erin McCarthy
John McCorkle
Shannon McDonald
Katherine McHenry
Russell Mcintosh
David Mclntyre-Brown
Caleb McKee
Jack McKimmey
Claire McMahon
Lucy McNamara
Meghan McNamara
Jennifer McNellis
Theodore Mefford
Cory Mehl
Michael Meissner
Aaron Melgar
Mark Melvin
Hatzel Menchaca
Jessika Mendence
Caitlin Mendoza
Kelly Menold
Lisa Mensah
Elizabeth Mercado
Christeven Mergonoto
Scott Merryman
Victor Method
Mitchell Metling
Vincent Micciche
Amanda Michalewicz
Rachel Michener
Anne Mickle
Caitlin Millar
Alexander Miller
Arielle Miller
Bridgett Miller
Elliott Miller
Justin Miller
Megan Miller
Hayley Milovina
Melissa Minato
Stephanie Mita
Connor Mitchell
Michael Miyasato
Andrew Mock
Alison Moe
Durany Mohammed
Thomas Moles
Jahayra Molina
James Molnar
Ronnald Monaco
Marisa Moncrieffe
Daniel Monroe
Mark Montalban
Marcus Montanile
Nayeli Montano
Brendan Montgomery
Jyovonne Montosa
Alexander Moore
Casey Moore
Kelly Moore
Kyla Moran
Emily Moreland
Jackson Morgus
Megan Morisada
Ashley Morisako
Stacy Morris
Kramer Mortell
Scott Morton
Elena Mosharova
166 JUNIORS
Michael Mosher
Stephanie Mow
David Moxness
Matt Mrizek
Conner Mulrooney
Nicholas Munson
Joseph Murabito
Nicole Murai
Kristen Muramoto
Michiko Murata
Megan Murnane
Joseph Murphy
Lauren Murray
Brennan Nacario
Elena Naderzad
Marzieh Najafi
Meagan Nakamoto
Marc Nakashima
Catherine Nally
Caitlin Nalty
Shilpa Narayan
Cynthia Naumes
Sean Naumes
Michaela Nava
Bernardo Navarrete
Andrea Navarro
Sandy Navarro
Analisa Nazari
Leah Nechamkin
Eric Nelson
John Nelson
Whitney Nelson
Keeton Nerhan
Blake Nesson
Patricia Nevers
Meghan Neville
Mindy Ngo
Anh Nguyen
Gina Nguyen
Hoang Nguyen
Jimmy Nguyen
Khoi Nguyen
Marc Nguyen
Quynh Nguyen
Thao Nguyen
Tiffany Nguyen
Uyen Nguyen
Vincent Nguyen
Alec Nicholas
Jennifer Nicholson
Kelly Nicholson
Austin Nickel
Robert Nickell
Christopher Nieroth
Anne Nino
Peter Noges
Alison Nojima
Catherine Nolan
Courtney Nolet
Joseph Noonan
Ryley Noonan
Julia Nordbakk
Andrew Norell
Erin Norman
Andrew Nose
Andrew Noujaim
Ian Nova
Antonia Novak
Arianna Nuti
Monic Nyoto Setiadi
Joseph O'Brien
Kelsy O'Brien
Dara O'Connell
Abigail O'Connor
Rachel O'Hanlon
Bridget O'Hara
Timothy O'Keefe
John O'Malley III
Michael Obergfell
Michael Oberti
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Annette Ochoa
Patrick Odum
Matthew Oehler
Jacob Oh
Lauren Oh
Criselle Olaes
Joseph Oloju Jr
Maung Oo
Kevin Orlando
Lauren Orlando
Andres Orozco
Anjelica Osborne
Adesola Oshinoiki
Morgen Oswood
Gursimrat Otal
Patty Ou
Lilya Ouksel
Amanda Overman
Allison Padilla
Joshua Padilla
Myrna Padilla
Pulkit Pahwa
Daniel Paikoff
Liliana Palma
Flavio Pando
Julie Pang
Steven Pangelinan
Raisa Pangilinan
Dylan Panzarella
Julia Papanek
Elizabeth Papangellin
Julianne Parayo
Vaishali Parekh
Gina Parise
Andrew Parker
Stephen Parks
Siddharth Parmar
Angelina Pascual
Anjay Patel
Ankur Patel
Elissa Patel
Kirtan Patel
Troy Payne
Jac'quelyn Pearce
Quinn Peck
Travis Pederson
Sandra Pedroza Velandia
Michael Peer
Daniel Peng
Nicholas Perakis
Gabriel Peralta
Jessica Pereira
Alejandro Perez
Rikki Perez
Agustine Perez-Rojas
Joseph Perry
Matthew Perry
Matthew Perry
Laurelyn Perteet
Maria Pestana
Evan Peters
Kelly Peters
Andrew Peterson
Brendan Peterson
Emma Peterson
Julie Peterson
Rosemary Pham
Bonnie Phan
Sandy Phan
Elisa Phillips
Sara Phillips
Austin Pidgeon
Diana Pillsbury
Ross Pimentel
Joshua Pinzas
Kathleen Plant
Raymond Polem
Madeline Pollak
Laura Polster
Danielle Pontes
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Charles Pontrelli
Samuel Pontrelli
Jose Portilla
Sofia Pour
Gavin Powell
Kellie Power
Anthony Prieto
Christine Prochnow
Jhoanna Pugrad
Brian Qian
Vanessa Quevedo
Mary Quigg
Ryan Rabellino
Sierra Rafto
Ariana Raftopoulos
Eric Rahman
Umaysha Rahman
Melina Ramirez
Katherine Ramirez-Vargas
Margarita Ramnani
Izys Ramos
Nicole Ramos
Anirudh Rao
Kimberly Ratto
Anusha Ravikumar
Alexander Ray
Jameson Ray
Lorenzo Razo
Angelica Rea Sanchez
Elizabeth Rea
Graden Rea
Brianna Read
Caroline Read
Mallikarjun Reddy
Seth Reed
Michael Rees
Brandon Reeves
Adam Reiss
Caitlyn Remenyi
Lane Renfort
Douglas Renfro
Sarah Renz
Jon Rey
Melanie Reyes
Jayde Richardson
Samantha Ricks
Adam Ringler
Brian Rios
Andrew Rivera
Erick Rivera
Felix Rivera
Joy Ro
Luis Roa
Amy Robertson
Nicholas Robertson
Keesa Robinson
Carlos Robles
Brian Roby
Ariana Rodriguez
Natali Rodriguez
Raphael Rodriguez
Sylvia Rodriguez
Nathan Rogers
Christopher Romero
Thomas Romero
Juan Romo
Ben Rooke
Raquel Roque
William Rosario
Brianna Rose
Kevin Ross
Steven Ross
Amanda Rossi
Christina Rothans
Vanessa Rubino
Hillary Ruddell
William Ruder
Christine Rudy
Albert Rugo
Brendan Ruiz
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Claudia Ruiz
Jackeline Ruiz
Ryan Rusconi
William Rush
Nicholas Russel
Austin Rutherford
Chelsea Ryan
Ryan Sacia
Sarah Safir
Anthony Sagariballa
Andrew Sagucio
Jacques Sahyoun
Lauren Saint
Riley Saito
Hidehisa Sakamoto
Kristin Saksa
Karen Salas
Jasmine Salazar
Alyssa Salcido
Jules Salvador
Nicolina Salvo
Nicole Samanez
Anisha Sampat
Carolina Sanchez
Michael Sanchez
Natalia Sanchez
Paul Sanchez
Evan Sanders
Luke Sanders
Amar Sandhu
Marisela Sandoval
Michelle Sanfilippo
Alyssa Sangalang
Jon Satterfield
Matthew Savage
Alexandra Savas
Ryan Sazima
Valerie Scannell
Nathan Schaeffer
Theodore Schapp
Hilary Schmidt
Tanya Schmidt
Joseph Schneider
Thomas Schreier
Margo Schroeder
David Schumacher
Cameron Schwab
Jeffrey Schwartz
Patrick Scott
Sean Screws
Kevin Senefeld
John Seubert
James Sexton
Courtney-Lauren Seymour
Neil Shah
Sandeep Shah
Lydia Shahi
Cheng Shao
Farzan Sharifzada
Amita Sharma
Shivani Sharma
Kevin Shea
Nimo Sheikh-Ali
Alexa Shekita
Alicia Sherban
Midori Shibuya
Zachary Shikada
Ryan Shin
Sang Shin
Rachael Shinno
Lauren Shishido
Dustin Shitanishi
Alyssa Shoji
Kang Si
Mohammad Siddiqui
Nina Sidorova
David Silver
Courtland Simoncic
Daria Simunic
Gopal Singh
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Jatinder Singh
Tej Singh
Vikramjit Singh
Ronald Sippel
Oriana Siska
Wibowo Sisworo
Michael Sizemore
Kyle Slyngstad
James Smith
Ryan Smith
Timothy So
Daniel Sofer
Lauren Solis
Amber Sommerfeld
Jessica Song
Mengci Song
Megan Sopko
Mark Spain
Sophie Speer
Christian Spencer
Jamie Spiegel
Johanna Spooner
Eric Sprauve
Chris Stomas
Molly Stark
Jordan Stefan
Eric Steinberger
Taylor Stephens
Scott Stewart
Erin Stines
Stefanie Storm
Katie Strandberg
Alston Strickland
Jason Su
Elizabeth Sugahara
Christopher Sugii
Cameron Suhr
Emily Sullivan
James Sullivan
Kevin Sullivan
Jaclyn Sunzeri
Photjarin Suparvit
Catherine Surane
Tamara Surtees
Riva Sutanto
Amanda Sutojo
Reyn Suzuki
Maija Swanson
Elizabeth Sweeny
Sameer Syed
Laura Sylvan
Adrienne Syme
Elle Sypek
Camilo Taganas
Julie Tainter
Erin Taketa
Alex Tamai
Tamara Tammaro
Travis Tanaka
Audrey Tang
Kevin Tang
Christopher Tanzola
Thomas Tatum
Gabriel Taylor
Jacqueline Taylor
Kelly Taylor
Richard Teel
Jacob Teeny
Elise Tegtmeyer
Callie Tepper
Bradley Terrill
Martha Tesfalidet
Carlson Thai
Mary Thein
Emily Thomas
Kareema Thomas
Chase Thomet
Corey Thompson
Rebecca Tien
Michael Ting
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Joseph Tinker
Thomas Tolson
Elliot Tomovic
Elizabeth Tompkins
Hilary Toms
Hoangtrinh Ton
Noelia Torres
Georgia Trakinat
Emily Tran
Michelle Tran
Minh Tran
Phuong Tran
Marc Trasolini
Jason Travis
Christine Trinh
Tora Troop
Allen Truong
Anh Truong
Kim Truong
Brian Tseng
Eric Tseng
Lauren Tsugawa
Kyle Tsukiji
Jenna Tucker
Rada Turcanu
Paul Twining
John Tylko
Dustyn Uchiyama
Alexandra Upland
Jacob Urbassik
Jamie Urrutia
Ryan Uyeno
Alyssa Vahratian
Ana Valdes
Joseph Valdez
Andrew Valencia
Angelica Valenta
Isabel Vallarino
Maria Valle
Carly Van Alstyne
Emily Van Buren
Sarah Van Keulen
Jenny Vandenbelt
Amanda Vasquez
Victoria Vaughan
Kenia Vega
Jenna Velasquez
Jorge Vera
Helene Viger
Marcela Vijil
Nashely Villalvazo
Nicolas Vinel
Arille Virrey
Jeri Vizza
Sarah Vreeland
Duy Vu
Natalie Vu
Keegan Wada
John Wagner
Kacie Wagner
Mark Wagner
Matthew Wagner
Christopher Waight
Emily Wakefield
Scott Wallace
Tracey Wallace
Jiali Wang
Minao Wang
Shannon Wang
Yu Wang
Jonathan Ward
Jennifer Warner
Victoria Watson
Meghan Weiler
Meghan Weinreich
Kelly Wells
Monica Wells
Patrick Wells
Ryan Wells
Kristin Welsh
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William Welsh
Christopher Wemp
Carole Wentz
Carley Werts
Devin Wesenberg
Caitlin Whalen
Curtis Wheaton
Mary Wheeler
Katherine White
Philip White
Savannah Whitington
Bryce Whitman
Kelsey Whitman
Ryan Whitney
Geva Whyte
Erwin Wjaya
Curtis Wilcox
Blake Williams
Christopher Williams
Kyle Willoth
Nicholas Wilson-Elizondo
Emmett Winters
Michael Wishart
Isaac Wm
Ben Wolfe
Cristina Wong
David Wong
Matthew Wong
Pearl Wong
Jane Wongso Suhardjo
Kristina Woodcock
Dennis Woodrow
David Woolsey
Jiang Wu
Jocelyn Wu
Alison Wuerstle
Russell Wyatt
Maxwell Wyman
Kortney Wynn
Bingqian Xie
Lisa Yabusaki
Kelley Yamate
Lauren Yamauchi
Victoria Yap
Nadia Yassin
Blaise Yasui
Krystle Yee
Jeremy Yeh
Kenny Yen
Matthew Yerkes Medina
Pui Yip
Andrea Young
Linda Young
Jessica Yrani
Allison Yue
Sutyen Zalawadia
Alessandra Zanassi
Ruby Zapien
Victor Zapien
Juan Zarate
Alexander Zarka
Marisol Zavaleta-Martin
Diana Zeballos
Nikola Zecevic
William Zegers
Andrew Zeng
Sergio Zepeda
Matthew Zerella
Jia Zhang
Richard Zhu
Brandon Zimmerman
Nathan Zolezzi
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Harun Abdi
Andre Abrahamians
Zoraida Aceves
Anton Achondoa
Michael Adair
Jacob Adams
Kyle Adams
Mariah Adcox
Christopher Adgar-Beal
Keyanna Adger
Quinlan Adler
James Adolph
Aakash Agarwal
Andrew Agcaoili
Jessica Agra
Luis Aguilar
Jonathan Ahumada
Brenaa Alba
Josue Alcaraz
Rafael Alfaro-Lopez
George Alfs
Sara Aliotti
Austin Alleman
Sydney Allen
Thomas Allen
Mark Allison
Gabriela Alvarado
Elizabeth Ambriz-Mendez
Alexander Ambrose
Claire Anderson
Jessica Anderson
Margaret Anderson
Stephen Anderson
Telisha Anderson
Federico Andrade
Nikole Ankrom
Laura Antonelli
Aylin Aquino
Brent Aratani
Amando Argueta-Vogel
Maxime Armengaud
Ashley Armstrong
Kyle Arrouzet
Chase Arthur
Grace Asiano
Nicole Assumpcao
Ja'Nai Aubry
Michelle Aurellano
Colin Austin
Shawno Auwae
Nicole Aveningo
Robert Avila
Bismah Aziz
Alexis Babb Gomez
Brien Badeer
Jin Bae
Caitlin Baker
Lauren Baker
Chad Bakey
Erik Bakey
Katherine Balestreri
Shafa Baniani
Samuel Barocio
Taylor Barrett-Wilsdon
Emma Barrie
Janelle Battad
Ariel Bauer
Peter Baumgartner
Sophia Bayless
Katherine Beaudoin
Megan Bedard
Sarah Bedford
Abhishek Belani
Thomas Belesiu
David Belogolovsky
Sharon Benitez
Eduardo Bent
Janelle Berberoglu
Katherine Bercovitz
Amy Bernstein
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James Berry
Alexa Berube
Amelia Bethel
Genevieve Bever
Arlene Bhagat
Jay Bhula
David Bibee
Bryan Bidwell
Ivette Black
Matthew Blanco
Katherine Bobbin
Austin Boehrer
Nicolas Bonfante
Kathryn Borden
Ayja Bounous
Taylor Bowlby
Jared Bradley
Jonathan Bradley
Kathryn Brand
Melinda Brasil
Eliza Brennan
Derrick Breska
Briana Britton
James Brock
Alec Brown
Natasha Brown
Sarah Browne
Kenneth Bruce
Shayla Brumblay
Casey Buckley
Nick Buckley
An Bui
Anh Bui
Kevin Buiza
Margaret Burke
William Burke
Yemiko Burns
Katherine Busch
Christine Byrne
Michelle Cabinian
Matthew Calderon
Eloise Callander
Robert Camacho
Nicholas Camilleri
Michelle Camp
Jonathan Canales
Michael Caracciolo
Dylan Carlin
Rebecca Carruthers
Ana Carvajal
Kelly Carvalho
Ryan Cashen
Brianna Cassara
Erick Castellanos Jimenez
Francisco Castillo
Michael Casuga
Christina Centanni
Ho Cha
George Chace
Sumeet Chadha
Andrina Chaffin
Mary Chamaki
Moira Chambers
Alissa Chan
Alyssa Chan
Davin Chan
Michael Chan
Jingjing Chang
Sabria Chao
Devin Character
Mika Chatterjee
Clement Chee
Joshua Chemparathy
Patrick Chen
Sarana Chen
Michael Cherkassky
Avery Chern
Grace Cho
Christopher Choe
Daniel Choe
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Natalia Chomicz
Adrienne Chong
Joy Chopra
Farhan Choudhury
Katherine Chow
Rachel Chow
Aniya Chowdhury
Elysia Chu
Franz Chua
Todd Chun-Van Osdol
Nicholas Chung
Kevin Claggett
Amber Clark
Brigitte Clark
Ryan Clark
Talbot Clarke
Kalea Cleeton
Stephanie Clements
Angela Clexton
James Cochran
Tessa Code
Adrienne Cole
Nora Colello
Morgan Coleman
Ivana Colendich
Briana Colon
Francesco Concepcion
Alexa Conrod
Patricia Contreras
Karl Cook
Jess Cooper
Stephen-Bela Cooper
Melissa Cortes
Gerardo Cortez
Gustavo Cortez
Yeneira Cortez
Markeda Cottonham
Patrick Coutermarsh
Stephanie Covell
Justin Covino
Raymond Cowels
Christine Cox
Fallon Cox
•Sophia Cresci
Gregory Crites
Megan Cronan
Casey Cronin
Kevin Cross
Daniella Crownover
Eduardo Cruz
Jillian Cule
Kristopher Culpepper
Thomas Cummings
Christopher Cunningham
Camille DAbreu
Nicholas DAmbrosi
Rodrigo Da Silva
Morgana Dallas
Kyla Dalusag
Douglas Damrow
Kyle Dandan
Tierney Danner
Minh Dao
Brett Davey
Dominique David-Felix
Michelle Davidson
Rachel Davidson
Xochitl Davila
Brooke Davis
Matthew Davison
Daniel Dayan
Rohini Deb
Elena Del Favero
Elizabeth Deline
Elisa Delmuro
Annie Deng
Kanishk Desai
Satej Desai
Spencer Devereaux
Brian Devoto
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Amanda Dewey
Lauren Dewitt
Danielle Dhanoa
Phillip Di Tullio
Arianna Dicicco
Joseph Dickison
Hayley Dickson
Miles Dieffenbach
Vyvyence Doan
Cailin Doherty
Emilio Dominguez
Alexandra Don
Lauren Donati
Brenna Donnellan
Alexander Donnelly
Charles Dorsey
Katherine Douglas
Julia Drimmer
Kimberley Driscoll
Angelina Duckett
Andrew Dugoni
Toan Duong
Carolina Durling
Jennifer Eastland
Leandra Ebreo
Kendall Eder
Macgregor Ehlen
Elizabeth Eilen
Nicole Endo
Carolyn Entress
James Erskine
Luis Espinoza Inostroza
Melissa Espinoza-Garnica
Anna Esquibel
Emily Estes
Amelia Evans
Lindsey Evans
Mariah Fabro
Micaela Fagan
Katherine Fallon
Jasmine Farias
Brian Farrell
Ajay Fernandez
Roberto Fernandez
Mandy Ferreira
Monica Ferrone
Steven Fetter
Berkeley Fial
William Finn
Kevin Fitzsimons
John Flesher
Joseph Fletcher
Natalie Flores
Athena Floro
Richard Fong
Sean Foote
Christina Forst
Erin Fraboni
Conor Fraher
Daniel Frank
Kevin Franklin
Daniel Franks
Felicia Fregoso
Charlee Freitas
Kelly Frickleton
Emily Fritz
Cameryn Frost
Kaitlin Fuelling
Angela Fuentes
Jacqueline Fuhrman
Jason Fujioka
Meagan Fulps
Mariko Funai
Nathan Funkhouser
Amy Furstman
Alec Furtado
Lauren Furumoto
Alice Gaber
Jacqueline Gage
Marie Galetto
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Kevin Galindo
Ruiping Gao
Joshua Garcia
Paloma Garcia
Roman Garcia
Silvia Garcia
Ana Garibo
Brenna Garland
Connor Gavin
Matthew Geber
Alison Gee
Connor Gemmell
Giovanni Giannotta
Elliot Ginsburg
Allyson Girardi
Bonnie Given
Chase Gladden
Nathalie Godoy
Brandon Gojenola
Carlos Gomez
Madeline Gonyea
Bianca Gonzales
Hilary Gonzales
Guadalupe Gonzalez
Guadalupe Gonzalez
Hilda Gonzalez
Luis Gonzalez
Kerry Goodson
Blake Gorjanc
John Gotcher
Nayan Govan
John Graham
Jonathan Grambow
Miles Graugnard
Alexander Graves
Donovan Green
Catherine Greene
Leslie Gremp
Sara Grevera
Navjot Grewal
Sean Grey
Taylor Griffith
Mariel Groh
Lindsay Grove
Michael Guinasso
Antonia Gunner
William Guo
Natasha Gupta
Alejandro Gutierrez
Elizabeth Gutierrez
Robert Guyol
Nicole Guzman
Kaveri Gyanendra
Tarik Habbas
Charles Hall
Victoria Hall
Sophie Hamady
Christopher Hannum
John Hansen
Natasha Harb
Miranda Hardy
Michael Harney
Adeniyi Harrison
Julia Harrison
Erin Hartwig
Donell Hatcher
Kevin Haugen
Evan Havlisch
Emily Hawley
George He
Jakob Hedlund
Mary Heil
Christopher Helgeson
Kevin Henderson
Caitlin Hendricks
Andrea Hernandez
Maxwell Herrmannsfeldt
Alex Hildebrand
James Hill III
Marcos Hinojosa
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Julia Hirt
Mackenzie Hirt
Cadence Hodes
Nicole Hoesterey
Lauren Holbrook
Athena Hong
Stuart Hopson
Christine Horman
Katherine Hosking
Maya Hough
Jason Howard
Marina Howard
Thomas Hoye
Hsiang-Ting Huang
Shanshan Huang
Hannah Huckaby
Adriana Huerta
Jocelyn Hull
Erik Hurtado
Kristen Hutchison
Paige Icardi
Adam Ichikawa
Ryan linuma
Devin Ingersoll
Hayley Inkster
Justin Isaac
Lauren Isaki
Ally Jabuka-Godwin
Larry Jackson
Raymond Jacob
Owen Jacobs
Melanie Jacobs-Romero
William Jacobson
Sabah Jaka
Jennifer James
Patrick James
Jeffrey Jang
Gabrielle Jasinski
Zoe Jeffers
Will Jeffery
Mathew Jennison
Sho Jennison- Nakashima
Kyle Jensen
Bianca Johnson
Lauren Johnson
Mark Johnson
Nicholas Johnson
Scott Johnson
Victoria Johnson
Shannon Johnston
Loquen Jones
Nicholas Jones
Pranali Joshi
Carlo Juarez
Samantha Juda
John Judnich
Jeffrey Jung
Kurt Jurgens
Trisha Kajioka
Amanda Kaku
Margeaux Kambe
Takahide Kameya
Allison Kamiya
Ryan Kanetoku
Molly Karleskind
Anna Karlsen
Alex Kaschmitter
Natalie Kassel
Rebecca Katz
Elizabeth Kay
Lema Kazazic
Nida Kazi
Christina Keating
Sean Kelley
Nicole Kelly
Deborah Kenmore
Katherine Kennedy
Richard Kennedy
Joe Kerwin
Sharon Kim
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Soo Kim
Ye-Son Kim
Reyn Kimura
Maura Kinsella
Brian Kirby
Eric Kittlaus
Leif Kjos
Kadja Klarreich-Giglio
Olivia Klei
Benjamin Knapp
Tyler Knapp
Chris Knauer
Mohit Kochar
Audrey Kocmond
Alexander Konow
Veronica Koo
Dane Kornasiewicz
Beau Kramer
John Kreikebaum
Rahul Krishnakumar
Genevieve Kromm
Ketan Kumar
Jonathan Kupiec
Danielle La Torre
Erin Lafferty
Angelica Laing
Peter Laird
Bryson Lam
Lucas Lam
Stephen Lam
Lauren Lamantia
Matthew Lamb
Richard Lamb
Kelly Lamble
Adrianne Lamelas
John Lamey
Eliza Lamson
Martina Lasich
Samuel Lass
Kevin Latta
Ka Lau
Robert Lau
Katlin Law
Amanda Lawrendra
Kevin Laymoun
Stephen Layton
Ly Le
Thuyvy Le
Tram Le
Yvonne Le
Kevin Leatham
Sandy Ledesma
Chiehyu Lee
Matthew Lee
Matthew Lee
Alexandria Leenatali
Vanessa Lepa
Simone Lemond
Mey-Ling Leon
Christina Lesnick
Kendyl Leuck
Robert Leupp
Leslie Levine
Brooke Levy
Blake Leyva
Xiaoxian Li
Suzanne Lien
Andrea Liguzinski
Howard Limburg
Jiin Lin
Jy Lin
Claudette Linzey
Helen Liu
Michele Livingstone
Adrienne Lohe
Kayla Lommori
Alexander Long
Michael Long
Chloe Looker
Elizabeth Lopez Alvarado
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Bianco Lopez
Jessica Lopez
Maria Lopez
Mia Lopez
Sofia Lopez
Shelley Lowe
Stephanie Lucas
Christopher Lum
Kevin Lum
Hannah Lyde-Epperson
Aaron Lynch
William Lynch
Megan Macauley
Briana MacDonald
Matthew MacDonald
Veronica Machuca
Katherine Madden
Michelle Maddex
Jacqueline Madison
Daniel Maeda
Amber Magana
Joseph Maglione
Lam Mai
Gladys Mancillas
Gabe Marcus
Michael Mariani
Elizabeth Marsden
Brianna Martin
Robert Martin
Stephen Martinelli
Alysse Martinez
Ana Martinez
Andrea Martinez
Anthony Martinez
Jonathan Martinez
Jose Martinez
Nancy Martinez
Guy Marzorati
Anna Mascoli
Melissa Mascovich
Gina Massetani
Cheere Mather
Lauren Matheson
Kassandra Mattia
Nathaniel May
Mara Mayora
Charles McArthur
Karlene McCallacreary
Thomas McCann
Kendra McClelland
Michael McCormick
Chase McDowell
Andrea McGann
Maggie McGeorge
Bridget McGraw
Danica McGuire
Ian Mclvor
Riley McKay
Christopher McKenna
Kelly McKenna
Katherine McKenzie
Patrick McKenzie
Hallie McKnight
Allison McPartland
Anna McPhee
Elisa Medina
Isha Mehta
Ricardo Mempin
Gabriela Mena
Christopher Mendoza
Joanna Mendoza
Mark Meng
Mohammed Merali
Andrew Meyer
Xochitl Mjangos
Charles Milani
Brittany Miller
Catherine Miller
Hannah Miller
Nicholas Miller
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Anthony Minafo
Julia Mink
Max Minowitz
Briana Mitchell
Ashley Mitcheom
Celina Mogan
Justin Mogannam
Matthew Mokry
Alexander Molloy
Tanushree Mondkar
Sarah Montgomery
James Moore
Christopher Mora
Diego Mora
Fatima Moreno
Juliana Moreno
Katie Moreno
Paula Moreno
Elizabeth Morgan
Erica Morimoto
Gareth Mori
Anne-Marie Morris
Zachary Morris
John Morrow
Matthew Mosier
Jordan Moss
Scott Motobu
Dominique Moulden
Joobin Mozaffarimehr
Eugene Muchynski
Saayeli Mukherji
Alex Mulcahy
Erin Munekiyo
Nicolas Munoz
Celene Munoz-Campos
Rebecca Murillo
Grace Murk
Brendan Murphy
Spencer Muscelli
Ishan Nagpal
Patricia Nambajjwe
Maximilian Napier
Oliver Napier
Varin Narula
Leah Nascimento
Ali Nash
John Nash
Nidal Nasrah
Theodore Nasser
Anthony Navarrete
Michelle Neal
Megan Neider
Amanda Nelson
Jacob Newton
Hayley Ney
Alan Nguyen
An Nguyen
Dieuthi Nguyen
Lindsey Nguyen
Sandra Nguyen
Thao Nguyen
Vicky Nguyen
Alexander Nichols
Richard Nickelson
Mary Nienow Birch
Andrew Nisargand
Dylan Nitta
Danielle Noel
Conor Noonan
Christopher Nordby
Alison Norris
Chase Novak
Scott Nowak
Carlie OGonnor
Keenan O'Flaherty
Brandon O'Hara
Joseph O'Rourke
Vitalis Obidi
Peter Obregon
Aska Odomo
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Kristee Ogata
Terra Oldham
Kevin Oliver
Carla Olson
David Olson
Ezequiel Olvera
Juliana Onieal
Elizabeth Orozco
Rosalinda Ortega
John Ouimet
Angeles Oviedo
Andrew Ozanne
Matthew Ozanne
Chien Padilla
Nicholas Pahl Skinner
Mia Pallari
Megan Palley
Alexandra Palmer
Colette Pardini
Grace Park
Carey Parker
Jennifer Parker
Alexander Pascale
Christopher Paschal
Lucas Pastuszka
Natasha Patel
Will Patterson
Sameer Paul
Natalia Pavlina
Meaghan Pearson
John Penner
Kusi Peralta
Angel Perez
Angelica Perez
Martha Perez-Quintanilla
Paulina Perezalonso
Sarah Perkins
Kyle Perricone
Hilary Perry
Quinton Perry
Troy Perry
Tia Peschon
Kirsten Petersen
Julia Peterson
Samantha Peterson
Kathleen Petroff
Makena Pezzuto
Samantha Pham
Thomas Pham
Anna Phan
Peter Phan
John Piacentini
Alexander Piccininni
Sam Pierson
Mario Pimentel
Alejandro Pineda
Erin Piper
Samantha Pistoresi
Jared Pizzo
Mary Planek
Toban Piatt
Christopher Pleas
Michael Poirier
Joseph Portale
Sarah Porter
Shanley Porter
Ashley Posey
Athanasia Pozirekides
Alejandro Preciado
Nicholas Prince
Tracy Prow
Kyle Quackenbush
Molly Quigley
Emmy Quinn
Ariana Quinones
Leslie Quintanilla
Nataly Quintero
Kristel Racho
Spencer Rahn
Emily Raimondi
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Emily Ramans
Alejandro Ramirez
Valentino Ramirez
Lissette Ramos
Roberto Ramos
Seena Ratcliffe
Jack Raydmanov
Brandon Rebboah
David Rebd
Urvashi Reddy
Dania Reed
Myles Reed
Shelby Reed
Andrew Reeves
Rachel Reid
Nathaniel Reid-Griggs
Keely Reidelberger
Ellen Reiling
Margot Reilly
Jessica Reiner
Kimberly Reinke
Avery Reiss
Victor Republicano
Belinda Resendez
Julia Restin
Whitney Reynier
Jameson Reynolds
Mary Reynolds
Matthew Reynolds
John Rice
Noah Rickling
Kern Rikhi
Samantha Riley
Dominic Rios
Leesa Riviere
Audra Roberts
Kathleen Roberts
Kyoko Robertson
Courtney Robinson
Jazmin Rocha
Liseth Rodriguez
Veronica Rodriguez
Mark Rogers
Joshua Rombro
Michael Romero
Rosa Romero
Joshua Ronen
Greg Roos
Michael Rosa
Jacob Rose
Anna Rothrock
Zipporah Roxas
Alexis Rubattino
Alan Ruiz
Michael Ruiz
Stephany Ruiz
Carter Rummage
Matthew Rupel
Jose Ruvalcaba
Daniel Ryoo
Joo Sa
Patricia Salazar
Jennifer Saldana
Jonathan Salim
Angelica Salinas
Erik Samuels
Candice Sanchez
Gurbhej Sandhu
Lilia Sandoval Guerrero
Concepcion Sandoval
Jacob Sandoval
Melissa Sandoval
Christiane Sanicola
Laura Santamaria
Jacqueline Santayana
Joanne Santomauro
Joelle Santos
Michael Santos
Phellipe Santos
Rica Santos
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Vanessa Santoya
Andrew Saso
Jenna Saso
Aven Satre-Meloy
Jennifer Savage
Elaine Sawyer
Tyler Sawyer
Colin Schaefer
Erik Schaumann
Deanne Schlemmer
Michael Schlesselmann
Nicholas Schmitz
John Schneeman
Christina Schreiner
Dana Schroeder
Michael Schubert
Hannah Scott
Frederick Seidl
Ryan Selewicz
Jesse Self
Kathryn Sells
Jennifer Semones
Kathleen Servatius
Alexandria Shearer
Irene Sheh
Christina Sheils
Robert Shellworth
Elise Shepard
Robert Sherman
Meleana Shim
Christina Shuh
Tsoi Shum
Alessi Sia
Marissa Sia
Angela Silva
Eric Simmons
Natalie Simmons
Brock Simon
Brett Simons
Mark Sinclair
Simranjeet Singh
Zachary Singh
Chelsea Sioxson
Alexandra Smetaniuk
Corey Smith
Dustin Smith
Jackson Smith
Lauren Smith
Robert Smith
Sean Smith
Matthew Smouse
Laura Snowden
Jeffrey Snyder
Rose Soliemannjad
Gabriela Solis
Rebecca Solomon
Karoly Somogyvari
James Sontag
Henry Sotomayor
Eric Souza
David Steenson
Joseph Stephens
Katie Stewart
Morgan Stinson
Katherine Stoiber
Emily Stover
Patrick Stover
Carlos Streegan
Alyssa Strickland
Timothy Sturm
Sean Su
Steven Su
Denny Suarez
Elizabeth Suarez
Sean Sullivan
Elizabeth Sur
Sonia Suri
Melissa Sutanto
Patrick Sutorius
Nicole Suyehira
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Misato Suzuki
Jamie Swartz
Stephen Takahashi
Jessica Talavera-Rauh
Amy Tamayo
Nicholas Tamura
Martin Tan
Hannah Tanaka
Michelle Tang
Priscar Tangai
Jonathan Taniguchi
Samantha Tasaki
Taylor Tate
Amanda Taylor
Kimberly Tejeda-Lankford
Edward Ternan
Kyle Terriere
Scott Terrill
Jessica Terry
Semhar Tesfalem
Ezana Tesfu
Tewodeross Teshome
Cristophe Thach
Bradford Thomas
David Thomas
Shannon Thomas
Theresa Thomas
Tovin Thomas
Estelle Thyer
Alyssa Tomasello
Austin Tompkins
Dane Tomseth
Bernadette Tong
Alejandro Torres
Anthony Torres
Medaya Torres
John Towers
Chase Traficanti
Paulina (Stella) Tran
Kenneth Treadwell
Eugene Trilesnik
Kathryn Troxell
Chelsea Troy
Will Truettner
William Truong
Nathaniel Tseng
Matthew Tu
Joshua Tudor
Graham Turbyne
Sebastian Turner
Abigayle Tyo
Daniel Tzintzun
William Usdin
Alexa Valentine
Elisa Valinoti
James Van Daele
Jessica Van
Randi Vanible
Chase Vara
Victoria Vargas
Albina Vayner
David Veerman
Alexa Vergara
Sahil Verma
Alexandria Vernon
Kyle Vidergauz
Justin Viele
Timothy Vierengel
Dominic Villa
Mauricio Villa
Jered Villacorte
Gloria Villalpando
Noelani Viloria
Nicola Violich
Mason Virant
Ryan Voreyer
Kevin Vu
Jenny Vuong
Jesse Wackerbarth
Spencer Waddell
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Justin Wadley
Cameron Waggoner
Jacob Wagner
Philip Wagner
Lindsay Wakayama
Devin Wakefield
Anne Walkingshaw
Alexander Wall
Jamie Wallis
Bridget Walsh
Maxwell Walter
Lauren Walters
Douglas Wang
Carmen Ward
Erica Ward
Jennifer Warren
Elizabeth Wassmann
Jason Watkins
Haley Watson
Robert Wear
Matthew Weigand
Patrick Weiss
Robert West
Michael Wheeler
Colter White
Russell White
Britni Whiting
Elizabeth Wiggans
Robert Willey
Shaleta Williams
Alexis Williamson
Chloe Wilson
Tyler Wilson
Martell Winn
Gloria Wirajaya
Taylor Wirfs
Philip Witt
Anna Woelfel
Taylor Womack
Andrew Wong
Megan Wong
Dimitri Woods
Christian Workman
Matthew Wright
Trevor Wright
Nicholas Xydes
Guadalupe Yanez
Bryce Yee
Christine Yee
Timothy Yen
Atsede Yitref
Fana Yohannes
Chang Yoo
Douglas Yoon
Madison Young
Alexandria Young-Harmon
Victoria Yundt
Karen Zaldivar
Christopher Zamarripa
Alexandra Zaniewski
Josergio Zaragoza
Alexander Zatopa
Nicolas Zavala
Mayan Zeitlin
Jing Zhang
Christopher Zhou
Angie Zhu
Jessica Zlgterman
Carly Zipper
Anna Zocher
Nicole Zona
Ruta Zurauskyte
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.Gregory Ackerman
Alma Acosta
Armando Acosta
Ashley Acosta
Jasper Adamek-Bowers
Marie Adams
Theodore Adams
Monica Adubofour
Ankush Aggarwal
Jordan Agnew
Nikita Agrawal
David Aguila
Nicolas Aguilar
Alejandro Aguilera-Ruiz
Alexandra Aines
Ka'lmilani Aiona
Austin Ako
Veronica Alberto
Emily Albi
Anastasia Alessandra
Joseph Alexander-Short
Megan Alferness
Ahmed Ali
Warda Ali
Anthony Allegretti
Miguel Allende
Jenpop Allport
Clifford Aim
Samira Almendras
David Alvarez
Eric Alvarez
Elan Amaral
Nicole Ambrose
Keon Aminzadeh
Justin Amos
Megan Anders
Bridget Anderson
Jackson Anderson
James Anderson
Jamie Anderson
Jennifer Anderson
Ryan Anderson
Yohanna Andom
Eduardo Andrade
Sean Andrews
Melissa Antonio
Amanda Anvieh
Feriel Aoun
Jessica Applefeld
Reyn Araki
Joseph Arico
Maziar Arjomand
Alexandra Armas
Jaimee Arnobit
Kyle Astill
Yannick Atanga
Arnaldo Atienza
James Atwell
Jeffrey Au
Jeffrey Avila
Beth Avon
Suzanne Azpeitia
Andrew Azzarello
Marie Bachechi
Denica Baeva
Julian Baez
Tyler Bagley
Kelsey Baker
Thomas Baldacci
Thomas Baldwin
Anthony Balistreri
Aneesh Balram
Juan Baluyut
Max Banerjee
Carmelita Banson
Delaney Bantillo
Joseph Barich
Rebecca Barney
Jocelyn Barragan
Julie Barrette
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Brooke Barron
Brian Barry
John Barth
Christopher Barton
Christopher Bassett
John Bathen
Clare Batty
Sarah Bauer
Katharine Bausback
Samuel Bayless
Raleigh Bean
Madeleine Beasley
David Beezer
Helena Behrens
Trevor Belanger
Michael Bell
Amanda Bellister
Olivia Benson
Katherine Bergez
Desbelet Berhe
Laurel Bettis
Claire Bevan
Daniel Beyers
Jennifer Biagi
Julia Biagini
Melissa Bica
Alexander Bielefeld
Molly Bing
John Bird
Alyson Birgel
Peter Biro
Hilary Blackstone
Devin Blaney
Catherine Blue
Kevin Blum
Mark Bluth
Nellie Bohac
Christine Bohannon
Thomas Bohn
Daniel Bohnert
Jessica Bolanos
Megan Bolden
Shea Boles
Elizabeth Bolin
Michael Bonino-Britsch
Garrett Bonner
Lauren Bonney
Blair Boone
Kristian Borofka
Andrew Borowick
Catherine Borst
Robert Boscacci
Bogdan Botcharov
Vasilios Bouzos
Andrew Bovill
Luke Bowen
Colin Boyle
Maza Brady
Jesse Brakey
Sara Brathwaite
Alison Braun
James Brennan
Gabrielle Bricker
Jacob Brinkley
Carina Brocato
Michael Brooks
Emily Brown
Kendrick Brown
Laura-Marie Brown
Lauren Brown
Stephen Brown
Sara Broyles
Wesley Bruemmer
Shane Brunner
Catherine Bruno
Sabrina Brutocao
John Buckmaster
Kahler Bugtong
Marko Buljan
Alexandra Burbach
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Ana Burgos-Solis
Katherine Burkhuch
Casey Burns
Ryan Burns
Matthew Burrill
Laura Burtness
Lauren Byrne
Stephen Cabebe
Ashley Cabrera
Edwin Cabrera
Gabriel Cabrera
John Cabri
Joel Cadena
Xing Cai
Alicia Calcutt
Arienne Calingo
John Callahan
Erin Callister
Eduardo Calvo
Sergio Camacho
Taylor Camany
Domenica Campanella
David Campos
Pia Candelaria
Cameron Canova
Issiah Cantrell
Sierra-Ashley Caragan
Jaclyn Cardoso
Justus Carlisle
Craig Carlson
Megan Carlson
Tucker Carlson
Amy Carlton
Jacob Carrasco
Alma Carrillo
Carlos Carrillo
Christopher Caruso
Vanessa Casalegno
Alexandria Casares
Kerry Casey
Luke Cashman
Denise Castillo Chavez
Jessica Castillo
Teresa Cauvel
Dylan Cavaliere
Ryan Cavanagh
Stephanie Cervi
Jaijeet Chahal
Anshuman Chakravorty
Bryan Chandler
Albert Chang
Ariel Chang
Staci Chant
Elaine Chesoni
Peter Chester
Darren Chin
Benjamin Chinoy
Amanda Chong
Emily Chong
Kevin Chou
Joel Christensen
Spencer Christiansen
Nicole Chua
Jeremy Chung
James Cipiti
Sierra Cirimelli-Low
Christopher Clark
Julian Clarke
Anthony Clemetson
Margo Cleveland
Carlyn Cleverly
Shannon Clifford
Caroline Clode
Natalie Cochran
Blair Coffey
Kate Coffey
Jennifer Coleman
Sean Coleman
Dennis Coleto
Natalie Collins
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Anthony Coluccio
Patrick Conroy
Christian Cook
Alessandra Cooluris
Bradley Cooper
John Cooper
Lindsay Cooper
Matthew Copley
Robert Corcoran
Randall Cornelius
Matthew Corral
Bryan Corrigan
Casey Costello
Kelly Costello
Charlotte Cotterill Brown
Robert Cotton
Sage Cowles
Dylan Coyne
Brendan Crane
Melissa Crapps
Robert Craugh
Michael Creswell
Kendall Crist
Aidan Crosbie
Marissa Crosetti
Hazel Cruz
Ryan Cuffe
Nicolas Cui
Oliver Culver
Lynsey Cumberford-
Palmer
Michael Cunningham
Kevin Curley
Sylvana Dalsgaard
Ryan Daly
Alexander Dang
Desiree Daniels
Nicholas Dario
Stephanie Darling
Stephanie Darosa
Christopher Dasgupta
Mark Daus
Michael Davisson
Madeline Dawson
Miguel De Los Santos
Sachin De Saram
Mary Deblois
Breeanna Decker
Kelsey Dedoshka
Christopher Deering
Eric Defina
Joshua Del Real
Benjamin Demaree
Eileen Demarkles
Kyle Demerritt
Keli Demertzis
Ariana Dennis
Nicholas Der
Kathleen Dermody
Sarah Devargas
Rebecca Devine
Laura Diaz
Richard Dobbins
Adrien Doiron
Emily Domrose
Elizabeth Donahue
Lourdes Donaire
Jonathon Donald
Taylor Donato
Hao Dong
Rachel Donohoe
Pankti Doshi
Kelly Doudell
Gabrielle Dougherty
Emilie Dox
Elizabeth Draeger
William Drake
John Drayton
Mary Duane
Jaidev Dubashi
Jeffrey Dunbar
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Sydney Durenberger
Kaleigh Durket
Moriah Dworkin
Janelle Dy
Claire Eadington
Shane Earley
Erik Eastland
Aaron Ebert
Katherine Edgecumbe
Kayla Edquilane
Frederick Edwards
Joshua Edwards
Lily Edwards
Timmy Egwim
Kayla Ehring
Gabriel Eiger
Joseph Eisenberg
Dante Eley
Alex Elliott
Jamie Estopinal
Lizette Estrada-Valencia
Christina Estrella-Lemus
Phillip Eukel
Eileen Eustaquio
Jerold Evans
Matthew Evans
Naomi Evans
Brian Fahey
Jacqueline Fahey
Christopher Falvey
Lauren Falzarano
Derek Fan
Powell Fansler
Joshua Farinha
Maria Farley
Lauren Farwell
Douglas Fedder
David Felix
Carina Fernandes
Matthew Fernandes
Claudia Fernandez
Michael Fernandez
Blake Fery
Sebastian Feye
Veronica Filippini
Charles Fisher
Colleen Fisher
Kelli Fisher
Lauren Fisher
Stephanie Fisher
Lucas Flagg
Rachel Flanagan
Kristen Flannery
Chelsea Flintoft
Alexys Flores
Luis Flores
Alessandro Folchi
Savannah Foltz-Colhour
Mary Foran
Eleanor Ford
Kelsey Ford
Morgan Fornesi
James Fox
Nathan Fox
Sean Fraher
Benjamin Frazier
Scott Fronsdahl
Amy Fry
Alexandra Frye
Anderson Fu
Mira Fung
Douglas Furstinger
Reid Gaa
Andrew Gaddis
Sofia Gago
Karla Gaitan
Blake Galeazzi
Jake Gallau
Beau Gamble
Jennifer Gaona
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Claudia Garcia
David Garcia
Jessica Garcia
Mayra Garcia-Hernandez
Meghan Garrett
Haley Garvin
Sarah Gasman
Carmela Gaspar
Gregory Gate
Michael Gates
Karla Geisse
Jeremy Geist
Mamie Gelhard
Nicholas George
Jack Gerdau
Alaina Germano
Kayla Germany
Lauren Germany
Jillian Gerrity
Rachel Gervolino
Daniel Gherardi
Richard Gibson
Andrew Gigg
Arjun Gill
Duncan Gilmore
Melissa Giorgi
Samantha Gisi
Emily Glaessner
Jessica Glaser
Rebecca Glazier
Charles Gliwa
Andrew Godin
Steven Goetter
Camilla Golestaneh
Shabnam Golmohammadi
Robert Golterman
Damian Gomez
Robert Gomez
Eliza Gonzalez
Jesus Gonzalez
Leah Gonzalez
Paula Gonzalez
Ryan Gonzalez
Walter Gonzalez
Cathlyn Goo
Theresa Gordon
Thomas Grace
Sarah Green-Thomsen
Robert Greenberg
Alexander Gregory
Harlene Grewal
Mehakpal Grewal
Spencer Griffith
Christopher Grimmett
Michael Grinnell
Elizabeth Grishaw
Adam Grossman
Stephen Grzanowski
Emily Gudaitis
Jorge Guerra
Jacob Guerrero
John-Carlo Guevara
Phylicia Guevara
Isabella Guglielmi
David Guibord
Patricia Guinea
Hector Gutierrez
Maira Gutierrez
Ellen Ha
Samara Haapala
Alexandria Habbas
Steven Hagel
Alexis Hagen
Monica Haggarty
Owen Hale
Cameron Hamadani
Suni Hamilton
Chelsea Hammerschmidt
Brian Hammond
Christine Handy
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Diana Hanger
Harrison Hanley
Fiona Hansen
Scott Hanson
Jared Hara
Reverie Hara
Savannah Hardie
Patrick Hardy
Scott Hardy
Frances Hare
Gregory Harisis
Carson Harms
William Harrison
Peyton Harrod
Kelli Hashimoto
Chelsea Haslemann
Remy Hataishi
Catherine Haupt
Alexandra Hawayek
Theron Hawley
Camille Hayes
Samuel Heath
Julianne Heckel
Christopher Heckert
Robert Heinevetter
Ashley Hemstreet
Hannah Henderson
Brenna Hennessey
Kate Henry
Skyler Herczeg
Julie Herman
Maria Hernandez
Veronica Herr
Bryan Herrera
Ryan Herrera
Tristan Herrera
Erin Hicks
Jared Hicks
Sarra Hilali
Stanley Himeno-Okamoto
Michael Hirabayashi
Cory Hiromoto
Gina Ho
Michael Ho
Olivia Ho
Taylor Hoedemaker
Shelby Hoek
Peter Holl
Michael Holligan
Courtney Holmes
Matthew Holmes
Thomas Holmstrom
Vaniah Holtz
Alicia Hotson
Malarie Howard
Able Hsu
Eric Hu
Benjamin Huang
Michelle Hubbard
Ashley Husbands
Russell Hutto
Marina latomase
Lara Ichikawa
Nicole Ikeda
Stephanie llagan
Robert Inch
Adam Irino
Kevin Iritani
Cade Ito
Lauren Ito
Luc Iyer
Andrew Izawa
Christopher Jaber
Stephanie Jaber
Steven Jack
Drake Jackson
Sarah Jackson
Symone Jackson
Alex Jaimez
Michael Jaklitsch
(
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Emily Jaser
Lauren Jauco
Soledad Jean-Pierre
Kelly Jenks
Garrett Jensen
Krista Jensen
Jaslyn Johnson
Jayde Johnson
Morgan Johnson
Samuel Johnson
Roman Johnson-Mendoza
Alissa Johnston
Dana Johnston
Julie Johnston
Briana Jones
Brianne Jones
Ian Jones
Nikolas Jones
Tennyson Jones
Andre Joseph
Joshua Kagami
Jordan Kahawai
Danielle Kaigler
Aaron Kakinami
Jamie Kalb
Keigo Kameya
Kyohhei Kamono
Mary Karasek
Jennifer Kato
Lillian Kautz
Brent Kawamura
Brandy Kay
Michael Keeley
Brett Kehoe
Kimberly Keller
Caroline Kelley
Matthew Kelley
Michael Kelly
Natalie Kelly
William Kelly
Drew Kemp
Ariana Kempis
Diane Keng
Emma Kent
Laura Kevranian
Suheel Khan
Bianca Khishaveh
Avery Kidwell
Michael Kilbane
Katherine Kilmer
Anne Kim
Kevin Kim
Min Kim
Amanda Kimi
Adam King
Agnes King
Matt King
Sean Kinzer
Kaitlin Kirasich
Benjamin Kirby
Javen Kizzart
Brian Klahn
Kimberly Klein
Kaitlin Kmetz
Deanna Kneis
Matthew Kochalko
Lauren Kolodziej
Claire Kornasiewicz
Luke Koslosky
Jessica Kost
Kevin Kozel
Olivia Kraft
Alexa Kramer
Alex Kranzlin
Jennifer Krapf
Scott Kravitz
Ivan Krayniy
Kiely Kreitzberg
Chloe Kroes
Evelyn Kruskopf
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Kyle Kubo
Nicholas Kumamoto
Michael Kunis
Jeffrey Kunkel
Claire Kunkle
Kevin Kurien
Conrad Kurth
Kristine Kurtz
Justin Kusumowidagdo
Michelle La Bine
Gabrielle La Carre
Daniel Lafranchi
John Lahlouh
Amanda Lajoie
Aubrey Lalumandiere
Amy Lam
Thuy Lam
John Lamble
Anne Lanctot
Kendra Lane
Melanie Lara
Sarah Lauderdale
Natalie Lays
Audi Lazaro
Jordan Le Baudour
Anthony Le
Emmanuela Le
Katie Le
Kelvin Le
Thien-Ryan Le
Nicholas Leasure
Dominic Ledda
Audrey Lee
Karlena Lee
Kristin Lee
Nicole Lee
Ruth Lee
Valerian Lee
Grace Lehman
Cora Lemar
Maureen Lenehan
Kori Lennon
Serena Lertkantitham
Jeffrey Lesh
Ashley Leslie
Ashley Letrich
Michaela Lewin
Janet Li
Paul Li
Kevin Light
Arteivia Lilomaiava
Angela Lim
Nicole Lindars
Carson Lindsay
Laura Lisi
James Logan
Nathaniel Loker
Jessica Lombardi
Zachary Looney
Anthony Lopez
Fernando Lopez
Scott Lowe
Vladimir Lozano
Brian Lu
Christine Lubieniecki
Fe Lugtu
Jose Lujano
Julio Luna
Nehemias Luna
Janet Ly
Benjamin Lynch
Nora Lynch
James Lyons
Mary Mack
Patrick Mackenzie
Joshua Mahoney
Jared Mainini
Natalie Malcolm
Zachary Malinski
Declan Malley
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Thomas Mallick
Parker Malmquist
Justin Manalac
Nicholas Manfredi
Phoebe Mankaryous
Christopher Manuszak
Yetian Mao
Cameron Mar
Danielle Marinsik
Gina Marioni
Daniel Marks
Rhys Marks
Patricia Marren
Antoinette Marrero
Emilio Marrero
Ryan Marshall
David Marten
Daniel Martin
Thomas Martin
Christina Martinez
Judith Martinez
Kimberly Martinez
Matthew Martinez
Sean Martinez
Tyler Marting
Joanna Martucci
Nicholas Mason
Stephanie Mata
Erica Mathwich
Jeffrey Matsunaga
Nikhil Mattu
Nicole Maulino
Alexander Mayorkis
Samantha Mazza
Sandra Mboweni
Erik McAdams
John McArthur
Kathryn McAuliffe
Graham McBride
Rachel McCabe
John McCaffrey
Samuel McCarthy
Sarah McClammy
Michelle McClanahan
Casidhe McClone
Michael McClure
Dillon McCord
Daniel McCormick
Kathryn McCormick
Shivan McDonald
Sarah McGeehon
Meagan McGovern
Bailey McHugh
Timothy Mckinley
Thomas McNamara
Henry Mead
Stephen Meade
Matthew Medal
Kyle Medeiros
Patty Medina
Zohair Mehkri
Alex Mehrtens
Quincy Mehta
Hanna Mekonnen
Eduardo Melendez
Vinay Melwani
Lauren Mendoza
Jonathan Meneze
Vincent Menon
Samantha Meredith
Molly Mettler
Andrew Metzger
Brittany Meyer
Jorge Meza
Aleen Michaelian
Stuart Michler
Nehika Miglani
Zachary Milkis
Catherine Miller
Gregory Miller
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John Miller
Nicholas Miller
Robert Miller
Stephanie Miller
Stephen Miller
Catherine Millmann
Marissa Minnick
Laura Miola
Hannah Mislan
Ishaan Misra
Blair Mitchell
Conor Moakley
Vittorio Molinari
Robert Monaco
Emily Monasterio
Kathryn Monreal
Aaron Montano
Carlos Montes-Zuniga
Derek Moore
Francisco Morales
Madison More
Christian Moreno
Feliz Moreno
Tristan Morris
Christina Moser
Monica Mosis
Xavier Moya
Michael Mullen
Colin Muller
Abraham Munoz
Daisy Munoz
Kaitlin Murphy
Phillip Muscarella
Kyle Nadel
Kyle Nakagaki
Ryan Nakamura
Jayson Nakaoka
Andrew Nam
Anjuli Nanda
Dominic Nava
Bilen Negash
Patrick Neill
Philip Nelson
Katya Nemec
Moses Nerio
Jack Newton
Scott Newton
Dan Nguyen
Julia Nguyen
Kevin Nguyen
Michelle Nguyen
Mindy Nguyen
Nancy Nguyen
Nicholas Nguyen
Rosary Nguyen
Samantha Nguyen
Tara Nguyen
Thao Nguyen
Michael Nichols
Nathan Nichols
Leah Nierman
Leigh Nishi-Strattner
Derek Nishikawa
Christopher Noel
David Nola
John Nolan
Kevin Nomura
Alexandra Noonan
Andrew Noonan
Breanna Noriega
Monica Noriega
Macconner Norris
Alex Nouaux
Paul Novisoff
Edward Nugent
Kristen Numata
Arturo Nunez Perez
Javier Nuno
Peter O'Brien
Patrick O'Donnell
H
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Nicholas O'Hanlon
Timothy O'Hara
Carolina O'Haren
Erin O'Keefe
John O'Neil
Alexandra Obata
David Obatake
Grace Ogata
Victor Ojeda
Steve Ojeda-Valdez
Tia Okemura
Athena Oldfather
Jason Oledan
Tali Oliver-Wertman
Henry Olson
David Oparko
Adam Oreglia
Laura Ornelas
Cristiana Ortiz
Luis Osorio Diaz
Nicholas Ostiller
Alexis Otellini
Carolyne Ouya
Claire Overholt
Samuel Owen
Nicholas Page
Nicole Pal
Marian Pan
Shweta Panditrao
Andrew Papenfus
Robert Paris
Joseph Pariseau
Chong Park
Victoria Park
Ian Parker
Paige Parsons
Julia Pasquarella
Christian Patmont
Jennifer Patterson
David Patzelt
Nicholas Peacock
Kathleen Peairs
Kevin Pearson
Mark-Phillip Pebworth
Melanie Peluso
Phillip Peralez
Juan Peralta
Maria Perez Pantoja
Peter Perez-Hernandez
Alexandria Peterson
Madeline Peterson
Nicole Petroff
Jenna Pettegrew
Elizabeth Pettit
Kristina Pflug
Patrick Pham
John Piela
Shannon Pinder
Ashley Pinnell
Selena Pistoresi
Gregory Plauck
Samuel Pollock
Christopher Poison
Killian Poore
Dylan Porter
Charles Portwood
James Portwood
Natalie Portwood
Erica Postell
Nicole Powell
Alexander Power
Brandon Powers
Alexander Preciado
Laurence Pringle
Matthew Pritchett
Maile Pujalet
Francisco Pujals
Mia Pulos
Alexander Quek
Maxwell Quillin
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.Timothy Quinn
Gabriela Quintanilla
Anthony Quiroz
Erika Radanovich
Mikiah Raffaeli
Alexandra Rambis
Nicholas Ramirez
Priscilla Ramirez
Jeffrey Ramos
John Rancatore
Christopher Rapa
Christopher Ratana
Katherine Ratcliff
Yosef Ratner
Stephen Rowlings
Katherine Reamy
Kaitlyn Rebholtz
Edgar Recinos
Briana Reich
Calisa Reis
Anastacia Renteria
Michael Reyes
Ellie Rice
Megan Richard
Estelle Richardson
Maxwell Richenstein
Meghan Richey
Marytza Rios
Brian Ripple
Yessenia Rivas
Adan Rivera
Sofia-Felice Rizzo
Connor Robbins
Kelsey Robertson
Paige Robertson
Emily Robinson
Sofia Robinson
Travis Robinson
Anders Rodin
Ada-Yvette Rodriguez
Allison Rodriguez
Alvaro Rodriguez
Alyssa Rodriguez
Estephanie Rodriguez
Omar Rodriguez
Raquel Rodriguez
Alison Rogel
Hannah Rogers
Jason Rolle
Gabriel Romero Castro
Allison Romero
Gladis Romero
Marissa Romero
Jacqueline Romo
Emily Rooke-Ley
Evan Roquemore
Kimberly Rosadini
Matthew Rose
Robert Ross
Nicholas Rovetto
Laura Ruggles
Christopher Ruiz-Unger
Margaret Rummel
Kayla Russick
Victoria Rutherford
Brooks Ryan
Claire Ryan
Kelli Ryan
Sarah Ryan
Charles Rymer
Sarah Sabih
Megan Sacia
Warren Sadler
Molly Saint
Grace Sakurada
Emily Salgado
Gabrielle Salgado
Justina Salinas
Cassandra Sanchez
Laura Sanchez
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Jerome Sanders
Taylor Sanders
Katherine Sanderson
Mariah Sandoval
Kiersten Sandvick
Nikita Sang
Myles Sansone
Katherine Sapozhnikov
Alexis Sarabia
Joseph Sarmiento
James Satterberg
Michael Savignano
David Savitz
Nelson Scharffenberger
Courtney Scheidt
Laura Schembri
Erik Schmidt
Nicklaus Schmidt
Richard Schulte
Kevin Schultz
Kristin Schulz
Charles Schwab
Connor Schwab
Stephanie Schwartz
Gregory Scileppi
Iman Scott
Kelly Scribner
Kevin Scurich
Jean Sederberg
Jacobe Sell
Daniel Setiady
Romina Sevilla
Tara Seyffert
Alec Shaffer
MihirShah
Shaun Shapiro
James Sharma
Amanda Sharpe
Keelan Shaw Connelly
Zachary Sheehan
Sulaiman Shelton
Henry Sheng
Loreal Sheridan
Trevor Sherwood
Haley Sherwood-Coombs
Lauren Shigemasa
Gordon Shih
Elyse Shimomura
Jesse Shirley
Lucinda Shore
Alicia Shull
Daniel Shull
Alexandra Sibole
Seher Siddiqee
Luca Signore
Bryan Silva
Michael Silveira
Caroline Silver
Francis Simon
Ryan Simon-Carl
Benjamin Simons
Emily Simpson
Shawn Sinclair
Meggan Sisto
Ryne Sltar
Kyra Sjarlf
Katrlna Skarzynski
Olivia Skierka
James Skoumal
Ryan Smart
Alanna Smith
Alison Smith
Erika Smith
Nicolette Smith
Parker Smith
Patrick Smith
Sidney Smith
Victoria Smith
Jessica Snyder
Brian Soares
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Joseph Soares
Wendy Sokolow
Alexander Sola-Guinto
Tracy Solis
Sasha Sommer
Adam Soong
Jacob Spalding
Andrew Spencer
Audrey Spencer-Alvarado
Derek Spreitzer
Kurtis Sprouse
John Spruth
Nicholas Staib
David Stanton
Claire Stepanek
Heather Stephan
Brooke Stephens
Peter Stephens
Mallory Stevens
Hilary Stewart
Simone Stewart
Evan Stillings
Emma Stotz
Caroline Stouffer
Patrick Streckert
Elizabeth Stromquist
Gina Stroud
Nicholas Sturm
Shaanika Subramanyam
Carolyn Sucha
John Sucheski
Tracy Sullivan
James Summer
Joshua Summers
Molly Summers
Peter Summerville
John Sundberg
Kristin Suzuki
Brittnie Swartchick
Megan Swindells
Shelby Swofford
Tamulyn Takakura
Maria Tames
Erin Tancos
Lauren Tanimoto
Lillian Tatka
Alexandra Taylor
Dale Taylor
Hannah Tayson
Tracy Teixeira
Cristal Tejeda
Megan Tenes
Brittany Teng
Ian Teraoka
Erin Teter
Peter Thai
Pooja Thapar
Amy Thomas
Ellen Thompson
Benjamin Thong
Diana Thygeson
Evan Timm
Ryan Toal
Jeffrey Tobias
Mariko Tollan
Jonathan Tomczak
Jonathan Tong
Erik Toral
Kelly Torosian
Andrew Torrellas
Edward Tortorici
Jordan Tottori
Gabriella Tracy
Sydney Tracy
Jack Trager
Nicole Traina
Juliane Tran
Timothy Tran
Stephanie Traulsen
Kaitlyn Trillo
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Michael Tro
Victoria Troche
Dominique Troy
Celia Trujillo
Sutton Truluck
Andy Truong
Connie Truong
Jennilee Truong
Jenny Truong
Stephanie Truong
Marissa Tsuruda
Ryan Tsuzaki
Jonathan Tullis
Amanda Turner
Henry Turner
Ian Turner
Jessica Turner
Ryan Tursi
Scout Tweedie-Yates
Kerbasi Ugarte
Kayla Unger
Ashok Upadhyaya
Elizabeth Urie
Angela Valadez
William Valdez
Gabriela Valencia
Juan Valle
Katrina Van Gasse
Sophie Van Noppen
Jessica Vandergiessen
Maya Vanderschuit
Paige Vannelli
Darren Velasco
Moises Venegas
Daniel Ventoza
Naomi Villalpando
Mark Vinopal
Daljeet Virdi
Nicole Vogelsang
Arnold Von Massenhausen
Lia Vosti
Akshay Vyas
Robert Waddell
Amanda Waldron
Charles Walker
Alex Walkingshaw
Thomas Wall
Callie Wallace
Aaron Walls
James Walsh
Christopher Walton
Sofia Wang
Stacey Wang
Drew Warren
Shawn Warren
Alexandra Waschura
Sean Watanabe
Lakreshea Watts
Bernardo Waxtein
Jennifer Weaver
Matthew Weber
Natalie Weil
Amanda Weiler
Kathryn Wendland
Charlotte West
Corina Weston
Russell Wetherley
Scott Wheaton
Danielle Whitbeck
Carter White
Patricia Whiteside
Orrin Whitney
Laura Whittaker
Mark Wicker
Stepanus Widjaja
Timothy Wilkens
Alex Williams
Malika Williams
Russell Williams
Rachel Wilmoth
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Daxton Wilson
Cambria Winding
Cassandra Wingert
Christina Wise
Peter Wittig
Kourtney Wong
Brandon Wood
Christina Wood
Margaret Woods
Shelby Wright
Todd Wright
Charles Wyman
Natalie Yacob
Jenny Yang
Yilu Yao
Christopher Yarp
Woudnesh Yilma
Bryan Yonamine
Joy Young
Sean Young
Taylor Yount
Veronica Yu
Janet Yuan
Brett Yurash
lichael Zaleski
Veronica Zavala
Stefan Zecevic
Colleen Zellitti
Gavin Zerbe
Jennifer Zhang
William Zupan
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210 SENIOR CONGRATULATIONS
Cameron,
As your wonderful life journey continues, know that you can always count on our unconditional love and our pride in your
accomplishments. You have the ability to make a difference in this world. So to that end, work hard, be persistent, don't be afraid to fail,
have faith, help others, and remember to smile and have fun. God has blessed you with many gifts (intelligence, athleticism, eye appeal,
to name a few); but best of all is your altruism and compassion to those around you. We feel joy just because you are our son.
Congratulations on receiving your Engineering Degree-fantastic!
What lies behind us and what lies before us
are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Love,
Mama and Dad
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Son, as we said 4 years ago, it is time to take the next in
your journey and IT'S TIME TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP IN
YOUR JOURNEY!
Where did the last 4 years go?
Congratulations on a wonderful accomplishment and
graduating from another outstanding institution.
You're a Bronco for life. Something to be very proud
about.
We could not be more proud of you and know that you
will have continued success in the future as you head
out into the real world.
Remember all of the good times and supportive people
you have met over the past 4 years as they have formed
the person you are today - a good man.
AIIOurLove-
Nonni, Dad Mom and Navina
JoEy B's
ON THE HILL
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CONGRATULATIONS CAMERON!!
We are so proud of you and love you. Hoping for the very best for you in life!
Love, Mom, Dad, Olivia, and Grace
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Dear Danielle,
Congratulations on your graduation from Santa Clara University. We are very proud of the strong young woman you have
grown into over these four years. God has given you many gifts, and you have developed these with the many activities you
have been involved with at SCU. Treasure these memories forever. God bless you as you continue your journey.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, and Branden
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Congratulations on your graduation my wonderful son! Raul, we have come a long way together, it was only yesterday when I held you
in my arms as a tiny baby, and today you stand before me as a man -intelligent, compassionate, funny and handsome. All our family and
specially I are so proud of all the accomplishments you have done through the years. This is a time for celebration! I know you will have
an amazing life full of success and happiness. Always follow your dreams baby and never forget that
"LOVE is the most powerful force in the universe."
You are the reason why my life is so wonderful. I love you so much! Te amo tanto hijo!
Our family loves you!
Mom
(Julia Leon)
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Congratulations on your achievement-graduating from Santa Clara.
"We make a living by what we get; but we make a life by what we give". You have given us that life-even though it was touch and go in
the very beginning. There is no way we could have asked for a better son. You have grown into such a handsome and fine young man.
Our world traveler where "the sky is the limit". You have made your grandpas and grandmas proud as we're sure they are watching from
heaven. We will always support you in your endeavors where ever you land in the business world, continually having new challenges.
You are our love, and our joy. We thank God everyday for the bundle he gave us.
Don't forget us when you've made your 1 st million. We'd like to help you with your second!
We love you, :) DRU
XOXO—Dad & Mom
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Congratulations Christopher!
We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments that
you have achieved. You have developed into a wonderful
young man and now beginning a new phase of your life and
we are so excited about all of the opportunities that await you.
Be kind to people, have fun and remember that life is about the
magnificent journey and not the destination. Live in the
moment and let the moment take your breath away!
Love always,
Mom and Dad
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Dear Molly,
In the blink of an eye, twenty years have come and gone. It has been
our pleasure to watch you grow from a curious toddler to a focused and
determined young woman. Along the way, you have made wonderful
friendships that will last a lifetime. Your incredible academic achieve-
ments were equally matched by your school spirit, humor, and zest
for life. Early on, you chartered a course for yourself and never once
wavered. Because of this, your dreams are fast becoming your reality.
You are an incredible inspiration to your family. As you step into the
world on your own, please remember that you are never alone. When
you look at this page five, ten, or twenty years from now, remember how
much we love you and how honored we are to have you as our daughter
and a big sister. May your future be filled with greatness and you reach
the final destination of success!
Love, Dad, Mom, and Kate
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"Reach high, for stars lie hidden in your soul.
Dream deep, for every dream precedes the goal." -Pamela Vaull Starr
Congratulations Marisa!
Our shining star!
We are so proud of you. You have worked so very hard and your academic achievements are amazing. Equally amazing are your contribu-
tions to the Santa Clara University community and your beautiful dance performances that have us beaming with joy.
We have watched you grow into a passionate, caring, creative, talented, intelligent young woman who will attain her destiny with love in
her heart and soul.
Now you are off on the next great adventure of your life. .
.
Be happy and enjoy what life has to offer you.
May God continue to shower you with abundant blessings.
We love you to infinity and beyond...
All Our Love,
Mom and Dad
JeA^wi^/$chaa^
Your Santa Clara years went by so fast and now you
will take your humor, intelligence, creativity, loyalty
and vitality into the real world! You are a precious
gift to our family and your friends.
May you be blessed on your life journey.
All our love always,
Dad, Mom, Cody, Lily and Sarah
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TO OUR GEMINI STAR
Josh, you have blessed us with your joyful spirit. From
actor to skater, Eagle Scout to entrepreneur, you have
never failed to surprise and delight us with your many
gifts and talents. Our pride is overflowing as your reach
this major milestone in your life. May God continue to
guide you to find happiness, success and to follow your
dreams!
Love,
Mom and Dad
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Dear Fletcher Jr.,
We can't believer that your four years at SCU is already at its end. You have entered college a teenager, and are emerging a man. You have
received an exceptional education, established wonderful friendships, traveled the world, and managed to find most of the parties, (to
D.J. at... that is!) We are so proud of your accomplishments, which we know will continue as you enter into graduate school.
Always know that you have the love and support of your family, always!
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Dear Elise,
When you left for college we wrote:
"many gifts were given to you, much is
expected of you" and you have
delivered... In your excellent in the
classroom or sport, in the love and care
you have for your friends and family and
in the incredible volunteer work you do
with the poor and downtrodden.
To say that we are proud of you would
be an understatement.
The world is now waiting for you,
Elise watch out world!
With Love,
Mom and Dad
li/Yuia/ ftlafiia/ C^/ma/u^
My beautiful daughter, graduation is an ending, but
it is also the beginning of a whole new phase of life.
Your family, friends and parents are so proud of your
accomplishments in the past and, especially, today.
I hope your dreams take you to the corners of your
smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the
windows of your opportunities, and to the most
special places your heart has ever known.
We wish the best for you!
Tu madre que te adora Lucy. Jeremiah 29:1
1
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Dear Michael,
Congratulations on four years of hard work and the accomplishments you have achieved at Santa Clara.
We are proud of you and the person you have become.
Always remember that your family's love and support will be with you every step of the way as you continue your life's journey!
We love you!
Mom, Dad and Max
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Miriam,
"You are unrepeatable.
There is a magic about you that is all your own."
- D. M.Dellinger
It is time for you to spread your magic in an ever
widening circle.
"Let us be grateful to people who make us happy;
they are the charming gardeners who make our souls
blossom." -Marcel Proust
Thank you for making our souls blossom.
You have made us so very happy and proud to call you
Mija and Sis.
Love You wherever you may go,
Papi, Mom and Julian
•z-
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To our amazing daughter,
Congratulations to our youngest Santa
Clara University graduate! Your hard work
and determination made your hopes
and dreams come true! We are so proud
of everything you have accomplished!
You've made us especially grateful for
what a fine young lady you have become.
We wish you all the best in the future.
God Bless You!
Love always,
Dad and Mom
Dearest little "seestar,"
I can't believe you're graduating already!!
It seems like it was yesterday when I was
teaching you how to choose your classes
for the first time. Now here you are - a
Santa Clara University graduate! Words
cannot express how truly proud I am of
you and all your accomplishments. I wish
you the best of luck in all your future
endeavors. I love you!
Darlene'08
Words alone cannot describe how
proud we all are of your many
achievements throughout your
college career. You have embraced
Santa Clara during the past four years
as you have always done with
challenges andopportunities in your
past. From Cross Country and Track to
Student Government, your impact was
truly felt. Your work ethic along with
your honesty and integrity will
continue to serve you well. Keep
reaching for the stars and do not be
afraid to take risks.
We love you very much,
Mom, Dad, Matthew, Amber and Lucky
CstywMphjW pt<^Ce/v
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Justin,
Congratulations on your graduation from SCU! We know
how extremely hard you have worked these past four
years and we are so very proud of your accomplishments.
We have seen you grown and matured to become an
incredible fine young man.
Pursue your dreams, follow your heart, and reach to your
full potentials and know that this is just the beginning of
many successes to come. We are truly blessed to have
you as our amazing son.
We love you bunches, with bear hugs, and kisses.
Mom & Dad
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We are so proud of you and all your
accomplishments. You were never one
to shy away from any challenge and
have always put your heart and soul
into all your endeavors. We applaud
your perseverance, tenacity,
dedication, and commitment to
succeed in whatever you put your
mind to. We wish you the best and
much happiness as you embark on the
next step of your life's journey.
Wf( ^
CONGRATULATIONS, J. ASHLEY!!!
Lotsa love,
Dad, Mom, Michael,
Grandpa, Grandma,
Oods, Nini, Mimma, Kuya, Auntie JoW s
w*
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To laugh often and much, to win the
respect of intelligent people
and the affection of children, to
earn the appreciation of honest
critics and endure the betrayal of
false friends, to appreciate
beauty, to find the best in
others, to leave the world a bit
better, whether by a healthy
child, a garden patch... to know
even one life has breathed easier
because you have lived. This is to
have succeeded! - Emerson
Congratulations Joseph Daniel!
Vaya con dios mi vada,
Mom, Dad & Grandma
liM/Jidia/ ftUrtrvb-eAAt/v
May you always treasure the memories of your time
at Santa Clara. You have worked hard, stayed focused
on your goals and have taken advantage of all the fun
opportunities that college has offered you. We are very
proud of what you have accomplished, but more so,
we are proud of the beautiful, strong, confident young
woman you have become!
All our love always,
Mom, Dad, Pamela & Michael
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Dear Emily,
You've gathered your gifts and talents and run with them. You've filled your four years at 5CU with adventure and accomplishment. You've forged great
friendships, worked hard and have grown so much. Your involvement in so many activities on and off campus have enriched you and those
you've connected with. We are proud of who you are and are confident your creative spark and energy will take you places you've not imagined.
Our love always,
Mom, Dad, Carolyn and Alec
Dear Brittany,
When you were born we abll believed you were special. We
knew that you would grow up to be the person you are today.
We wached you make the right decisions for yourself never
once doubting that you knew what was best for you. We
couldn't have asked for a better daughter and you have grown
up into a wonderful person. In fact along the way you have
also guided us. You will always be our inspiration. Now is the
time to make your mark in the world and we believe you will
conguer anything that comes your way. You will forever be our
shining star and the light in everyone's eyes. Life will throw you
cruves but we have not doubt that you will handle what comes
your way easily. You are forever our special girl! Nannie would
have said 'you're in my heart' and that would have said it all!
We love you and are so proud of your accomplishment! Don't
just go after your dreams, chase them! Make them yours!
With all our Love,
Mom and Lonnie
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It is not enough to say we are so proud
of you or that we love you so much.
Know, in your heart, simply by
being the person you are, that you
have brought us unimaginable
happiness. We wish the same to you.
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Brian and Gma
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Ashley,
Congratulations! Your graduation is a unique moment of great
emotion for your family. You are wonderful young woman who
has truly blessed our lives. We have always been in awe of your
persistent determination to work hard to fulfill your hopes and
dreams. Take time to acknowledge the wisdom and strength
you have acquired. May you live your best life, graced with love,
happiness, success, and compassion for others.
"It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is
essential is invisible to the eye."-A. de Saint Exupe'ry
Love Always,
Mom & Dad
Morgan Elizabeth Hunter, our dear daughter who has thrived at
Santa Clara University, learning that "A man's own manner and
character is what most becomes him" (Marcus Tullius Cicero)
Mom, Dad, and Allison
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Dear Peter,
You are one of life's true blessings and a great joy to us every
single day. You have worked hard and we are so proud of all
that you have accomplished. You have grown up into a fine
young man. We wish you every success and happiness in your
future life.
All our love always,
Dad, Mom, Ryan and Rachel
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Migue,
We are proud of what you have accomplished and the man
you have become. Your hard work and dedication has paid off.
Congratulations!
We love you very much,
Pa', Mom andTita
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Congratulations Katie!!
It's a privilege to have such a
genuinely wonderful and accom-
plished daughter. Participating in
your journey has truly enriched our
lives. Your future awaits you now. .
.
step into it boldly and savor every
experience.
With GREAT Pride and Love Always,
Mom and Dad
"Go confidently in the direction of
your dreams. Live the life you have
imagined."
-Henry David Thoreau
qe*>vft pt. jfaMUco it
Congratulations on your
achievement and graduation at
Santa Clara University. Your
initiative, determination and hard
work has paid off. Good luck in
your future dreams and
endeavors. We wish you the best
and may God bless you.
Love Always,
Dad, Mom, Monica and Joseph
JaAwv Wwttf^e/uy
We are extremely proud of your hard work and your
achievements in the classroom and on the baseball field. Can't
wait to see what you tackle next in life! We love you so much!
Mom and Dad
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To our son Luis:
These four years have gone so fast!
We, your parents and every member of our families give thanks
to God for your hard work.
We admire your Strength and Perseverance!
Keep in mind that your parents love is unconditional.
JMtOrv Itfuyty fte^f
Justin,
Congratulations on your graduation!
You have done so well...we are so
proud of your accomplishments and
what a fine young man you have
become. Keep up the good work, and
good luck on your future endeavors.
Love,
Mom & Dad
1\An®th/w JOAntA fe*ue£
Congratulations on your
graduation! I am so proud
of who you have become, a
young fine man willing to give
up his life for his country. No
word can describe the
happiness you have brought
to me and if success is mea-
sured by who you are, then it
is mine. Continue to aim high
and God bless you always.
With all my love,
Mom
Congratulations Lucas on your graduation!
We wish you a bright future!
You are a thinker. You are a winner!
We love you. Mom, Papi, Nelson
l$e^a/rrUM' lewAfcudAAvtiwrv
Congratulations!
As always we are
proud of you!
Continue to follow
your dreams while
keeping your ideals..
With Love,
Mom, Dad,
family and friends
" npar Kalnith-De Kalpith:
Congratulations on your
graduation. You are our
precious gift. May God's
best wishes be with you
always. Now you have the
opportunity to change
the whole world and
make this world happy,
enjoyable and fun place for
generations to come. Our
best wishes for you always
from the deepest depth of
our hearts.
With Love,
Mummy and Appa
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Congratulations P.J.!!
We are so proud of
you.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Nikki, and Mike
T'tam' (AfomwMfy CM^w
Congratulations Dean,
Who would have guessed
when you started your first
day of school at
Locharbriggs in Dumfries
that you would end with
you graduating from Santa
Clara in 201 1 . Remember
A| «».-
.
that we are all so proud of ^^^L. ^V^" W
what you have achieved
so far and keep up the
good work as you enter
graduate school.
Love, Mom, Dad & Aidan
p.0ocaM^ JomUA' Jtamchi/
Ricky, you are now
beginning a new path in
your life. There may be
many obstacles along
the way but we are
confident that you will
always reach your goals.
Remember we are al-
ways proud of you, and
most important, we love
you unconditionally.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Cecilia.
We are so proud of you, we love you!
Mom, Dad, Meghan, Shannon and Ryan
"Give the world the best you have and the best will come back to you."
-Mother Theresa
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SCU students,
don't forget your Flex cards are
accepted at our Chili's
locations at:
543 Coleman Avenue
and
Santana Row!
Congratulations to the class of 2011!
Offering excellent service and exceptional quality,
the Adobe Lodge is the perfect solutionfor
your private event. On premise or at your location.
Catering and hosting for:
•* weddings •%• social events
^ reunions «v business receptions
http://www.scu.edu/adobelodge
Congratulations to the class of 2011!
at Santa Clara University
Catering services for any special event.
Only the finest sustainable ingredients.
Competitive pricing and superior quality.
408.551.1792 Let us make your special occasion shine!
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FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
MISSION CITY FCU is your FULL SERVICE financial institution...
We serve the entire SCU community including the Faculty, Staff, Students and Alumni.
Come in or go online and see what we have to offer... .We're here to serve you! Visit our office at 1391
Franklin Street, located off Monroe Street between Benton Street and Homestead Road in Santa Clara.
Full Service ATM in the basement level-Benson Center
Phone (408) 244-5818 Fax (408)244-9390
Toll Free l-(888)-361-1894
Email: info@missioncityfcu.org
Web: www.missioncityfcu.org
Ghilotti Construction Company is Proud to Support
Santa Clara University and Students
TEAMWORK • SOLUTIONS • EXCELLENCE
GENERAL ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR SERVICES SiNCE 1914
TOTAL SITE PREPARATION
GRADING AND EXCAVATING
PAVING
STORM DRAIN
WATER AND SEWER LINES
The Buck Center, Novato • 101/580 Highway, San Rafael • 580 HOV Lane Project, Livermore
CONSTRUCTION
GHILOTTI
Since -COMPANY- m4
ghilotti.com
Vame You Can Build With.
EQUIPMENT RENTAL
SOIL STABILIZATION
SITE AND STRUCTURE CONCRETE
UNDERGROUND
CORPORATE OFFICE AMERICAN CANYON OFFICE
246 Ghilotti Ave., Santa Rosa '600 South Napa Junction Rd, American Canyon
(707)585.1221 (707)556.9145
MARIN OFFICE LIVERMORE OFFICE
2301 Kerner Blvd., San Rafael 3090 Independence Drive, Suite 1 1 8, Livermore
(415)256.1525 (925)583.0979 cslb#644sis
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Father Paul Locatelli, S.J. dedicated himself to
the Santa Clara family for four decades, the
last twenty years as our president. He believed
that this Catholic, Jesuit university must advance
knowledge and the arts so that students might
encounter the broader world, particularly its
most needy and vulnerable members. From
these personal interactions, he wanted to see
hearts moved, lives transformed, and our world
changed. We are all the beneficiaries of this
Jesuit priest who lived by the exhortation of the
Prophet, Micah, chapter 6, verse 8: 'This is what
the Lord asks of you, only this: to act justly, to love
tenderly, and to walk humbly with your God"
-Fr. Michael Engh, S.J.
University President
To
celebrate the legacy of the man who
made great contributions to the evolution of
the university, this issue of the The Redwood is
dedicated to Fr. Paul Locatelli, S.J.
Fr. Locatelli began his career at the
University of Santa Clara as a member of the class
of 1960. He graduated with a Bachelor of Science
in Commerce and enlisted in the US Army. In 1962,
he left the military and entered the Novitiate at Los
Gatos. He was ordained a priest in 1974. The same
year, Fr. Locatelli became an assistant professor
of accounting at Santa Clara University. He was
soon promoted to accociate dean of the business
school, then academic vice president, and finally,
university president. Such a quick biography could
only begin to describe the enormous impact he
had on our community and where we are today.
During his 20 years as president, Fr. Locatelli
made the school grow and evolve in ways only
possible under the leadership of someone with a
true passion for the university. He grew the school's
endowment ten-fold, started the Campus Renewal
Program which sponsored over a dozen major
building projects including the new library and the
re-routing of The Alameda, made a name for the
univerisity as a prestigious academic institution and
raised the graduation rate to one of the best in the
nation.
It is obvious from his accomplishments that
Fr. Locatelli was a man with a big vision and the
will to make it a reality. For this, he will go down in
history as one of Santa Clara Universitys best and
most beloved presidents.
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Letter from
the Editor
Fellow Broncos,
It is with great pleasure that we present to you the 107th';
volume of Santa Clara University's Redwood Yearbook. My U
staff members and I have worked hard to create a compilatior
of memories that truly portrays what it meant to be a Bronco this
year. The Santa Clara tradition is strong, 160 years and counting
but the culture is ever evolving. I often get distracted by the
complete collection of yearbooks on the bookshelf in my office
I
dating back to the early 1900s. I see photos and read stories o
the students who called this campus home decades ago and i
notice that through the years students always find new ways tc
embrace the Santa Clara tradition. These evolutionary trend:
and changes are what make each year such an adventure. Ir
choosing the theme of "Evolution" for this year's book, we wantec
to show how this years students are like no students who have;
gone before us.
Luckily, this years yearbook staff made sure my jot
was always fun, however, I did learn a few lessons in regards tc 1
managing a staff in the most effective way possible. First, I quickly
learned that people spend a lot more time working in the office-
when the candy bowl is well stocked with Jolly Ranchers. I alsci
learned that having two couches is a necessity. When deadline;
hit, we're stuck working away in the basement of Benson well intc
the night, and fighting ensues on who gets to nap on the couch
Chipotle dinners seemed to be the magic touch needed to re
motivate everyone after a tough deadline. Finally, and I must say
learned this the hard way; it is definitely NOT a good idea to allovi
the entire staff to be armed with nerf guns.
Looking back on all we have accomplished this year,
want to thank all of the editors, designers, and photographers fo'l
working tirelessly to produce a book that I believe has raised the
bar and will stand as inspiration to Redwood staff members fo
years to come. Thanks also to everyone who contributed to the,!
success of this book in some way including our advisor, Gordor
Young, Arcelia Rodriguez and the Center for Student Leadership
the Office of the Registrar, the Access Card Office, SCU Archives1 !
Campus Safety for paying us late night visits to our office, ou
good friends at The Sonto Cloro and all of the other Charterer
Student Organizations, and the girls from Lady Land who's beautifij
drawings adorn my whiteboard.
Whether you are flipping through the pages of this boo!
in 201 1 or in 2061, I hope it has helped you to re-live some of the
amazing experiences this year brought to the Santa Clara Bronco
and that you will always remember: once a Bronco, always c
Bronco.
Sincerely,
Ryan Selewicz
Class of 2013
Editor-in-Chief, The Redwood, Vol. 107
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Having the opportunity to
be Design Editor this year has
been so much fun! I have
enjoyed being able to work
with everyone to incorporate
their creativity and individuality
>/ into a cohesive publication.
One candy box, inspiration
from the lovely Taylor Swift, a
sweet "Redwood" sign, multiple
Chipotle dinners, hours in
the office and a wonderful
yearbook, .CHECK!"
Jenny Nicholson
Design Editor
"Working with a staff of 12
girls and 3 guys has been an
adventure, but being able to
capture the memories of this
year for the class of 201 1 has
been an absolutely amazing
experience, thank you SCU for
an amazing year."
Michael Erkelens
Photo Editor
I
"Being a part of the
yearbook has been so
fun and rewarding! It's
incredible to be part of
such a great community
here at the Redwood and
fc at Santa Clara."
Amanda Nelson
Business Manager
"I've really enjoyed working
with the yearbook. In high
school I designed the
layout for our newspaper,
so it has been fun to get
to be more creative and
design yearbook pages
instead. Yay yearbook!"
Briana MacDonald
Personalities Editor
"I've had so much fu
during my short run
as copy editor for the
Yearbook, The staff is
great and enthusiastic
and I love thes work I'm
doing. That's all I can
ask for!"
Stella Tran
Copy Editor
Editors
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Designers
"Working on the Redwood has
been such a great experi-
ence. From staff dinners to
chipotle deliveries at meei-
ings, its hard to believe thcbt
I'm getting paid for it! Its"
always exciting to share id<±is
with like-minded, creative
people. I have had so muc
fun and learned a lot
from my fellow staff membe
and definitely I think all 01
hard work has paid off!"
Nora Colello
"Punctuality. A foxy eye.
A time of righteous
jollity. Just a few of the
many lessons learned and
fun had here at the
renowned Redwood."
Julia Restin
SSMm-i-'f-',' ife*aa.
"Being on the yearbook
has been so much fun!
have learned so much
2nd it's been nice to be
part of a community
Casey Cronin
"My experience with
The Redwood has been
really unique. Our staff
rnciy be small, but we
ha\p a lot of personality
and creativity. I've
/ed having a lot of
ependence with my
pqges I can't wait for
next year!"
Nellie Bohac
"Being on the yearbook
staff was an amazing
experience. I was able
to work with a talented f
group of people and
learned a lot about m^
own creativity."
Erik Toral
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"Taking pictures fo
yearbook has been a
great experience, I love
the staff, and the idea of
creating history at Santa
Clara. I hope you enjoy
the book! "
Samantha Juda
p
"I have had a great
time being on yearbook
this year. I had the op-
portunity to work with a
diverse group of people
who all have something
different to bring to the
table. It has been a lot
of hard work but wel
worth it."
Jacqueline
My experience working
for The Redwood has
been an adventure!
I have been able to
meet new wonderful
and talented students
as well as advance my
skills as a photographer.
I have enjoyed working
for the yearbook
tremendously!"
Sarah Love
"This yearbook wc
lot of work but totally
worth it. I had some
Ja1| opportunities and
ed a lot about
photography at the
same time. The office
became my little
hideaway on campus
and I'll miss it!"
Katie Simmons
Photographers
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Santa Clara University^ 1 07th volume of The Redwood
was printed by:
Taylor Publishing Company
1550 W. Mockingbird
Dallas, Texas 75235.
The Redwoods pages were designed on iMac and
Mac Pro computers using Adobe InDesign CS5 and
submitted electronically as PDFs.
Most photos were taken with Nikon, Pentax, Sony,
and Canon digital SLR cameras and edited using
Adobe Photoshop CS5 and Camera RAW.
Senior Portraits were taken by:
Ultimate Exposures
701 1 Hayvenhurst Ave., Suite C
Van Nuys, CA 91406
Copy was written and edited by The Redwood staff
and other contributing student writers. Type was set
in Cosmos Condensed, Angelina, and Vangard.
The Redwood is printed and produced each hear for
all undergraduate students at Santa Clara University.
Students who purchased a book were charged a
yearbook fee of $85 (before 1/6/1 1) or $99.
We regret and apologize for any misspellings,
omissions or incorrect information. Any mistakes
are in no way intentional on behalf of The Redwood
staff, publisher, or faculty advisor. We do everything
we can to ensure accuracy.
Student classifications for the Personalities Section
are based on each students expected graduation
date, which is on file with the University Registrar. We
were unable to include seniors who did not elect to
have a senior portrait taken.
Our coverage ranges from September to March
in order to make our final print Oeadline and have
the books reaay for shipment in May. We apologize
for any inconvenience this may have caused to
individuals or organizations.
Special thanks to Kurt Wagner and The Santa Clara
for giving us their old color printer so we could print
our own color proofs.
Please direct all inquiries about this book or our
organization to:
The Redwood
Santa Clara University
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95053
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